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Résumé 
Les Hyménoptères sociaux (abeilles, fourmis et guêpes) doivent leur succès écologique à une division du 

travail marquée par l’existence de castes. Les reines sont spécialisées dans la reproduction, tandis que les 

ouvrières sont stériles et prennent en charge la construction du nid et sa défense, la récolte de nourriture et 

l’élevage des jeunes. Le développement d’un œuf femelle en une reine ou une ouvrière est généralement 

régi par des facteurs environnementaux, tels que la qualité ou la quantité de la nourriture. 

En réalisant une étude de génétique des populations chez la fourmi Cataglyphis hispanica, nous 

avons mis en évidence un mode de reproduction inhabituel appelé hybridogenèse sociale. Cette espèce est 

caractérisée par la co-existence de deux lignées génétiques au sein des populations. Les reines de chaque 

lignée s’accouplent systématiquement avec un mâle de l’autre lignée génétique. Ainsi, les reines de la 

lignée 1 s’accouplent toujours avec un mâle de la lignée 2, et les reines de la lignée 2 s’accouplent avec un 

mâle de la lignée 1. Les ouvrières sont issues du croisement entre les deux lignées : il s’agit donc 

d’individus hybrides. A l’inverse, les individus reproducteurs (nouvelles reines et mâles) sont produits 

exclusivement par reproduction asexuée. La caste femelle (reine ou ouvrière) est donc déterminée 

génétiquement; les ouvrières portent un génome hybride, alors que les reproducteurs possèdent un génome 

non-hybride hérité exclusivement de la mère. 

   Les travaux réalisés dans le cadre de cette thèse de doctorat visent à comprendre l’origine et 

l’évolution de l’hybridogenèse sociale chez les fourmis Cataglyphis par le biais d’approches variées 

(génétique des populations, phylogéographie et manipulation de colonies en laboratoire). Ils sont articulés 

selon plusieurs axes complémentaires : la description du phénomène, l’étude de sa distribution 

géographique et phylogénétique au sein du genre Cataglyphis, et l'étude de ces mécanismes génétiques 

sous-jacents. 
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Ant species with hybrid workers 

Unusual reproductive systems involving mating between partners from different lineages or species have 
evolved multiple times in the animal kingdom (Beukeboom & Vrijenhoek 1998; Avise 2008). In this 
thesis, I report one such system termed social hybridogenesis, in ants of the genus Cataglyphis. In these 
ants, two divergent genetic lineages have to interbreed to produce viable workers. The lineages do not, 
however, recombine over time, because workers do not reproduce and because reproductive individuals 
are produced by parthenogenesis rather than by sexual reproduction. Similar genetic systems have been 
reported in several other ant taxa. This review focuses on ant species where hybrid workers regularly 
occur and goes through the different explanations proposed to account for the evolution of these systems.  

Ants, as other Hymenoptera, are haplodiploid. Males are haploid and develop from unfertilized 
eggs (arrhenotokous parthenogenesis), whereas queen and worker females are diploid and typically 
develop from fertilized eggs (Cook 1993). In some species, diploid females may also be produced by 
thelytokous parthenogenesis (Heinze 2008). Division of labour between queens and workers is a key 
feature of insect societies and largely contributed to their ecological success (Hölldobler & Wilson 1990). 
Queens specialize in reproduction, whereas workers are responsible for non-reproductive tasks, such 
as building the nest, collecting food and caring for the brood. Queens typically develop from the same 
eggs as workers (Figure 1A). Whether a female egg develops into a reproductive queen or a worker is 
indeed generally influenced by environmental conditions rather than by genetic factors (Wheeler 1986). 

1) Social cleptogamy: an idiosyncratic consequence of hybridization in ants

Interspecific hybridization is common in the animal kingdom (Schwenk et al. 2008). Hybridization is 
however particularly frequent in ants. In Central Europe, for example, over 14% of the ant fauna have been 
shown to occasionally hybridize (Seifert 1999, 2009). The commonness of hybridization in ants may be 
imputed to the brevity of mating activities which effectively limits the opportunity for premating sexual 
selection to occur and to the poor phenotypic differentiation observed between males from related species 
(Feldhaar et al. 2008). Importantly, selection for pre-zygotic isolating mechanisms may be relaxed in ants 
compared to other organisms due to their haplo-diploid sex determination system and their reproductive 
division of labour between fertile queen and sterile worker females (Nonacs 2006). In first-generation 
crosses, males still develop from pure species unfertilized eggs and only queens are effectively affected by 
the negative consequence of hybridization on reproductive potential, i.e. low fertility or sterility (Burke & 
Arnold 2001). If hybridization does not result in low worker performance, a queen mated with an 
heterospecific male would be able to raise a worker force and produce males as well as a queen mated with 
a conspecific male.  

In some ant species, a large portion of queens mate with heterospecific males, produce hybrid 
workers and non-hybrid haploid males, but fail to produce viable hybrid queens (reviewed in Seifert 1999; 
Umphrey 2006b; Feldhaar et al. 2008). This leads to an unusual population structure where colonies often 
consist of first-generation hybrid workers, but all reproductive individuals are pure species (Figure 1B). 
The most well-known examples of such phenomenon are found in Lasius and Temnothorax ants (see Box 
1). The terms "social cleptogamy" (Seifert 1999) and "sperm parasitism" (Umphrey 2006) were both 
coined for this type of reproduction to account for the fact that queens parasitize heterospecific sperm for 
colony growth only. 

Social cleptogamy can result from recent secondary contact between allopatric species. Allopatric 
species are not expected to evolve pre-zygotic isolating mechanisms since they do not meet; they may thus 
readily hybridize upon secondary contact (Seifert 1999). The hybrids may, however, be sterile due to the 
accumulation of genetic incompatibilities between divergent species. Illustrations for this explanation are 
found in the ants Lasius jensi and Temnothorax albipennis which ranges have expanded due to human 
landscape modifications leading to secondary contact with related species with whom they now frequently 
mate (Pearson 1982; Seifert 1999). Similar situation occurs in Temnothorax crassispinus which has 
recently become promiscuous with Temnothorax nylanderi due to post-glacial recolonization (Pusch et al. 
2006a) (Box 1). 



Interestingly, facultative social cleptogamy may, under certain circumstances, increase the 
reproductive success of a species and be selected for (Umphrey 2006). Interspecific mating can have an 
adaptive value for queens in marginal populations - such as the border of a distribution range - where 
finding a conspecific partner is not granted (Reyer 2008). In such populations, social cleptogamy may 
evolve as a "best of a bad job" strategy allowing queens to avoid total reproductive failure when 
conspecific mates are not available (Seifert 1999; Umphrey 2006). Queens mated with heterospecific 
males could indeed achieve reproductive success through male production. Umphrey (2006) also proposed 
that interspecific mating could evolve when the potential fitness advantage of a hybrid worker force 
surpasses the cost of producing male reproductives only. For example, when intraspecific competition is 
intense and resources are limited, colonies with hybrid worker force may be able to exploit marginal 
habitats where competition is lower (Anderson 1948; Bernstein 1979; Pearson 1983a; Seehausen 2004; 
Umphrey 2006). Hybrid workers may also perform intrinsically better than pure species workers due to 
heterosis (Burke 2001).  

Box 1: Social cleptogamy in ants. 
Five cases of frequent unidirectional hybridization without significant subsequent introgression (social 
cleptogamy) have been reported in Lasius and Temnothorax (formerly Leptothorax) ants. 

1) Lasius psammophilus (formerly alienus) x niger: In southern England, L. psammophilus queens
frequently mate with L. niger males (Pearson 1983a; b). Hybrid workers and hybrid queens are produced, 
but no hybrid queens were ever found to head a colony suggesting that they have low fitness (Pearson 
1987). In line with this, Van Der Have et al. (2011) found no evidence for lasting introgression of L. niger 
alleles into L. psammophilus in southern England. 

2) Lasius jensi x umbratus: In Central Europe, about one fifth of the reproductive queens of L. jensi are
found mated with a L. umbratus male. Hybrid workers are readily produced, but not a single hybrid queens 
were ever found despite extensive sampling suggesting that hybrids fail to develop into new queens 
(Seifert 1999).  

3) Lasius (Acanthomyops) claviger x latipes: In North America, L. claviger queens can mate with L.
latipes males in areas of sympatry (Wing 1968; Umphrey & Danzmann 1998). Remarkably, as much as 
half of the colonies headed by L. claviger queens produce hybrid L. clavier x latipes queens and workers 
indicating that pre-zygotic reproductive isolation between the two species is, at best, very weak (Umphrey 
2006). As documented for L. psammophilus x niger, however, hybrid queens appear unable to successfully 
found new colonies. 

4) Temnothorax albipennis x ssp.: In Central Europe, up to 44 % of the established queens of
Temnothorax albipennis are found mated with a male of T. tuberum, T. nigriceps or T. unifasciatus 
(Douwes & Stille 1991; Seifert 1999).  Yet, only weak gene flow between species seems to occur (Douwes 
& Stille 1991; Seifert 1999).  

5) Temnothorax crassispinus x nylanderi: The species Temnothorax crassispinus and T. nylanderi
frequently hybridize in a narrow contact zone in Germany (Seifert 1995; Pusch et al. 2006b). In sympatric 
populations, up to 66% of the colonies are found to host hybrid workers resulting from unidirectional 
hybridization between T. crassispinus queens and T. nylanderi males (Pusch et al. 2006a). Hybrid T. 
crassispinus x nylanderi queens are produced, but appear to rarely succeed colony foundation (Pusch et al. 
2006a). 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of reproductive systems in ants. 
(A) Typically, females are produced by sexual reproduction: they develop from fertilized eggs and are 
diploid. By contrast, males are produced by parthenogenesis (arrhenotoky): they arise from unfertilized 
eggs and are haploid. Most species are characterized by a classical reproductive system where queens 
mate with conspecific male(s) and use the sperm of their mate(s) for the production of female offspring 
(queens and workers). (B-F) Some species have however evolved unusual systems of reproduction where 
queens regularly mate with males from another lineage than their own and where offspring of both sexes 
may be produced asexually. 



 



2) Social hybridogenesis: an extreme case of social cleptogamy

In some ant species, social cleptogamy has become an obligatory component of a queen's reproductive 
cycle. All workers in a population develop from eggs resulting from first-generation hybrid crosses 
between divergent lineages or species. By contrast, all reproductive individuals develop from eggs with 
non-hybrid genotypes. This unusual reproductive system is usually referred to as "social hybridogenesis" 
(Cahan et al. 2002) due to its analogy with the classical form of hybridogenesis. Hybridogenesis is a mode 
of reproduction found in some fishes, frogs and stick-insects, where hybrid offspring experiences an unfair 
meiosis (Schultz 1969; Avise 2008). During gametogenesis the chromosome sets of the parents fail to 
recombine and one parental genome is selectively excluded from the germinal cell line. As a result, 
gametes contain only one parental genome. Hybridogenesis therefore results in a situation in which 
somatic cells are hybrids, whereas germ cells are non-hybrids and carry the genome of a single parental 
species. Social hybridogenesis can be considered as a social version of hybridogenesis as the "soma" of 
colonies - the workers - are hybrids, whereas the "germ line" of colonies - the reproductive individuals - 
are non-hybrids (Leniaud et al 2012).  

Social hybridogenesis comes in three flavours, which differ in whether hybridization is 
asymmetrical or symmetrical, and whether non-hybrid queens are produced by sexual or asexual 
reproduction. In the simplest form, namely asymmetrical social hybridogenesis, a species A depends on the 
males of a species B for worker production. Queens of species A mate with conspecific (A) or 
heterospecific (B) males. Conspecific mating result in the production of new reproductive queens with 
pure A genotypes (AA), while heterospecific mating result in the production of workers with hybrid 
genotypes (AB). Hence, colonies must contain both conspecific and heterospecific mating partners to 
achieve colony growth and reproduction (Figure 1C). Queens of species B mate only with conspecific 
partners and display a classical reproduction system. This asymmetrical form of social hybridogenesis is 
found in some populations of the fire ant Solenopsis xyloni where queens parasitize males of Solenopsis 
geminata (Box 2; Cahan & Vinson 2003). 

In other hybridogenetic ants, two lineages are mutually interdependent for worker production, a 
phenomenon termed "symmetrical social hybridogenesis" (Parker 2004) or "dependent-lineage system" 
(Anderson et al. 2006). Symmetrical social hybridogenesis has been reported in some populations of 
Pogonomyrmex (Julian et al. 2002; Volny & Gordon 2002; Cahan et al. 2002), Messor (Norman et al. 
2016; Romiguier et al. 2017) and Cataglyphis (Leniaud et al. 2012; Eyer et al. 2013) ants (Box 2). Two 
interdependent yet highly divergent genetic lineages - A and B - are found in each case. Workers are 
produced by sexual reproduction between partners originating from different lineages; therefore, they are 
hybrids of the two lineages (AB). In Pogonomyrmex and Messor, pure-lineage new queens (AA or BB) 
are produced by sexual reproduction between partners originating from the same lineage. Hence, queens 
must mate multiply with males from their own lineage and males from the alternative lineage than their 
own to produce both queens and workers (Figure 1E). In Cataglyphis, pure-lineage new queens are 
produced by thelytokous parthenogenesis and queens may mate singly as only interlineage mating is 
required for the production of females (Figure 1F).  

Remarkably, in all reported cases of social hybridogenesis, lineages have been shown to remain 
highly divergent from their partner lineage despite constant hybridization for worker production (Cahan & 
Vinson 2003; Sirvio et al. 2011; Darras et al. 2014b; Norman et al. 2016). Social hybridogenesis indeed 
results in near perfect caste-genotype associations. Virtually all queens and males are pure-lineage (or 
pure-species) individuals, while all workers are interlineage (or interspecific) hybrids (Schwander et al. 
2010). Hereafter, we review why each caste is associated with a particular genotype under this system. 

Four explanations have been proposed to account for the scarcity of hybrid queens in 
hybridogenetic populations. (1) Hybrid larvae may fail to develop into queens due to genetic 
incompatibilities arising, for example, from cyto-nuclear incongruences (Linksvayer et al. 2006). 
Experimental studies do not lend credence to this hypothesis. Indeed,  hybrid queens are sporadically 
found in Solenopsis xyloni (Cahan & Vinson 2003), Pogonomyrmex (Cahan et al. 2004; Schwander et al. 
2007b; Curry et al. 2010; Sirvio et al. 2011) and can be obtained in experimental laboratory conditions in 
the hybridogenetic species Cataglyphis mauritanica (Chapter 8). (2) Hybrid larvae may fail to develop into 
queens when pure-lineage larvae are present in the nest (Julian et al. 2002; Cahan et al. 2002). Pure-
lineage larvae may indeed be better competitor for queen development than hybrid larvae if co-adapted 
gene complexes are disrupted by hybridization (Strassmann & Queller 2008). Under this scenario, pure-
lineage larvae would monopolize colony resources during the reproductive season and prevent hybrid 



larvae from developing into queens. (3) Hybrid eggs may not encounter conditions favourable for queen 
development. In Cataglyphis, queens control whether female eggs are fertilized or unfertilized (Aron et al. 
2011). Workers raise the very first eggs laid after hibernation into sexuals. By laying only pure-lineage 
parthenogenetic eggs in early spring, hybridogenetic queens may avoid the production of new queens with 
hybrid genotypes (Chapter 8). Queens may also manipulate the fate of their eggs through maternal                
  
   
Box 2: Social hybridogenesis in ants 
 
1) Solenopsis xyloni x geminata: The fire ants Solenopsis xyloni and S. geminata are sympatric in the 
South of the United States. In at least four populations of this region, all colonies headed by S. xyloni 
queens produce workers that are first generation hybrids between S. xyloni and S. geminata, suggesting that 
S. xyloni has lost phenotypic plasticity and depends on hybridization with S. geminata for worker 
production (Hung & Vinson 1977; Cahan & Vinson 2003). By contrast, queens and males produced by S. 
xyloni queens typically have pure S. xyloni genotypes. Cahan and Vinson (2003) suggest that colonies of S. 
xyloni may contain several queens mated singly with either a S. xyloni male or a S. geminata male. New 
queens would be produced by queens mated with S. xyloni males, while workers would be produced by 
queens mated with S. geminata males. Colonies headed by S. geminata queens produce S. geminata 
offspring only. 
  
2) Pogonomyrmex barbatus x rugosus: P. barbatus and P. rugosus are seed harvester ants whose ranges 
overlap in south-western North America. Two interdependent lineages pairs, J1/J2 and H1/H2, are found in 
the region of overlap (Anderson et al. 2006). The H1/H2 pair can be divided into three geographical 
lineage pairs, which all derived from a common ancestral pair but are currently genetically isolated 
(Schwander et al. 2007a). All current lineages are hybrids of P. barbatus and P. rugosus (Cahan & Keller 
2003; Sirvio et al. 2011), but are reproductively isolated from these parental species (Cahan et al. 2006; 
Schwander et al. 2008b). In population with interdependent lineages, queens mate with both males of their 
own lineages and males of the alternative lineage than their own. Same lineage mating produce new 
queens, while interlineage mating produce workers (Julian et al. 2002; Volny & Gordon 2002; Cahan et al. 
2002). The role of hybridization in the origin and evolution of social hybridogenesis in Pogonomyrmex 
remains controversial (Cahan & Keller 2003; Anderson et al. 2006; Sirvio et al. 2011). 
 
3) Messor ssp.: Messor is another genus of seed harvester ants that is found in most of the Old World. 
Social hybridogenesis has been identified in Messor barbarus (Norman et al. 2016; Romiguier et al. 
2017). Two interdependent lineages were found in all surveyed populations of the species. Queens mate 
with males of their own lineages to produce new queens and mate with males of the alternative lineage 
than their own to produce workers, as is the case in Pogonomyrmex. A similar reproductive system is 
suspected in French populations of Messor structor where workers are all hybrids of two lineages and in 
Messor ebeninus where a first-generation hybrid worker was found (Romiguier et al. 2017).  
 
4) Cataglyphis ssp.: Cataglyphis is a characteristic genus of the arid areas of the southern Palearctic 
region. Social hybridogenesis has been identified in 8 species: Cataglyphis hispanica (Leniaud et al. 
2012), Cataglyphis mauritanica, Cataglyphis velox (Eyer et al. 2013), Cataglyphis altisquamis, 
Cataglyphis cretica, Cataglyphis foreli, Cataglyphis hellenica and Cataglyphis italica (Darras, 
unpublished data). Two interdependent lineages are found across most of the distribution range of C. 
hispanica (Darras et al. 2014b) and C. velox (Chapter 5). In the six other species, two interdependent 
lineages were found in each species, but whether these are as widespread as in C. hispanica and C. velox 
remains to be determined. In each species, queens mate with one or a few male(s) from the alternative 
lineage than their own and produce hybrid workers by sexual reproduction, while new queens are produced 
by thelytokous parthenogenesis. The evolutionary history of social hybridogenesis in Cataglyphis is 
ambiguous. Social hybridogenesis appears to have evolved independently in two phylogenetically distant 
groups, namely the altisquamis group (5 species) and the cursor group (3 species). However, whether the 
multiple occurrences of social hybridogenesis within each group have independent origins or can be traced 
down to a single origin is unknown (Chapter 5). 
 



hormones (Schwander et al. 2008a; Libbrecht et al. 2013) and promote queen development in 
parthenogenetic eggs only. These two mechanisms can however not account for the lack of hybrid queens 
in other hybridogenetic taxa where queens lay hybrid and non-hybrid fertilized eggs indiscriminately, as 
occurs in Pogonomyrmex (Fewell et al. 2006; Volny et al. 2006). (4) Hybrid queens may experience 
reduced fitness or sterility. In Pogonomyrmex, the offspring of hybrid queens suffer from low viability and 
colonies headed by hybrid queens fail to reach the reproductive age (Schwander et al. 2007b). This 
mechanism would be similar to what is observed in certain species reproducing by social cleptogamy 
(Feldhaar et al. 2008; see Box 1). 

The scarcity of pure-lineage workers does not seem to stem from environmental or maternal 
effects. Rather, it appears that pure-lineages diploids are genetically hardwired to develop into queens. In 
hybridogenetic Pogonomyrmex and Cataglyphis, queens mated with a male of their own lineage lay pure-
lineage eggs that develop into queens during the reproductive season, but abort development during the 
non-reproductive season when colonies raise the brood into workers (Cahan et al. 2004; Clark et al. 2006; 
Volny et al. 2006; Anderson et al. 2008; Darras et al. 2014a; Chapter 8). No experimental data is available 
in Solenopsis xyloni and in Messor ssp. Yet, a similar mechanism is likely to exist in these ants as workers 
develop from hybrid eggs even when pure-lineage eggs are produced (Cahan & Vinson 2003; Norman et 
al. 2016). These observations suggest that hybridogenetic lineages have lost phenotypic plasticity and are 
dependent on their host for worker production. 

Finally, that males are all pure-lineage individuals is a logical consequence of their 
parthenogenetic production by pure-lineage queens. Nonetheless, hybrid workers of Pogonomyrmex, 
Messor barbarus and Cataglyphis velox have been shown to produce F2 hybrid males through 
arrhenotokous parthenogenesis in orphaned laboratory colonies (Curry et al. 2010; Romiguier et al. 2017; 
Darras unpublished data). Whether these males are fertile and are produced in natural conditions is 
unknown. However, such hybrid males are likely dead-ends since they should produce hybrid sperm cells - 
if any - while viable queens always develop from pure-lineage eggs. 

Three main models have been proposed to explain the origin of social hybridogenesis in ants: the chimeric 
genomes hypothesis, the caste-biasing alleles hypothesis and the social cleptogamy hypothesis.  

1) The chimeric genomes hypothesis
Social hybridogenesis was originally described in Pogonomyrmex where interdependent lineages are all 
hybrids of Pogonomyrmex barbatus and P. rugosus (Box 2). Cahan et al. (2002; 2003) first proposed that 
ancestral hybridization between P. barbatus and P. rugosus has led to the formation of chimeric genomes 
that are unable to develop into workers due to negative epistatic interactions between alleles of the two 
parental species. Two hybrid lineages with "complementary" ancestries would have been selected leading 
to social hybridogenesis. Interlineage mating would restore correct interactions between parental P. 
barbatus and P. rugosus alleles and allow worker development, while intralineage mating would result in 
queen development due to negative epistasis. This model is probably obsolete. Recent phylogeographic 
studies indeed suggest that social hybridogenesis evolved in pure species populations of P. rugosus and P. 
barbatus before hybridization took place (Anderson et al. 2006; Sirvio et al. 2011). There is also no 
support for the chimeric genomes hypothesis in Cataglyphis, Messor and Solenopsis as hybridogenetic 
lineages in these genera do not have any obvious hybrid parentage. 

2) The caste-biasing alleles hypothesis
A second model suggests that social hybridogenesis results from the spread of selfish alleles biasing 
development towards the queen trajectory (Anderson et al. 2006). Homozygosity for a recessive caste-
biasing allele would result in queen development, while heterozygosity would result in either queen or 
worker development. Caste-biasing alleles impose a genetic load to colonies as they prevent optimal 
resource allocation into workers at the beginning of a colony cycle (Fewell et al. 2006; Schwander et al. 
2006, 2010). Because caste-biasing alleles are maladaptive, selection should favour the evolution of 
suppressors that inhibit the effect of such selfish alleles (Hatcher 2000). Nonetheless, a caste-biasing allele 
may be able to spread in a population with multiple-queen colonies (e.g., in Solenospsis xyloni) or 
multiply-mated queens (e.g., in hybridogetic Messor and Ponogmyrmex ants), where a mutation-carrying 
reproductive individual can survive at the expense of nestmate reproductives producing workers 
(Buschinger 1990, 2009; Anderson et al. 2008). Anderson et al. (2006) argued that social hybridogenesis 
may be a stable outcome of the genomic conflict opposing selfish caste-biasing alleles and suppressors in 



such societies. Under this scenario, two interdependent lineages fixed for different caste-biasing alleles 
and suppressors would interbreed for worker production leading to social hybridogenesis. Caste-biasing 
alleles have been reported in several social Hymenoptera (Anderson et al. 2008; Schwander et al. 2010), 
but whether these can sometimes result in social hybridogenesis is unknown. 
 
3) The social cleptogamy hypothesis 
Social hybridogenesis could also directly evolve from social cleptogamy (Umphrey 2006).  Social 
cleptogamy has been documented in genera where colonies are frequently headed by a single, once-mated 
queen (e.g. Lasius: Van Der Have et al. 2011 and Temnothorax: Heinze 1995; Hammond & Keller 2004) 
(Box 1). The dynamic of social cleptogamy may be somewhat different in species where colonies are 
headed by multiple queens or where queens mate multiply. In secondary contact zones, colonies with 
multiple reproductive individuals may contain both conspecific and heterospecific mating combinations. 
Mechanisms targeting the hybrid brood toward worker development and the non-hybrid brood toward 
queen development could be selected for to reduce the risk of hybrid queen production while benefiting 
from an hybrid worker force (Umphrey 2006). Over time, this selection pressure may give rise to systems 
like asymmetrical social hybridogenesis (if hybridization is unidirectional) or symmetrical social 
hybridogenesis (if hybridization is bidirectional). This model fits with the pattern observed in Solenopsis 
xyloni, where multiple-queen populations living in sympatry with Solenopsis geminata have evolved 
asymmetrical social hybridogenesis (Cahan & Vinson 2003). It may also explain the evolution of the 
Pogonomyrmex J1/J2 hybridogenetic lineage pair in an historic zone of contact between the polyandrous 
species P. rugosus and P. barbatus. 
 
 

3) Double-clonality 
 
Double-clonality is yet another unusual ant reproductive system where workers are hybrids but 
reproductives are not. Under this system, workers are produced by sexual reproduction and carry alleles of 
both the colony queen(s) and their mates, while new reproductive queens are clones of their mother and 
males are clones of their father (Figure 1D). Queens are produced by thelytokous parthenogenesis, most 
likely through automictic parthenogenesis with central fusion (Foucaud et al. 2009a; Rabeling & Kronauer 
2013). Males, on the other hand, are produced by androgenesis, a rare form of parthenogenesis that results 
in embryos with a nuclear genome of solely paternal origin (McKone & Halpern 2003; Pigneur et al. 2012; 
Schwander & Oldroyd 2016). The queen and male genomes therefore evolve as separate entities, which 
only interbreed to produce sterile first-generation hybrid workers. Double-clonality has been reported in 
four species, namely Wasmannia auropunctata (Fournier et al. 2005), Vollenhovia emeryi (Ohkawara et al. 
2006; Kobayashi et al. 2008), Paratrechina longicornis (Pearcy et al. 2011) and Cardiocondyla 
kagutsuchi (Okita & Tsuchida 2016) (Box 3). The caste-genotype association observed in females of 
double-clonal ants has been suggested to stem from genetic influences on caste determination (Foucaud et 
al. 2009a; Schwander et al. 2010). Although direct evidences for such a genetic mechanism are currently 
lacking, genetic caste determination is expected to evolve over time in queen-destined thelytokous eggs. 
The non-recombining "queen" and "male" genomes may indeed be prone to the accumulation of recessive 
mutations impairing worker development in a process similar to Muller's ratchet (Felsenstein 1974).  
 Double-clonality was originally described as an evolutionary battle of the sexes (Queller 2005). 
Queens would first evolve clonality leaving males with null fitness and males would then respond to this 
queen strategy by evolving androgenesis (Fournier et al. 2005). Crossing experiments in W. auropunctata 
however show that androgenesis in ants is a maternal trait rather than a paternal trait (Rey et al. 2013). In 
other double-clonal species, androgenesis is probably also a maternal trait as androgenesis and thelytoky 
are always found together suggesting that the two traits evolved simultaneously in queens (Rey et al. 
2011). Androgenesis has been proposed to arise from the fertilization of anucleate eggs (Foucaud et al. 
2007). Such anucleate eggs may result from chromosome mis-segregation during meiosis (Rey et al. 2013) 
or may be produced conjointly with thelytokous eggs through a cytological mechanism yet to be described 
(Foucaud et al. 2007). Hereafter, I propose the alternative hypothesis that androgenesis may result from 
the entry of a sperm cell in an egg destined to develop by thelytokous parthenogenesis.  
 It is usually assumed that queens of ants do not release sperm on eggs destined to develop by 
arrhenotokous parthenogenesis, but whether this is also the case for thelytokous eggs is questionable. The 
presence of a sperm nucleus in an egg destined to develop by thelytokous parthenogenesis may result in a 
conflicting situation with three putative outcomes: 1) the maternal nuclei may displace the sperm nucleus 



and the embryo would develop by thelytokous parthenogenesis giving rise to a female with a pure-
maternal genome; 2) the sperm nucleus may start mitosis and monopolizes the egg's resources at the 
expense of maternal nuclei. This would result in androgenetic development of a haploid (male) adult 
harbouring only paternal genes or, 3) the maternal nuclei and the sperm nucleus may be maintained and 
undergo cleavage independently resulting in a sex-mosaic individual with diploid tissues resulting from 
thelytokous parthenogenesis and haploid tissues resulting from androgenesis. Sex-mosaics have been 
documented in some ants (Skvarla & Dowling 2014). Interestingly, they are particularly frequent in 
double-clonal species. Kinomura and Yamauchi (1994) reported that 16.5% of the reproductive individuals 
they sampled in colonies headed by double-clonal S-queens of V. emeryi (Box3) were sex-mosaics. 
Similarly, 32.6% of the reproductive individuals were sex-mosaics in a Malaysian population of C. 
kagutsuchi genetically similar to the Japanese population of C. kagutsuchi where double-clonality was 
recently reported (Heinze et al. 2005; Yoshizawa et al. 2009; Okita & Tsuchida 2016). Sex-mosaics were 
also repeatedly reported in the double-clonal ant W. auropunctata (Rey et al. 2013). These findings support 
the hypothesis that androgenesis results from a struggle between maternal nuclei and sperm nucleus during 
the early steps of egg development.  

Box 3: Double-clonality in ants 

1) Wasmannia auropunctata: Also known as the little fire ant, this species is native to the Neotropics and
has been introduced in many areas of the World (Foucaud et al. 2010; Wetterer 2013). Pairs of clonal 
queens and clonal males have evolved multiple times from native sexual populations possibly in response 
to human disturbances on natural habitats (Fournier et al. 2005; Foucaud et al. 2007, 2009b). These clonal 
pairs are now invading new territories with the help of human transport (Foucaud et al. 2010). Whether 
double-clonality evolved spontaneously multiple times or has been transmitted in a contagious fashion to 
different sexual populations remains to be determined (Simon et al. 2003). On rare occasions, queens from 
double-clonal populations may be produced by sexual reproduction. These sexual events are not frequent 
enough to homogenize genetic variation between the queen and male genomes, but can occasionally 
reshuffle their genomes and lead to the formation of new lineage pairs (Foucaud et al. 2006, 2007; 
Mikheyev et al. 2009). 

2) Vollenhovia emeryi: This species is native from East Asia and has recently invaded North America
(Wetterer et al. 2015). Two different types of queens co-occur; (i) S-queens with short wings and (ii) L-
queens with long wings (Kinomura & Yamauchi 1994). (i) Colonies headed by S-queens typically 
reproduce by double-clonality. S-queens usually produce new S-queens by thelytokous parthenogenesis, 
while their mates father sons by androgenesis (Ohkawara et al. 2006; Kobayashi et al. 2008; Okamoto & 
Ohkawara 2010a). Queen are occasionally produced by sexual reproduction (Okamoto & Ohkawara 
2010a; b), but these sexual events do not seem to reorganize the queen and male genomes as is the case in 
W. auropunctata. Recent data indeed suggests that the S-queens and their mates from Japan, Korea and 
North America all belong to a single lineage pair (Miyakawa & Mikheyev 2015; this finding is not 
explicitely mentioned in the article, but the data presented are unambiguous). (ii) The biology of L-queens 
is much less understood and rather puzzling. L-queens can be produced by S-queens through sexual 
reproduction (Miyakawa & Mikheyev 2015; Okamoto et al. 2015). Yet, mitochondrial DNA analyses 
indicate that the two morphs are genetically isolated (Kobayashi et al. 2011, 2012). In the sole population 
of L-queens where a few males were found, colonies display a genetic structure consistent with double-
clonality (Ohkawara et al. 2006; Kobayashi et al. 2011). Whether colonies from other populations also 
reproduce by double-clonality is however uncertain as males are virtually unseen (Kobayashi et al. 2011). 

3) Paratrechina longicornis: Also known as the longhorn crazy ant, this species is probably one of the
most widespread invasive ant species in the world (Wetterer 2008). Its reproductive system has been 
studied in Bangkok. In this locality, all colonies appear to reproduce by double-clonality; all queens and all 
males belong to two clonal lineages (Pearcy et al. 2011). The distribution of double-clonality in the species 
is not yet known. 

4) Cardiocondyla kagutsuchi: This tramp species has spread widely across Asia and the Pacific (Heinze et
al. 2006). Four divergent mitochondrial lineages are found in Japan (Okita et al. 2015). In one of these (the 
lineage "C"), queens and males belong to two separate gene pools suggesting reproduction by double-
clonality (Okita & Tsuchida 2016). This finding remains, however, to be confirmed by pedigree analyses. 



 A single evolutionary step could explain the origin of double-clonality. Hymenoptera are likely 
pre-adapted to evolve thelytoky as all cellular mechanisms for egg development without fertilization are 
already available in arrhenotokous eggs (Vorburger 2014). In double-clonal ants, a single mutation may 
have altered the mechanism of arrhenotoky resulting in a shift from arrhenotoky to thelytoky (with 
androgenesis as a by-product). If thelytokous eggs are laid in similar conditions as normal arrhenotokous 
eggs, i.e. when colonies raise brood into new reproductive individuals, their development would be 
expected to be biased toward a queen trajectory due to social effects (Aron et al. 2011) or maternal effects 
(Schwander et al. 2008a; Libbrecht et al. 2013). A single mutation may, therefore, result in a system where 
clonal reproductive individuals are produced during the reproductive season, while workers are produced 
by sexual reproduction during the non-reproductive season. 
  That double-clonal species are all successful tramps in at least some part of their distribution 
range (Box 3) is probably not a coincidence. Double-clonal ants are likely prone to be successful invaders 
as they can avoid the risk of consanguineous mating associated with the early stages of colonization and 
can stay away from the negative consequences of inbreeding depression no matter what their population 
size is (Foucaud et al. 2007, 2009b; Pearcy et al. 2011). Fixed heterozygosity is indeed permanently 
maintained in the sexually produced workers. Queens of V. emeryi and P. longicornis even mate with their 
androgenetic "brothers" without any negative fitness consequence (Okamoto & Ohkawara 2010a; Pearcy et 
al. 2011). Remarkably, the genomes of double-clonal queens and males should be released from sexually 
antagonistic selection as the "queen" genome is never found in males while the "male" genome is never 
found in queens (Sykes & West 2005). The two genomes may, therefore, be selected to evolve 
independently toward two different sex-specific optimums. This unusual characteristic may also contribute 
to the ecological success of double-clonal ants.  
 
 
Conclusion 
 
This short review shows that haplodiploidy and reproductive division of labour can lead to the evolution 
of unusual ant reproductive systems whereby hybridization is recurrent but does not proceed beyond the 
first-generation. Social cleptogamy and social hybridogenesis - two potentially related phenomenon -, as 
well as double-clonality, all lead to the production of first-generation hybrid workers and non-hybrid 
reproductive individuals. Other systems relying on hybridization are likely to be discovered in the future 
as more species are being studied (Keller 2007). Recently, for example, a complex hybridization process 
has been reported in Formica ants where hybrid queens produce non-hybrid males due to post-zygotic 
selection during development (Kulmuni et al. 2010; Kulmuni & Pamilo 2014). To date, many questions 
concerning the origin and evolution of social hybridogenesis and double-clonality remain unanswered. In 
particular, the genetic mechanisms at play in these systems are still entirely unknown. The advance of 
genomic analysis for non-model organisms however brings hope for breakthroughs in the field as new 
hypotheses can be tested, such as the role of DNA methylation or chromosomal rearrangements in the 
maintenance of caste-genotype associations (Smith et al. 2012; Linksvayer et al. 2013). Chromosomal 
rearrangements have recently been found to underpin social structure in two ant species (Wang et al. 
2013; Purcell et al. 2014) and might also be responsible for the evolution of hybridogenetic lineages in 
Cataglyphis ants (Darras et al. 2014b)  
 It is now crucial to determine how frequent species with first-generation hybrid workers are 
among the near 16,000 ant species currently known (https://www.antweb.org, accessed May 2017). 
Species relying on hybridization may indeed be much more common than previously thought. Classical 
reproduction (Figure 1A) has actually been demonstrated in only a limited number of species. The recent, 
fortuitous discovery of social hybridogenesis in Messor barbarus, a species common in the Mediterranean 
region and previously considered as well-studied, call for a revision of our assumptions about the 
commonness of classical reproduction in ants (Norman et al. 2016; Romiguier et al. 2017). In the past 15 
years, ant reproductive systems have mainly been studied using time- and sample-demanding approaches 
based on microsatellite markers, which effectively limits the number of species that could be studied. 
Next-generation sequencing is changing the rules dramatically as the sequencing of large numbers of 
markers enables the detection of extreme heterozygosity - a signature of hybridization - using as few as a 
single worker sample (Romiguier et al. 2017) and as many species can be surveyed using cost-efficient 
strategies such as the targeted sequencing of ultraconserved elements (Branstetter et al. 2017). 
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Preamble 
Cataglyphis ants as models. 

Cataglyphis ants are characteristic insects of the arid areas of the southern Palearctic region (Figure 
1). The genus includes 10 well defined species groups (Agosti 1990; Radchenko 2001); 91 species 
and 18 subspecies are currently recognized as valid (Bolton 2016). Cataglyphis typically form small 
colonies consisting of several hundreds workers which forage for dead arthropods during the hottest 
part of the day. Species in this genus have been extensively used as model systems for experimental 
research in behavioural and evolutionary ecology due to three of their specific characteristics. 

First, Cataglyphis species exhibit remarkable physiological, morphological and behavioural 
adaptations to the harsh temperatures of desert environment (Lenoir et al. 2009; Boulay et al. 2017). 

Second, workers have developed exceptional navigational abilities as they forage 
individually over long distances without using pheromone trails. Cataglyphis’s navigation rather 
relies on visual and olfactory landmarks and sunlight is used as a compass (Wehner 2009; Buehlmann 
et al. 2015) 

Third, and of particular interest for this thesis, the genus Cataglyphis displays an extreme 
diversity of reproductive strategies. (i) The number of queen per colony and the frequency of queen 
mating appear highly variable across species (Aron et al. 2016). (ii) Queens may disperse by flight 
and found a colony by themselves or disperse on foot accompanied by nestmate workers (Peeters and 
Aron, in prep). (iii) In several species, orphaned workers are able to reproduce by arrhenotokous 
parthenogenesis (production of males from unfertilized eggs) and by thelytokous parthenogenesis 
(production of females - queens and workers - from unfertilized eggs); (Cagniant 1980; Lenoir et al. 
2009; Aron et al. 2016). (iv) Populations are typically multicolonial (each nest is an independent 
colony), but at least one population of Cataglyphis niger is known to exhibit supercoloniality 
(Leniaud et al. 2011). Under this system, workers can move freely between different nests and 
colonies are not genetically differentiated. (v) In  most species, females (queens and workers) develop 
from fertilized eggs as is typically the case in Hymenoptera (Aron et al. 2016). Yet, in two species 
groups (cursor group and altisquamis group), queens conditionally use sexual and asexual 
reproduction (thelytokous parthenogenesis) for the production of workers and new queens, 
respectively (Pearcy et al. 2004; this thesis). This breeding system allows queens to maximize the 
transmission of their genes by producing new queens asexually, while maintaining genetic diversity in 
the worker force through sexual reproduction (Aron et al. 2011; Doums et al. 2013). 

Content of the thesis 

Figure 1: A) Distribution of the Cataglyphis genus (redrawn after Radchenko 2001) and localities of 
the main species studied in the thesis: C. hispanica (Chapters 1,2,3 and 7), C. velox  (Chapters 4 and 
5), C. humeya  (Chapter 5) and C. mauritanica (Chapters 4,6 and 8). B) Habitat of C. hispanica 
(Extremadura, Spain). C) Habitat of C. mauritanica (Ifran, Morocco). D) Queen and workers of C. 
hispanica. E) Queen and workers of C. velox. E) Excavation of C. hispanica by L. Leniaud 
(Lucena, Spain). 
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In this thesis, I report a new unusual reproductive system for the genus termed social hybridogenesis 
and study its evolution. The first three chapters concern the ant Cataglyphis hispanica. I describe 
the discovery of social hybridogenesis (Chapter 1), its distribution in the species (Chapter 2) and 
its unique consequences on nuclear and mitochondrial phylogeographic patterns (Chapters 2 and 
3). Social hybridogenesis is then reported in two additional species, namely C. mauritanica and C. 
velox (Chapter 4). The evolutionary history of social hybridogenesis is explored using C. velox and 
its sister species C. humeya as model species (Chapter 5). The consequences of social 
hybridogenesis on the spatial genetic structure of populations is studied in C. mauritanica (Chapter 
6). Lastly, the mechanisms of caste determination under social hybridogenesis are studied through 
controlled breeding experiments (Chapters 7 and 8). A convergent evolution of social 
hybridogenesis in a distant ant genus (Messor) is reported in Chapter 9. The concluding chapter 
highlights some ongoing work and potential future projects on the evolution of social 
hybridogenesis in Cataglyphis ants. 
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Summary

With a few rare exceptions, the vast majority of animals

reproduce sexually [1–3]. Some species have, however,
evolved alternative modes of reproduction by shifting from

classical bisexuality to unorthodox reproductive systems,
like parthenogenesis, gynogenesis, or hybridogenesis [4,

5]. Under hybridogenesis, both the maternal and paternal
genomes are expressed in somatic tissues, whereas the

germline is purely maternal. Recently, a form of hybridogen-
esis at the level of the society has been reported in some

ants, where purebred females develop into reproductive
queens and interlineage hybrids into sterile workers [6].

Here, we report a unique case of social hybridogenesis in
the desert ant Cataglyphis hispanica. Workers are produced

exclusively from interbreeding between two distinct genetic
lineages, whereas male and female sexuals are produced

by asexual reproduction through parthenogenesis. As a

consequence, all workers are pure hybridogens, and only
maternal genes are perpetuated from one generation to the

next. Thus, queens of C. hispanica use sexual reproduction
for colony growth, whereas they reproduce asexually

through parthenogenesis for germline production.

Results

In hybridogenetic species, females of hybrid origin discard the
paternal genome prior to meiosis and produce gametes
carrying no paternally derived genes [7–9]. The eggs are then
fertilized with sperm of the paternal species resulting in a
hybridogen, which consists of a clonally inherited maternal
part and a sexually inherited paternal part (Figure 1). Hybrido-
genesis, therefore, results in a situation in which both the
maternal and paternal genomes are expressed in somatic
tissues, whereas the germline is purely maternal.

A form of social hybridogenesis was recently reported in two
ant genera: Pogonomyrmex harvester ants and Solenopsis
fire ants. Hybrid mating between individuals originating from
different genetic lineages results in the production of sterile
workers (analogous to the ‘‘soma’’ of solitary organisms),
whereas mating between individuals from the same genetic
lineage produces new reproductive queens (the ‘‘germline’’)
(Figure 1). In the Pogonomyrmex barbatus/rugosus species
complex, colonies are headed by a single queen that mates

multiple times with males of their own as well as with males
of the alternate lineage. Purebred females become queens,
and interlineage hybrids become workers [6, 10, 11]. A similar
reproductive system evolved in a hybrid zone between two
fire ants: Solenopsis geminata and S. xyloni [12]. Colonies
of S. xyloni contain multiple queens each mated with a
single male. Queens mated with a male of their own species
produce only reproductive females, whereas queens mated
with a S. geminata male produce only workers. Because
males of Hymenoptera arise from unfertilized, haploid eggs
by arrhenotokous parthenogenesis, they belong to the queen
lineage.
While conducting a population genetic study, we discov-

ered a unique case of social hybridogenesis in which paternal
genes are not transmitted, but only maternal genes are
perpetuated across generations, in the desert ant Cataglyphis
hispanica. We found the existence of two genetic lineages
across four populations sampled. Queens mate with a single
male originating from the alternative lineage than their own.
Remarkably, workers are all interlineage hybrids, whereas
the sexual line is purely maternal.

Colonies of C. hispanica Are Monogynous
and Monandrous

A single queen was found in 34 out of the 38 colonies
excavated from the two populations of Bonares (B) and
Lucena del Puerto (L). The 555 workers sampled from queen-
right colonies and genotyped at the five polymorphic micro-
satellite markers were unambiguously assigned to the queen
present in their nest. Moreover, in the four colonies in which
no queen was collected, worker genotypes (n = 74) were
compatible with single maternity. Mother-offspring genetic
analyses from 369 lab-raised worker progenies of 30 queens
indicated that 28 queens were singly mated, and two were
doubly mated, resulting in an average number of patrilines
per colony of 1.076 0.26 (Pnondetection = 0.04). Genetic analysis
of the sperm content of queens’ spermatheca (n = 20) did not
reveal alleles that were not detected in parent-offspring
analyses.

Parthenogenetic Production of Male and Female Sexuals
A total of 24 new queens (gynes) were produced in 7 of the 38
colonies (mean number of gynes per colony 6 SE = 3.43 6
0.95). All showed strictly identical multilocus genotypes to
their mother queen. None carried alleles of their mothers’
mate at any of the five markers studied, indicating that they
had been produced by thelytokous parthenogenesis (see
Table S1 available online). The probability of these gynes
arising from mating with males having no diagnostic allele at
the five loci was low, ranging from 0.049 to 4.743 1027 across
colonies (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). In line
with parthenogenetic production of gynes, the coefficient
of relatedness (r) between a queen and her reproductive
daughters was 1.0 (SEJackknife = 0; n = 7 colonies). Moreover,
51 males were raised in 14 colonies (mean number of males
per colony 6 SE = 3.64 6 0.61). All were haploid and carried
alleles of the colony queen (Table S1), consistent with their
production by arrhenotokous parthenogenesis.
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Workers Arise Exclusively from Sexual Reproduction

Across the four studied populations, all 820 genotyped
workers (n = 58 colonies) harbored alleles from both the queen
and her mate(s), indicating that they were produced by sexual
reproduction. Notably, 776 workers (94.6%) were heterozy-
gous at the five loci surveyed; the remaining 44 workers were
heterozygous at four loci but homozygous at one locus (Cc
26) (Figure 2). Observed worker heterozygosity by loci was
significantly higher than expected under random mating (G
total = 51.74; df = 4; p < 0.0001). The mean observed heterozy-
gosity ranged from 0.94 to 1 according to the population
sampled (expected heterozygosity, 0.54–0.57). Thus, alleles
carried by the queens and their mates were almost never
identical.

Populations Consist of Two Genetic Lineages
Within each population, maximum-likelihood analyses indi-
cated that reproductives clustered into two genetically distinct
groups. Allele frequencies were significantly different between
the two groups for each of the five loci (Fisher’s exact test, p <
0.0001), with four loci (Cc11, Cc54, Cc76, and Cc93) being
diagnostic of the genetic group in each population (Figure 3;
Figure S1). In populations L, B, and Los Ranchos de Guadia-
mar (R), the two genetic groups were formed by queen and
male pools, respectively. In population Aznalcóllar (A), repro-
ductives of both sexes belonged to each of the two groups.
Remarkably, in all colonies, the queen and her mate(s) be-
longed systematically to alternative genetic groups, and all
workers were the progeny of these hybrid matings.

Across the four populations, neighbor-joining analyses of
the four genetic group pairs identified within populations indi-
cated the presence of two clusters, hereafter called His1 and
His2 lineages (Figure 4). Queens from populations B and R
belonged to the His1 lineage, whereas those from population
L belonged to the His2 lineage; queens of both lineages were
collected in population A. The average genetic distance esti-
mated according to Kimura’s two-parameter method in our
data (628 bp long sequence) ranged from 0.013 (His1) to
0.021 (His2) within the lineages and was 0.019 between the
two lineages.

Discussion

Our results show an original form of social hybridogenesis in
the ant C. hispanica. Queens mate with males originating
from a different genetic lineage to produce hybrid workers,
but they produce new reproductives asexually through parthe-
nogenesis. Thus, both the maternal and paternal genomes are
expressed in the worker force, whereas the ‘‘germline’’ is
purely maternal. From an inclusive fitness perspective, males
of C. hispanica are an evolutionary dead end because they
consume resources but cannot transmit their genes to the
next generation unless hybrid reproductives are produced. In
a reproductive system where males are evolutionarily redun-
dant, we would expect this sex to disappear entirely, resulting
in a system in which reproduction by queens is exclusively
asexual (as is the case in asexual populations of the ant
Mycocepurus smithii [13]). Nevertheless, we found no parthe-
nogenetically produced workers in C. hispanica, indicating
that males are still required for the production of workers.
Therefore, should one lineage cease producing males, the
entire system will be driven to extinction. The reproductive
system found in C. hispanica differs from that reported in the
sister species C. cursor. In both species, queens use sexual
reproduction and parthenogenesis for the production of the
worker and queen castes, respectively [14]. However, no
genetic lineages were found in C. cursor. Moreover, the
occasional production of gynes by the queens though sexual
reproduction and by the workers through thelytokous parthe-
nogenesis contributes to the transmission of the male genes
over generations in this species. In addition, about 2.5% of
the workers are parthenogenetically produced in C. cursor.
Social hybridogenesis in the monogynous and monandrous

C. hispanica appears strongly different from that observed in
Pogonomyrmex and Solenopsis, for at least two reasons (Fig-
ure 1). First, in these species, both the maternal and the
paternal intralineage genomes are transmitted to the next
generation of queens. By contrast, as is the case in other hy-
bridogenetic species [5], only maternal genes are perpetuated
across generations inC. hispanica. Second, inPogonomyrmex
and Solenopsis ants, each colony needs both intralineage

Q1 Q2M1 M2M1 M2

S. xyloni S. geminata

Related sexual 
species

Unisexual
 lineage

2egaeniL2siHegaeniL1siHegaeniL Lineage 1

Pogonomyrmex lineages segaenilsisponeloSacinapsih.C

 SOCIAL HYBRIDOGENESISTYPICAL HYBRIDOGENESIS SYMMETRICAL SOCIAL HYBRIDOGENESIS

gametes

organisms

Figure 1. Hybridogenesis and Its Social Counterparts in Three Ant Taxa

First panel describes a typical hybridogenesis pattern. Females of hybrid origin produce gametes bearing only the maternal genome, after discarding the

paternal genome; the eggs are then fertilized with sperm of the paternal species, resulting in a hybridogen that consists of a clonally inherited maternal part

and a sexually inherited paternal part (modified from [5]). Gray and white colors represent nuclear genomes from two distinct parental species. Panels

2–4 show the three different forms of social hybridogenesis reported in ants. Lineage label corresponds to the queens’ lineage origin. Gray and white colors

refer to the different interacting lineages or species. Offspring obtained frommating between individuals originating from the same or different genetic line-

ages/species are shown (new queens —, males _, and workers –). The multiple mates in the Pogonomyrmex lineages are labeled M1 and M2. The coexis-

tence of several nest mate queens in S. xyloni is indicated by Q1 and Q2 (panel for Solenopsis modified from [14]). Because reproductive offspring are

produced by asexual reproduction in C. hispanica, only maternal genes are perpetuated across generations, as is the case under typical hybridogenesis.

Both the maternal and the paternal intralineage genomes are transmitted to the next generation of queens in Pogonomyrmex and Solenopsis ants.
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and interlineage mating partners to complete a full reproduc-
tive cycle. Colonies either contain multiple queens, as in
Solenopsis, or they are headed by a single, multiply mated
queen, as is the case in Pogonomyrmex.

Our data reveal that reproductives from the four sampled
populations share the same two gene pools, forming a single
pair of genetic lineages. This contrasts with the Pogonomyr-
mex barbatus/rugosus species complex, where several pairs
of dependent genetic lineages do occur. However, because
both lineages of a pair are completely dependent on one
another in an obligate mutualism to produce workers, repro-
duction in C. hispanica and in Pogonomyrmex corresponds
to a reciprocal or ‘‘symmetrical social hybridogenesis’’ (SSH)
[15]. The occurrence of two distinct interbreeding genetic line-
ages in C. hispanica does not correspond to differences
between the male and female genomes (Figure 4) due, for
example, to sons being clones of the colony father and new
queen clones of the colony mother [16–18] or to segregation
distortion [19]. It results from the conjunction of two reproduc-
tive patterns: the parthenogenetic production of gynes,
whereby mothers transfer all their genes to the reproductive
females, and strict reproduction between partners with
different genotypes. This systematic outbreeding may be ex-
plained by prezygotic reproductive isolation (males and
females of the same lineage may avoid mating together) and/
or postzygotic reproductive isolation (reduced fertility or
inability to produce workers from same-lineage mating). Colo-
nies of C. hispanica are headed by a single queen mated once.
Few colonies produce gynes, and, for those who do, the
number of gynes produced per colony is small. One should
therefore expect strong selection for prezygotic isolation
with gynes discriminating among potential males to mate
only with the alternate lineage, otherwise a huge proportion
of gynes mating inappropriately would die every generation.

Discrimination between genetic lineages could be based on
chemical cues. Hydrocarbon profiles of the wax layer on the
cuticle have indeed been shown to mediate a wide range of
behaviors in social insects, including kin recognition, fertility
signaling, or mating choice [20].
The maintenance of the dependent lineage system reported

here requires that reproductives are pure-breeding lineages
and that F1 interlineage worker hybrids are viable. Thus,
a viable intergenome must be maintained, whereas the two
genetic lineages may diverge over time. Mitochondrial deoxy-
ribonucleic acid (DNA) analyses indicate similar levels of
haplotype divergence both between and within lineages, sug-
gesting that the lineages are not reciprocally monophyletic
and that the hybridogenetic system reported here may be of
very recent origin. We found that all pure-breeding reproduc-
tives resulted from asexual reproduction. However, it remains
unknownwhether viable hybrid reproductives could occasion-
ally be produced and compromise the persistence of the
system. Such interlineage reproductives might arise from
occasional production of gynes by sexual reproduction or
from production of daughter queens and males by worker
reproduction through parthenogenesis. Orphaned workers of
C. hispanica lay both haploid and diploid eggs that may have
interlineage genomes. However, whether these eggs can
develop into fully grown and reproductively capable adults is
uncertain because all the 199 sexuals (genotyped and inferred)
of our sample were of pure-breeding lineages. Hybrid repro-
ductives may also carry genetic information from the queen’s
mate and, then, represent the only possible way for males to
have a nonzero fitness because males seem to transmit their
genes only to the worker caste.
We found a single lineage in three out of four populations

studied. This strongly suggests that colonies from different
lineages structure in patches within populations. This may
result from a combination of two processes: the parthenoge-
netic production of new queens and colony foundation by
budding, whereby young mated queens establish a new
colony at a walking distance of their natal nest with the help
of a worker force. Reduced dispersal of genetically highly
similar females is expected to generate strong microgeo-
graphical genetic structure. Interestingly, asexual production
of new queens and budding are also closely associated in
four ant species [14, 16–18] and termites [21]. In this context,
males must be the dispersing sex to ensure interlineage
mating.
Hybridogenesis in C. hispanica combines the genetic bene-

fits of asexual reproduction, the genetic diversity from sexual
reproduction, and the high level of heterozygosity of the hybrid
worker force. By using alternative modes of reproduction for
the queen and the worker castes, queens of C. hispanica
increase the transmission rate of their genes to their reproduc-
tive female offspring, while maintaining some level of genetic

Figure 3. Allele Frequencies for Queens and Their Inferred Mates at the Five Microsatellite Loci Surveyed, in Population B

Data for queens (n = 27) are represented with black bars and for their inferred mates (n = 29) with white bars. See also Figure S1 for all populations.

Figure 2. Proportion of Heterozygous and Homozygous Loci in Workers

and Queens across the Four Populations Sampled

The mean expected heterozygosity by locus, assuming that female

offspring are produced by sexual reproduction with random mating within

each population, is indicated by arrowheads. Heterozygous (black) and

homozygous (gray) loci are shown for workers (n = 820) and queens (n = 58).
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diversity in the worker force [14]. Hybridization has long been
shown to provide fitness benefits due to heterosis in both
plants and animals, e.g., by enhancing growth rate of hybrids
and/or by improving resistance to stressful conditions and
ability to survive in restricting habitats [22–26]. In ants, the
high level of heterozygosity among workers could impact
colony fitness by causing a form of social heterosis, giving
colonies a competitive advantage in some environments. For
instance, worker heterosis could allow exploitation of a wider
range of resources more effectively [27] or enhanced resis-
tance to parasites and pathogens [28–30]. However, hybridiza-
tion may also result in outbreeding depression due to genetic
incompatibilities, with hybrids experiencing reduced fertility or
sterility [31–33]. Interestingly, in C. hispanica, the use of
asexual and sexual reproduction by queens for the worker
and reproductive castes, respectively, allows the expression
of the positive effects of hybridization without its negative
impact on reproduction. Because hybrid individuals exclu-
sively become nonreproductive workers, the potentially
negative consequences of hybrid sterility are null, whereas
workers may even benefit from nonreproductive heterosis
effects [12, 34].

Experimental Procedures

Fifty-eight nests Of C. hispanica were sampled between May 2009 and May

2011 from four Andalusian populations (southern Spain): 27 colonies fromB,

11 colonies from L, 10 colonies from R, and 10 colonies from A. Colonies

from B and L were completely excavated (n = 38) and were brought to the

laboratory for queen mating-frequency estimation. New queens and males

that emerged in the laboratory were genotyped to determine their mode of

production.

Genotyping

Individual ant DNA was extracted using the Chelex extraction process (Bio-

Rad, Hercules; [35]) following standard protocols. Ant legs were crushed

and incubated for 1 hr 30 min at 85�C in 100 ml of 5% Chelex with constant

agitation. After a 3 min centrifugation at 12,000 rpm, 80 ml of the supernatant

was transferred into a 1.5 ml tube. To isolate sperm DNA, the queens’

abdomen was dissected in a saline solution, and the content of their

spermathecae was extracted following the same procedure. Seven micro-

satellite markers described for C. cursor were tested [36]; none showed

null alleles, but two revealed linkage disequilibrium. Our samples were

genotyped at five polymorphic microsatellite loci (Cc11, Cc26, Cc54,

Cc76, and Cc93), showing 7–17 alleles across the four populations. Loci

were amplified as described in [37] with PCR optimizations following the

QIAGEN protocol (available upon request). PCR products were genotyped

using an automated Applied Biosystems ABI 3730 Sequencer (Applied

Biosystems). The size of the different alleles was determined using the

Rox 350 HD internal size standard and GeneMapper 3.7 software (Applied

Biosystems). Control for genotyping errors due to null alleles and allele

dropouts was performed with MICRO-CHECKER [38]. Linkage disequilib-

rium was tested with genepop’007 [39].

Genetic and Phylogenetic Data Analysis

Colony and population genetic structure was inferred from the pedigree of

820 workers (mean number of workers genotyped per colony 6 SE =

15.47 6 1.12). Descriptive statistics (i.e., the allele frequencies, observed

heterozygosity, and expected heterozygosity) were computed with FSTAT

[40]. Relatedness coefficients (r) were estimated using the algorithm of

Queller and Goodnight [41] implemented in the program relatedness 5.0.8.

Colonies were weighted equally, and SEs were obtained by jackknifing

over colonies.

The number of queens per colony was determined from field observations

and genetic analyses for the 38 colonies excavated in B and L. Queen geno-

types were determined by direct analysis (n = 34 colonies) or were inferred

from worker offspring genotypes if the queen was not collected (n = 4).

Figure 4. Number of Distinct Lineages across All Sites Sampled

(A) Neighbor-joining dendrogram based on Cavalli-Sforza genetic distance

between within-site groups. Numbers on nodes indicate bootstrap percent-

ages (1,000 replicates on loci).

(B) Neighbor-joining dendrogram based on allele sharing genetic distances

of 58 queens (labeled Q) and their 66 inferred mates (M) collected over four

populations: A (green), B (blue), L (red), R (pink). M1/M2 labels differentiate

multiple mates. The collection number of each nest is given with the letter of

the site.
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Erratum - Figure 4A: The root of the neighbor-joining dendrogram has been accidentally removed. For bootstrap values to make sense, a root should be added to 
the branch connecting the His1 and His2 groups.
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Individuals were assigned as belonging to different matrilines if they did not

share an allele with the queen at at least one locus. Assignment of individ-

uals to matrilines was confirmed with the maximum-likelihood methods

implemented in the program COLONY 1.2 [42].

The number of fathers contributing to the progeny of each queen was

estimated from the genotype of lab-raised worker pupae from 30 queens

(mean number of pupae genotyped per colony 6 SE = 12.37 6 0.22, n =

369), by reconstructing each paternal genotype from mother-offspring

allele combinations. Queen mating frequency was confirmed by genotyping

the sperm content of 20 queens’ spermathecae. The probability of nonde-

tection of additional patrilines due to two fathers sharing the same alleles

at all loci was calculated as

Pnon�detection =
Y

j

X

i

f2ij ;

where fij is the level frequency of allele i at locus j [43].

To test for the presence of genetically distinct interbreeding groups, the

genotype of the queen and her mate(s) was inferred from an additional

sample of ten workers/colony from ten colonies in population R, and ten

workers from ten colonies in population A. We tested whether each of the

four sites comprised reproductives of different genetic groups using the

maximum-likelihood method implemented in the population assignment

program STRUCTURE 2.3.3 [44] with a burn-in of 50,000 and run lengths

of 50,000 under an admixture ancestry model. To determine the number

of distinct lineages across all sites, we performed two neighbor-joining clus-

tering analyses based on Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards chord distance

between the genetic groups detected in the previous within-site analyses

and on the shared-allele distance (DAS; [45]) between pairs of reproductives

(i.e., 58 queens and their 66 mates). Calculation of distances and construc-

tion of neighbor-joining dendrograms were performed with the software

POPULATIONS 1.2.32.

Genetic divergence within and between lineages was estimated based on

the sequencing of a portion of 628 bp of the COI gene (see Supplemental

Experimental Procedures).

Supplemental Information

Supplemental Information includes one figure, one table, and Supplemental

Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at

doi:10.1016/j.cub.2012.04.060.
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Figure S1, Related to Figure 3 
Allele frequencies for queens (white bars) and their inferred mates (black bars) at the 5 
microsatellite loci surveyed, in the four population studied: Bonares (27 queens and their 29 
mates), Lucena del Puerto (11 queens and their 13 mates), Guadiamar  (10 queens and their 13 
mates) and Aznalcóllar (10 queens and their 11 mates). 
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Table S1. Genotypes of the Mates and Their Offspring at 5 Microsatellite Loci, in One Nest 
(B-08) of C. hispanica 
Individual cc76 cc11 cc26 cc54 cc93 
Queen 194 194 246 246 120 122 155 171 219 225 
Sperm 204 232 134 193 209 
Gynes 
G-1 194 194 246 246 120 122 155 171 219 225 
G-2 194 194 246 246 120 122 155 171 219 225 
G-3 194 194 246 246 120 122 155 171 219 225 
G-4 194 194 246 246 120 122 155 171 219 225 
G-5 194 194 246 246 120 122 155 171 219 225 
G-6 194 194 246 246 120 122 155 171 219 225 
Sons 
S-1 194 246 122 171 219 
S-2 194 246 122 155 219 
S-3 194 246 120 171 219 
S-4 194 246 122 171 225 
S-5 194 246 122 155 225 
S-6 194 246 120 171 219 
Workers 
W-1 194 204 232 246 120 134 155 193 209 225 
W-2 194 204 232 246 122 134 155 193 209 219 
W-3 194 204 232 246 120 134 171 193 209 225 
W-4 194 204 232 246 120 134 155 193 209 225 
W-5 194 204 232 246 120 134 171 193 209 219 
W-6 194 204 232 246 122 134 171 193 209 225 
W-7 194 204 232 246 122 134 155 193 209 225 
W-8 194 204 232 246 122 134 171 193 209 219 
W-9 194 204 232 246 120 134 171 193 209 219 
W-10 194 204 232 246 120 134 171 193 209 225 
W-11 194 204 232 246 120 134 155 193 209 225 
W-12 194 204 232 246 122 134 171 193 209 225 
W-13 194 204 232 246 120 134 155 193 209 225 
W-14 194 204 232 246 122 134 155 193 209 225 
W-15 194 204 232 246 120 134 155 193 209 225 
W-16 194 204 232 246 122 134 171 193 209 219 

Gynes genotypes illustrate the parthenogenetic production of new queens, whereas workers 
genotypes are consistent with normal sexual reproduction. Paternal alleles are given in italics. 
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Supplemental Experimental Procedures 
Estimation of Potential Sources of Errors on the Genetic Origin (Sexual or Asexual 
Production) of New Queens (gynes) in C. hispanica 
All 24 gynes showed strictly identical multilocus genotypes to those of their respective mother, 
supporting thelytokous parthenogenesis. An alternative explanation of this pattern is that queens 
use sperm of a male of their own lineage for gyne production (while using alternate lineage 
sperm for worker production). If intra-lineage mating does exist, queens may have mated by 
chance with a male with no diagnostic alleles (a male harbouring the same alleles as the queen 
at each locus). Therefore, we calculated for each queen and each locus the probability that a 
male mate of the same lineage as the queen would share one of its alleles, as follows 

P(non-detection) thelytokous = 

with gi(k) = 2, when the queen is homozygous at the ith locus, and gi(k) = 2k when the queen is 
heterozygous at the ith locus. f1i and f2i are, respectively, the frequency of the first and the 
second allele at the ith locus in the queen’s lineage of the studied population, and k is the 
number of gynes genotyped (all genetically identical to their mother queen). 

The probability that new queens arise from mating with males having no diagnostic allele 
at all loci studied was estimated by multiplying, for each queen, the values obtained for each of 
the five loci. This probability ranged from 0.049 to 4.74x10-7 across colonies (n= 7 colonies). 

Estimation of the Genetic Distinctiveness of the Lineages Based on COI Sequences 
We extracted DNA from thorax and eggs of single ants using the Qiagen DNeasy Blood and 
Tissue Kit (Qiagen INc., Valencia, CA) following the manufacturer’s protocols. Two individual 
ants were used per colony. Mitochondrial gene (COI) was amplified via PCR using designed 
primers. The 3’ end within the cytochrome oxidase one gene (COI) was amplified using the 
primer LORI-R (5’-AYGAAAGDGGWAAAAAAGAAAC-3’), which amplifies with LORI-F2 (5’-
TAHRTTWATRATTAYTCGTTTRG-3’) a portion of 628 bp of the COI gene. Double-stranded 
DNA was amplified in 25 µL volume reactions: 2.5 µL 10X buffer, 1.5 µL 25mM MgCl2, 0.5 µL 
50mM dNTP, 1.2 µL of each primer (10mM), 1 µL DMSO, 0.15 µL TopTaq DNA polymerase 
(Qiagen INc., Valencia, CA), 2 µL template DNA, and 14.45 µL ultra-pure water. All reactions 
were initially denatured at 94°C for three minutes; there were subjected to 35 cycles of 60s 
denaturation at 94°C, 60s at 47°C (mtDNA) for annealing, and 2 min extension at 72°C, followed 
by a final extension at 72°C for ten minutes. Sequencing was done using an automated ABI 
3730 sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Foster city, CA, USA). Primers used for amplification 
served as sequencing primers. All sampled were sequenced in both directions. Cycle 
sequencing reactions were performed in 11.2µL reactions: 2 µL 5x buffer, 1 µL ABI Prism 
BigDye TM v3.1 (Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City, CA), and 0.2 µL each (10mM) primer. 
The remainder 8 µL was composed of ultra-pure water and template to give 50-90 ng of 
template DNA in each reaction. Cycle sequence reaction parameters contained an initial 
denature step of 96°C for 60s, followed by 25 cycles of 10s at 96°C denaturation, 5s at 
annealing and 4 min at 60°C. Sequences were analysed and initially aligned using the computer 
program CodonCode Aligner 3.7.1 (CodonCode Corporation, Dedham, MA, USA). They were 
aligned by the Muscle algorithm [1] as implemented in Codoncode Aligner. 

To estimate genetic divergence among resulting lineages, we calculated the within and 
between lineage average genetic distance as the average p distance using the Kimura two-
parameter method [2]. 

Supplemental References 
1. Edgar, R. (2004). MUSCLE: a multiple sequence alignment method with reduced time and
space complexity. BMC Bioinformatics 5, 1-19. 
2. Nei, M., and Kumar, S. (2000). Molecular Evolution and Phylogenetics, (Oxford University
Press). 
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Chapter 2 

Large-scale distribution of hybridogenetic lineages in a Spanish desert ant 
Darras, H., Leniaud, L. & Aron, S. 2014. Proceedings of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences 281: 

20132396. 
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Recently, a unique case of hybridogenesis at a social level was reported in local

populations of the desert ants Cataglyphis. Queens mate with males originating

from a different genetic lineage than their own to produce hybrid workers,

but they use parthenogenesis for the production of reproductive offspring

(males and females). As a result, non-reproductiveworkers are all inter-lineage

hybrids, whereas the sexual line is purely maternal. Here, we show that

this unorthodox reproductive system occurs in all populations of the ant

Cataglyphis hispanica. Remarkably, workers are hybrids of the same two genetic

lineages along a 400 km transect crossing the whole distribution range of the

species. These results indicate that social hybridogenesis in C. hispanica allows

their maintenance over time and across a large geographical scale of two

highly divergent genetic lineages, despite their constant hybridization. The

widespread distribution of social hybridogenesis in C. hispanica supports that
this reproductive strategyhas been evolutionarily conserved over a longperiod.

1. Introduction
Hybridogenesis, or hemi-clonality, is an unusual mode of reproduction whereby

a hybrid female expresses the paternal genome that she inherited from her father,

yet she fails to transmit that paternal genome to her offspring [1,2]. During oogen-

esis, the chromosome sets of the parents fail to recombine and the paternal

genome is excluded from the ova. As a consequence, both the maternal and

paternal genomes are expressed in somatic tissues, whereas only the maternal

genome constitutes the germ line and is perpetuated across generations. Hybrido-

genesis has been reported in several taxa of vertebrates, including Poeciliopsis
teleost fishes [2], Rana waterfrogs [3] and Bacillus stick-insects [4], where it has

been shown to stem from hybridization between different species.

Remarkably, a form of hybridogenesis at the social level has been reported in

some ant species [5–13]. The hallmark of ant societies is reproductive division of

labour based on a system of caste differentiation. Workers usually forgo their

own direct reproduction and perform all the tasks required for colony development

and growth (foraging, defending and caring for the brood), whereas queens and

males are responsible for reproducing the colony [14]. In hybridogenetic ants, popu-

lations consist of self-sustainable pairs of perpetually hybridizing genetic lineages.

Queens of each lineage mate with males originating from the co-occurring alterna-

tive lineage to produce hybrid workers. By contrast, reproductive individuals arise

from intra-lineage mating or parthenogenesis and maintain pure-lineage genomes.

Such a reproductive system results in a strong caste–genotype association (see

reviews [15,16]).

Various inheritance modes have been described in ants with interdependent

lineages. In the Pogonomyrmex barbatus/Pogonomyrmex rugosus species complex

[10–12] and in Solenopsis xyloni� Solenopsis geminata [13], both female castes are

produced by sexual reproduction: inter-lineage mating produces workers,

whereas intra-lineage mating produces queens. Therefore, colonies must contain

both inter- and intra-lineage mating pairs to produce the two female castes. Colo-

nies of Pogonomyrmex are headed by single queens mated multiple times with

males from their own as well as the alternative lineage. By contrast, colonies of

S. xyloni contain multiple queens, each mated with a single male. Queens mated

with a male of their own species produce only reproductive females (new

& 2013 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
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queens), whereas queens mated with an S. geminata male pro-

duce only workers. Because males of Hymenoptera arise from

unfertilized haploid eggs by arrhenotokous parthenogenesis,

they belong to the queen lineage. Another type of depen-

dent-lineage system has been reported in Vollenhovia emeryi
[6], Paratrechina longicornis [5] and invasive populations ofWas-
mania auropunctata [7]. In these species, reproductives develop

from eggs with a single genome: new queens are clones of their

mothers, whereas males are clones of their fathers. The queen

and male genomes are therefore completely isolated, whereas

workers combine alleles from both maternal and paternal

clonal lineages.

Recently, social hybridogenesis was discovered in some

populations of Cataglyphis desert ants (figure 1). In Cataglyphis
hispanica [9], Cataglyphis mauritanica and Cataglyphis velox [8],

queens mate with one or a few males originating from an

alternative lineage than their own.Workers are all inter-lineage

hybrids, whereas both male and female reproductives are

produced by the colony queen(s) through parthenogenesis.

Thus, in contrast with the species above, males never transmit

their genes to reproductive offspring, rather to workers only

(figure 1). Social hybridogenesis in Cataglyphis ants is analo-

gous to ‘classical’ hybridogenesis, because both the maternal

and paternal genomes are expressed in a non-reproductive

worker force (which corresponds to the soma of solitary organ-

isms), while the sexual offspring (which correspond to the

germ line of solitary organisms) are purely maternal.

Despite the frequent occurrence of social hybridogenesis

in ants, the distribution and characterization of genetic linea-

ges within species remains poorly studied. Pogonomyrmex
harvester ants are currently the best-understood models of

hybridogenesis. This hybrid system occurs in populations over-

lapping the range of the parental species P. barbatus and P.
rugosus and four pairs of reproductively isolated dependent

lineages have been identified [17,18]. Here, we studied the phy-

logeographic distribution of hybridogenetic lineages in the

desert ant C. hispanica. Social hybridogenesis in this species

has only been described in four nearby populations that are

characterized by the same two genetic lineages. Whether this

reproductive system occurs in other populations and whether

additional lineages existwere unknown.We conducted a genetic

survey of colony structure across the species’ distribution range.

We also determined the number of queens per colony, queen-

mating frequency, mode (sexual or asexual) of worker and

queen production. Our genetic analyses indicated that all popu-

lations show the signature of social hybridogenesis: workers are

all inter-lineage hybrids arising from sexual reproduction,

whereas male and female sexuals are produced by par-

thenogenesis. Remarkably, C. hispanica consists of only two

interdependent genetic lineages across its whole distribution

range. This indicates that hybridogenesis in C. hispanica allows

the maintenance of two divergent genetic lineages over time

and across a large geographical scale, despite constant hybridiz-

ation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first description of

a hybridogenetic reproductive system distributed across the

entire range of a species.

2. Material and methods
(a) Biological model and sampling
Cataglyphis hispanica is found in the most arid habitats of the

southwest of the Iberian Peninsula. In previously studied Anda-

lusian populations, colonies were found to be headed by a single

queen mated once [9]. Dispersal of colonies proceeds by bud-

ding: young mated queens leave the natal nest with the help of

worker sisters and establish new colonies nearby.

To study the phylogeographic distribution of hybrido-

genetic lineages, we collected 68 colonies from 14 populations of

C. hispanica along a 400 km north–south transect across the

entire range of the species (figure 2). The number of colonies

sampled per site ranged from three to seven (table 1). Colonies

were excavated at the time of sexual production, in May 2012.

Alate (virgin) queens and a sample of workers from each nest

were directly preserved in 95% ethanol for subsequent genetic

analyses.Matedwingless queenswere taken alive to the laboratory

for fresh dissection of their spermathecae.

(b) DNA isolation
DNA was extracted from adult ants by the Chelex 100 method

[9]. To determine the number of mates of each queen and their

new
queens

males workers new
queens

malesworkers

His1 lineage colonies His2 lineage colonies

Figure 1. Social hybridogenesis in C. hispanica. Two genetic lineages, His1 and
His2, coexist in each population of C. hispanica. Pure-lineage queens mate with a
male originating from the alternative lineage than their own and use its sperm to
produce inter-lineage sterile workers. By contrast, queens only use parthenogen-
esis for colony reproduction (i.e. new queens and males production). As a
consequence, reproductive lines maintain non-recombinant pure-lineage gen-
omes over time. Black and white colours represent nuclear genomes from the
two genetic lineages.
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Figure 2. Sampled sites in southwest Spain; data for each site are given
in table 1. The complete range of C. hispanica is shown in green [19].
Geographical zones are abbreviated as follows: Andalusia (AND), Extremadura
(EXT) and Castile & León (CAS).
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genotypes, the spermatheca of queens were dissected in Ringer’s

solution. Sperm content was released in a 10 ml volume of Ringer

with extra care to avoid maternal tissue contamination. To extract

DNA from minute sperm samples, we used a forensic QIAamp

DNA micro kit (QIAGEN) with a final elution of 30 ml. We fol-

lowed the manufacturer’s recommended protocol for small

sperm samples, including the addition of dithiothreitol (DTT)

and carrier RNA in lysis buffers. DTT disrupts the disulfide

bonds of sperm and permits sperm nuclear decondensation,

while carrier RNA enhances the extraction yield.

(c) Genotyping
Virgin queens, mated queens and their mates (inferred from queens

spermathecae and hereafter referred as ‘males’), as well as a sample

of six workers per colony were genotyped at 12 microsatellite loci.

Haploid male genotypes could easily be determined from sper-

mathecae as almost all queens were singly mated (see Results).

Three loci (Cc11, Cc54 and Cc93) were developed for Catagylphis
cursor [20] and shown to amplify successfully in C. hispanica [9].

Nine new markers (Ch01, Ch05, Ch06, Ch08, Ch11, Ch12, Ch20,

Ch22 andCh23; table 2)were developed forC. hispanicausingmicro-

satellite-enriched shotgun pyrosequencing (Genoscreen, France). A

mixture of DNA from 12 individuals originating from different

populations was used to isolate microsatellite sequences [21]. A

total of 5464 reads containingmicrosatellite repeatmotifswere ident-

ified. Among these, the bioinformatics pipeline QDD [22] gave

successful primerpairs for 317 loci. TheMULTIPLEXMANAGERprogram

[23] was used to select a set of 24 loci with dinucleotide repeats that

couldbe amplified in the samepolymerase chain reaction (PCR) con-

ditions following a screening pipeline similar to the one use by

Lepais & Bacles [24]. The amplification of the corresponding

primer sets were tested on seven C. hispanica workers in standard

simplex PCR. Based on agarose gel visualization of PCR products,

17 out of 24 primers were validated. MULTIPLEX MANAGER predicted

that nine out of these could be amplified in a 12-plex PCR

including Cc11, Cc54 and Cc93. Forward primers were labelled

with 6-FAM (Integrated DNA Technologies), VIC, PET or NED

(Applied Biosystems) dyes. The 12-plex PCR reactions were carried

out using a QIAGENType-it Microsatellite PCR kit (10 ml reactions

following manufacturer’s protocol with a 588C annealing tempera-

ture). PCR products were separated on an ABI 3730 capillary

sequencer using RadiantDy 632 internal size standard (BioVen-

tures, Inc.). Allele scoring was carried out using GENEMAPPER

software v. 3.5 (Applied Biosystems).

Because social hybridogenesis results in non-Mendelian pat-

terns of inheritance, detection of null alleles was based on the

analysis of genetic parentage of family groups [25]. False homo-

zygotes are suspected if a worker is homozygous at an allele not

detected in one of its parents, that is, if either of its parents fails to

amplify at this locus or the queen is homozygous at a different

allele than the one of its worker offspring (i.e. homozygote mis-

match). Using this method, we did not find any evidence of

null alleles in our sampling. All loci were highly polymorphic,

showing between six and 24 alleles (table 2).

(d) Colony kin structure
First, we determined the number of queens per colony from field

observations. Second, we estimated queen-mating frequency from

the genotype of spermathecae contents. We considered the number

of mates as equal to the maximum number of alleles at any locus.

This method is straightforward because queens of C. hispanica typi-
cally mate singly (Leniaud et al. [9]; our present data). Third, we

testedwhether social hybridogenesis occurs across the species distri-

bution range. To this aim, we considered three features of social

Table 1. Collection sites, sampling information and colony kin structure in C. hispanica. (The number of colonies sampled, the number of genotypes analysed
for the mother queens and their mates (males), as well as the mean number of queens per colony and mating frequency are indicated for each collection site.
Because foundation of new colonies proceeds by budding, workers in newly started colonies are not daughters of the resident queen but derive from the queen
of the mother nest. In this situation, the number of genotypes inferred from workers is indicated in brackets.)

site locality colonies
queens
(incl. inferred)

males
(incl. inferred)

queen/colony
(range)

males/queen
(range)

Ba Bonares 5 5 5 1 1

La Lucena del Puerto 5 5 5 1 1

Aa Aznalcóllar 5 5 7 (2) 1 1.25 (1–2)

Ra Los Ranchos de

Guadiamar

5 5 5 (5) 1 1

S25 Muñoz 6 6 7 (2) 1 1

S31 Minas del Castillo de

las Guardas

3 4 (1) 4 (2) 1 1

S37 Valverde de Burguillos 5 6 (1) 13 (9) 1 1

S38 Valverde de Mérida 6 7 (1) 9 (3) 1 1.2 (1–2)

S41 Casar de Cáceres 4 13 14 (1) 3.25 (1–6) 1

S47 La Roca de la Sierra 4 4 10 (6) 1 1

S49 Robleda 5 17 (1) 20 (6) 2.8 (2–4) 1

S52 Guijo de Granadilla 7 7 9 (4) 1 1.25 (1–2)

S54 Casas de Millán 3 3 3 (3) 1 1

S55 Torre de Miguel

Sesmero

5 5 8 (5) 1 1

aPopulations surveyed by Leniaud et al. [9].
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hybridogenesis [8,9]: (i) the pairing of reproductive individuals

belonging to different genetic lineages, (ii) the production of

hybridworkers by sexual reproduction, and (iii) the parthenogenetic

production of queens. In each population sampled, we examined

whether mating occurred between partners belonging to the same

lineage or to different lineages based on the results of clustering ana-

lyses (see below). Inaddition, themodeofproductionofworkersand

new queens (i.e. parthenogenesis or sexual reproduction) was inves-

tigated using comparisons of parent–offspring genotypes. Sexually

produced offspring bear one allele of their mother’s mate at all loci,

whereas parthenogenetically produced offspring bear alleles that

can all be attributed to the queen.

(e) Diversity of hybridogenetic lineages across the
species range

We used three complementary clustering approaches to determine

the number of hybridogenetic lineages pairs across the species

range: Bayesian clustering analyses, genetic-distance-based princi-

pal coordinates analysis (PCoA) and neighbour-joining tree based

on shared allele distance. Our dataset consists of the genotypes of

all available reproductives (the collected queens and their male

mates inferred from the sperm stored in each queen’s sper-

matheca), as well as of uncollected reproductives (inferred from

workers genotypes; table 1). Because queens of C. hispanica are

produced by parthenogenesis and disperse at short-range by

budding, there was a high probability of sampling queens with

identical multilocus genotype in each population. In this case,

only one queen per multilocus genotype was included in our

analyses. Haploid male genotypes were encoded as diploid by

doubling their alleles.

Bayesian clustering method implemented in STRUCTURE

2.3.3 [26] was used to determine the number of lineages (K )

among reproductives. The program was run 10 times for

each value of K ¼ 1–10, with 100 000 Markov chain Monte

Carlo iterations and a burn-in period of 40 000. Analyses were

performed under the admixture model with independent allele

frequencies and without prior population information. K-values
that give consistent results between 10 runs are likely to represent

real genetic structure. Therefore, the similarity coefficient among

each pair of runs was calculated using the R-script STRUCTURE-

sum-2009 [27]. The most probably number of genetic lineages

was also investigated using the ad hoc d-Kmethod [28]. Graphical

outputs were created with DISTRUCT [29]. Although the STRUCTURE

model assumes Hardy–Weinberg and linkage equilibrium, it has

been shown to perform well on data from parthenogenetic

organisms, which violate these assumptions [30–32]. Moreover,

INSTRUCT analyses, an alternative to STRUCTURE that drops the

assumption of Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium [33], were per-

formed with the same input parameters and returned exactly

the same results as those of STRUCTURE (data not shown). Never-

theless, for cross-validation of STRUCTURE results, we carried out

two model-free analyses. First, genetic-distance-based PCoA

Table 2. Characteristics of 12 microsatellite loci in C. hispanica. (Primer names and sequences, fluorescent dye added to the 50 end of the forward primer, repeat
motif type, number of observed alleles (NA), corresponding size range of the amplified fragment and GenBank accession numbers are given for each locus.)

locus primer (50 –30) dye motif NA size range (bp) GenBank

Ch01 F: GGAACGGATATCTGGAGCAA

R: ATGTATGAAAATGCAGGCCG

NED (GA)10 6 160–176 KC294415

Ch05 F: TTCTACAAAGCAAATGTCGTCG

R: ACGAGATGCGATCTTTGGTC

VIC (AC)11 19 129–185 KC294416

Ch06 F: GAAGGAAGCTTTGCTGCTCA

R: GCGGTATTACGGCATACACA

PET (AG)9 20 162–212 KC294417

Ch08 F: GCTGATAATCGCGTCTGGAT

R: CGACGTAAAGAGGAACGTGA

NED (TC)9 16 122–160 KC294418

Ch11 F: TTATTGTTAGACGCCACGAGC

R: CGCGTTTTAAGTCGACCAAC

NED (AG)9 16 222–258 KC294419

Ch12 F: ACAAGTTAATGTCGCCCACC

R: CGAGGCTTCATGAGACGATA

PET (CT)11 16 90–144 KC294420

Ch20 F: CCCACGAAAATCAAAAGTGG

R: ACGAAACGAAAAGACGGAGG

PET (GA)14 20 220–268 KC294421

Ch22 F: CGACGATCAAGCCGAAATAC

R: AGCCTTTCATTCGTGATGCT

VIC (AC)11 12 282–304 KC294422

Ch23 F: CGGCATTCACAAGTCATACAA

R: CATCTTGCGTCGGTTTGATA

6-FAM (GA)12 16 81–119 KC294423

Cc11a F: GATTGGCTTGGCGGTATC

R: GGTCGCAAGAGTCACGAG

6-FAM (GA)15 24 225–275 AY590645

Cc54a F: GAATTTGAATGGCTGATTGC

R: ATGGTCGTTTGGCATAAAGG

6-FAM (CT)17 30 155–279 AY590649

Cc93a F: CCTATCTATCTTGAACGCAGCTC

R: TGTATTGAAGGACTCTTGATTCG

VIC (TA)28 14 202–242 AY590659

aLoci previously developed for C. cursor [20]; for those loci, motifs information is taken from published C. cursor sequences.
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was performed with GENALEX v. 6.41 [34]. Second, a neighbour-

joining tree based on shared allele distance (DAS) was

constructed with POPULATIONS v. 1.2.31 [35].

To explore further the spatial structure of each genetic lineage,

we performed a second batch of STRUCTURE on identified lineages.

Also, we investigated isolation-by-distance within each lineage by

plotting [Fst/(12 Fst)] coefficients between pairs of populations

against the ln of the geographical distance [36]. Significance

of correlation coefficient was assessed with a Mantel test as

implemented in GENEPOP [37].

3. Results
(a) Colony kin structure
In 12 of 14 populations sampled, all colonies excavated were

headed by a single queen (n ¼ 59). Multiple-queen colonies

were found in two populations (two colonies over four in

population 49 and five over five in population 41; table 1);

they were headed by two to six queens per colony. Sixty-

eight queens collected over the whole sampling area were

dissected for genetic analysis of their spermathecal content.

Among these, 65 queens contained sperm from a unique mul-

tilocus haploid genotype, while three queens (4.4%) had no

more than two male genotypes per spermatheca. Previous

work (Leniaud et al. [9]) showed that the probability of

non-detection of additional patrilines owing to two fathers

sharing the same alleles at all loci is lower than 0.04. These

results indicate that single mating of queens (monoandry) is

the rule in C. hispanica. Notably, all but five queens out of

68 (92.6%) had sperm from males of alternate lineage (see

results below for lineages diversity). All five queens mated

with males from their own lineage were found in multiple-

matriline colonies.

Across the 14 populations sampled, workers were highly

heterozygous (mean observed heterozygosity per locus+
s.d. ¼ 0.93+0.06). All 408 workers analysed from the 68

colonies had inter-lineage genotypes resulting from hybrid

crosses between two lineages. Not a single purebred worker

was found, even in colonies with same-lineage mates. By

contrast, neither virgin queens nor mated queens showed a

genotype consistent with hybridization between two lineages.

All 88 mated queens collected (table 1) carried a pure-lineage

genotype. Moreover, all of 22 virgin queens found (n ¼ 9 colo-

nies) showed a strictly identical genotype to the one of their

mother’s, indicating that they were produced by thelytokous

parthenogenesis. Queens (mated and virgin) showed a high

level of homozygosity (mean observed heterozygosity per

locus+ s.d. ¼ 0.25+0.18).

(b) Diversity of hybridogenetic lineages across the
species range

We observed 164 different multilocus genotypes among a

total of 210 reproductive individuals (i.e. the queens and

their mates inferred from sperm or from workers genotypes,

see Material and methods). The three clustering approaches

showed strong lineage clustering (figure 3). On the PCoA

(figure 3a), the genotypes formed two clusters distinguish-

able by their first coordinate (PC1), which accounted for

42% of total genetic variation. Individuals of both sexes and

from all collecting sites were found in each cluster. The

neighbour-joining tree reflected the same assignments, but

each cluster had further regional structuring corresponding

to biogeographic zones (Castile & León, Extremadura and

Andalusia, figure 3c). Bayesian analyses using STRUCTURE

confirmed these results (figure 3b; see also the electronic

supplementary material, figure S1). Likelihood values

increased with the number of groups (K ), but the second-

order likelihood (d-K) was much higher for K ¼ 2. Moreover,

all runs performed with K ¼ 2 showed identical results, while

higher values of K gave inconsistent results. Separate ana-

lyses resulted in geographical structuring as seen in the

neighbour-joining tree, although the definition of clusters

was unstable over runs according to similarity coefficients

(see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). For

each of the two groups, there was significant correlation

between population genetic differentiation and the geographi-

cal distance (Mantel test: His1, r ¼ 0.37, p, 0.00001; His2,

r ¼ 0.47, p, 0.00001).

Altogether, these results indicate that the reproductive

individuals of C. hispanica belong to two lineages that are

sympatric across the entire range of the species. These

Figure 3. Cataglyphis hispanica consists of two hybridizing lineages. In this panel, colours distinguish lineages (His1 lineage, green; His2 lineage, red), as well as
geographical variation within lineages (red and green values). Analyses are based on microsatellite data from 164 queens and males genotypes sampled across the
14 sites. (a) Plot of the first two axes from PCoA. The percentage of variation explained by each axis is indicated. (b) Population clustering analysis inferred with
STRUCTURE, assuming two lineages and one to six within-lineage subpopulations. The highest probability run for each K is shown. (c) Neighbour-joining dendrogram
based on allele sharing genetic distances (DAS). In (b,c), within-lineages reproductives are ordered according to their sampling localities; data are given according to
the south (S)–north (N) axis, which successively crosses Andalusia (AND), Extremadura (EXT) and Castile & León (CAS) regions.
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lineages correspond to the single pair His1/His2 previously

described in Andalusian populations [9]. The two interbreed-

ing lineages formed highly divergent gene pools: nine out of

12 loci (Cc11, Cc54, Cc93, Ch01, Ch05, Ch08, Ch12, Ch20 and

Ch23) had distinctly different allele size distributions, with

63–97% of alleles being diagnostic of the lineage per locus

(see the electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Allele

size distributions were overlapping between the lineages for

the remaining three loci (Ch06, Ch11 and Ch22).

4. Discussion
Our results show that social hybridogenesis is a major feature

of the reproductive system of the desert ant C. hispanica.
Social hybridogenesis occurs in all populations sampled

along a 400 km transect crossing the whole distribution

range of the species. In the 68 colonies studied: (i) the male

and female sexuals are pure-lineage individuals, consistent

with their parthenogenetic production; (ii) the queens and

their mates generally belong to different genetic lineages;

and (iii) all workers arise from hybrid crosses between the

lineages. Remarkably, our data show that all workers are

hybrids of the same two highly divergent genetic lineages

across the 14 sampled populations

A single queen usually heads each colony, but populations

with multiple-queen colonies do exist (two to six queens per

colony). Recently, social hybridogenesis was reported in mul-

tiple-queen colonies of C. velox and C. mauritanica, indicating
that monogyny is not a prerequisite for the evolution of hybri-

dogenesis in Catalgyphis ants [8]. Queens of C. hispanica are

mated once (rarely twice) with male(s) originating from the

alternative lineage of their own and use sperm to produce

hybrid workers by sexual reproduction. Rare intra-lineage

mated queens were found (five out of 68) in multiple-queen

populations. However, these queens seem to usurp multiple-

queen colonies as not a single pure-lineage worker genotype

was found, indicating that they do not contribute to worker

production. By contrast with workers, daughter queens have

identical multilocus genotypes to the one of their mother indi-

cating that they arise from thelytokous parthenogenesis.

Previous studies showed that thelytoky proceeds by automixis

with central fusion in other Cataglyphis species, including

C. velox and C. mauritanica [8,38,39]. Whether thelytokous

parthenogenesis in C. hispanica also proceeds by automixis

awaits further study.

All queens from single-queen colonies were found mated

with males originating from the co-occurring alternative line-

age. Two non-mutually exclusive hypotheses may explain this

result. First, mating between sexual partners from the same

lineage may be avoided through behavioural constraints, for

example chemical recognition (pre-zygotic isolation) [40,41].

Alternatively, intra-lineage mating may occur but have a low

selective value owing, for instance, to queens dying pre-

maturely as they cannot produce workers (post-zygotic

isolation). A mechanism of assortative mating is likely to exist

owing to strong selection pressures on both queens (which

rarely mate more than once) and colonies (which produce

very few reproductives each year). Yet, the rare occurrence of

intra-lineage mated queens in multiple-queen populations

suggests that pre-zygotic isolation of lineages is not complete

and that post-zygotic mechanisms must be involved. In line

with this hypothesis, repeated laboratory experiments showed

that eggs laid by intra-lineage mated queens fail to develop

into workers (H. Darras 2013, unpublished data). In multiple-

queen colonies, post-zygotic isolation may be relaxed as

intra-lineage mated queens may be able to survive as parasites

producing only reproductive individuals.

Our data indicate that social hybridogenesis allows themain-

tenance over time and across a large geographical scale of highly

divergent genetic lineages, despite their constant hybridization.

Twodistinct genetic lineages (His1/His2)were previously ident-

ified in four southernpopulations ofC. hispanica separatedby less
than 50 km [9]. Our large-scale survey shows that these two

lineages are spread across the whole distribution of the species.

Hybridizing lineage pairs formed by queens and their mates in

each population are all derived from a single lineage pair His1/

His2. This pair consists of two highly divergent gene pools that

formedwell-defined clusters in our analyses (figure 3). Although

one may not completely exclude the existence of alternative

lineages over the distribution area, such lineages should be

very rare and must be considered as anecdotal in the present

context. Suppose that there are three genetic lineages with bino-

mial distribution in the species. With a sample size of 164

multilocus genotypes and assuming a significance level of

a ¼ 0.05, a third genetic lineage should occur at a maximum

frequency of 0.018; thus, there are 55 times more individuals

belonging to the lineages His1 and His2 than to a putative line-

age His3. Our sampling does not allow determination of

the ratio of the two lineages in C. hispanica. Skewed lineage

ratios have been reported in dependent-lineage populations

of Pogonomyrmex harvester ants, possibly owing to differences

between lineages in sex ratio allocation [42].

The high percentage of diagnostic alleles in nine out of 12

loci surveyed supports a lack of current gene flow between the

His1/His2 lineages. This interpretation requires some caution,

however, because substantial gene flow can occur on restricted

genomeparts of lineages [43]. Introgression through rare hybrid

queenproductionmay therefore remainundetectedwhile using

onlya handful ofmarker loci. Rare development of queens from

hybrid eggs has been reported in other ant systems relying on

hybridization between divergent lineages [18,44–46]. Though,

not a single C. hispanica hybrid queen has been found so far

([9]; this study). Future linkage studies using a larger number

of nuclear makers [46] will help to determine whether His1/

His2 have achieved complete genetic isolation or whether

some parts of their genome are leaky.

The two lineages exhibit patterns of isolation by distance

and similar genetic substructure (figure 3b,c). This was most

notable on the neighbour-joining tree, which separates three

to four geographical zones for each lineage that reflect major

mountain chain and river barriers to gene flow between Anda-

lusia, Extremadura and Castile & León regions. Strong genetic

viscosity is expected in C. hispanica because females establish

new colonies at a walking distance of their natal nest with

the help of worker cohorts, resulting in the formation of

clonal patches [9]. Males of C. hispanica disperse by flight,

but do not contribute to the spatial genetic structure, as they

do not transmit their genes to the reproductive offspring. In

C. hispanica, the persistence of social hybridogenesis requires

the maintenance of viable hybrid workers. As sympatric

lineages do not recombine, the two members of a lineage

pair must coevolve to maintain a worker caste. Ultimately,

the long-term isolation of geographically co-adapted lineages

may lead to the speciation of sublineages belonging to the

His1/His2 pair. New lineage formation through geographical
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isolation or population bottlenecks was previously suggested

in dependent-lineage populations of Pogonomyrmex ants. A

single ancestral lineage pair belonging to theP. barbatus/rugosus
complex was assumed to give rise to at least three pairs of

lineages that currently overlap somewhat (the pairs F, G and

H [18]), although this subdivision of the ancestral pair has

been questioned recently [46]. Our data do not allow testing

of this issue in C. hispanica. Experimental crossing between

partners belonging to alternative genetic lineages and from

different populations would allow us to determine whether

coevolution has taken place to an extent where geographically

distant partners have become incompatible.

The origin and evolution of hybridogenetic lineages in

C. hispanica remains uncertain. Schwander & Keller [47] pro-

posed that lineage pairs are of recent origin. They expect

lineages to be short-lived because queens should be under

selection to stop the production of males, which do not trans-

mit their genes to the reproductive offspring. Assuming that

hybridogenetic lineages are dead-ends, they argued that only

minor evolutionary steps are required to switch back and

forth from social hybridogenesis to facultative parthenogenesis,

a probable ancestral feature of the genus Cataglyphis. According

to this scenario, social hybridogenesis would be a transitory

system that regularly evolved in the genus. Alternatively,

social hybridogenesis could have ancient genomic roots that

have locked hybridogenetic Cataglyphis in this reproductive

system since its origin. This could take place, for example, if

social hybridogenesis is controlled by a supergene. Supergenes

are clusters of tightly linked loci inherited as a single unit; they

maintain specific combinations of alleles. They have been

described for a long time in a diverse array of organisms

such as plants or mimic insects [48,49]. A supergene was

recently reported to determine social organization in the fire

ant Solenopsis invicta. This species exhibits two social forms,

one with single-queen colonies and one with multiple-queen

colonies that differ in many fundamental reproductive and

social traits [50]. The two forms can be predicted based on gen-

otypes at the Gp-9 gene, with queens from single-queen

colonies being homozygous BB and queens from multiple-

queen colonies being heterozygous Bb [51]. Phylogenetic ana-

lyses of Gp-9 sequences showed that the two allelic variants,

B and b, are conserved in four species known to possess a poly-

morphism in social organization similar to the one found in S.
invicta. In these species, queens from single-queen colonies

only possess B-like alleles, whereas queens from multiple-

queen colonies also harbour b-like alleles [51,52]. This suggests

that the origin of b-like alleles inducing polygyny preceded the

origin of these five species. The Gp-9 gene is part of the fire ant

supergene, which corresponds to about half a chromosome

where recombination events are completely suppressed

between the two forms [53]. Several authors have suggested

that supergenes affecting social organization may have evolved

in other social insects as well [53,54]. The hypothesis of a bial-

lelic supergene similar to the two variants at Gp-9 indeed is an

appealing scenario to account for the evolution of hybridogen-

esis in Cataglyphis. The two forms of a supergene would

account for the occurrence of only two genetic lineages in all

populations of C. hispanica, C. velox and C. mauritanica sampled

so far. The last common ancestor of these three sister species is

thought to have lived at least 5.3 Ma [8,55]. A shared origin of

social hybridogenesis would therefore support an ancient

origin predating their speciation.
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Population genetics

Introgression of mitochondrial DNA 
among lineages in a hybridogenetic ant
Hugo Darras and Serge Aron

Evolutionary Biology and Ecology, Université Libre de Bruxelles, Avenue Franklin D. Roosevelt, 50, CP 160/12,
Brussels 1050, Belgium

We report a remarkable pattern of incongruence between nuclear and mito-

chondrial variations in a social insect, the desert ant Cataglyphis hispanica.
This species reproduces by social hybridogenesis. In all populations, two

distinct genetic lineages coexist; non-reproductive workers develop from

hybrid crosses between the lineages, whereas reproductive offspring (males

and new queens) are typically produced asexually by parthenogenesis.

Genetic analyses based on nuclear markers revealed that the two lineages

remain highly differentiated despite constant hybridization for worker pro-

duction. Here, we show that, in contrast with nuclear DNA, mitochondrial

DNA (mtDNA) does not recover the two lineages as monophyletic. Rather,

mitochondrial haplotypes cluster according to their geographical origin.

We argue that this cytonuclear incongruence stems from introgression of

mtDNA among lineages, and review the mechanisms likely to explain this

pattern under social hybridogenesis.

1. Introduction
The desert ant Cataglyphis hispanica has evolved an unusual reproductive system.

Two divergent genetic lineages co-occur as a complementary pair in all popu-

lations across the whole distribution range of the species [1,2]. Queens typically

matewith amale originating from the alternative lineage anduse its sperm to pro-

duce F1 hybrid workers (figure 1). By contrast, new reproductive individuals

(males and new queens) are produced asexually by parthenogenesis. As a conse-

quence, the two lineages are maintained genetically distinct over generations.

This reproductive system results from genetic determination of the caste fate:

hybrid eggs are targeted to worker development, whereas pure-lineage, parthe-

nogenetic eggs develop into new reproductive individuals [3]. Because

reproductive offspring are produced by parthenogenesis in each of the two

lineages, both nuclear andmitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) are expected to separate

the two lineages. Contrary to this prediction, we show that mtDNA does not

cluster according to lineages.

2. Material and methods
(a) Samples and sequencing
The ant C. hispanica inhabits the arid southwest of the Iberian Peninsula. To determine

howmtDNA is partitionedwithin and between the two lineages,we sequenced a frag-

ment of mitochondrial cox1 gene from 23 reproductive individuals collected in 14

localities across the entire range of the species (figure 2a). These samples are a

subset of those from a previous study by Darras et al. [1], which explored the phylo-

geographic structure of the species and showed that the two lineages carry highly

divergent genotypes at 12 microsatellite markers. We selected nine individuals from

the first genetic lineage His1 and 14 from the alternative lineage His2 (figure 2b). We

designed a new primer pair for cox1 by searching for conservative regions in the pub-

lished sequences of Cataglyphis species (ChR58: CCTGGATTTGGATTAATTTCTC

& 2015 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
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and ChF746: TTTATRATTATTCGTTTRGARG). The target frag-

ment was amplified following the TopTaq DNA polymerase

(QIAGEN) manufacturer’s instructions with an annealing temp-

erature of 508C. Cataglyphis velox was used as outgroup

(accession: JN630796, [4]).

(b) Statistical analysis
Sequences were checked for quality using Codon Code ALIGNER v.

4.1 (Codon Code Corporation), aligned using MUSCLE [5] and

trimmed to 520 bp. We selected the GTR þ G þ I model based

on the corrected Akaike information criterion, as implemented

in jMODELTEST v. 2.1.3 [6]. We performed maximum-likelihood

and neighbour-joining analyses using MEGA5 [7], and Bayesian

analyses in MRBAYES v. 3.2 [8]. Branch support values for

neighbour-joining and maximum likelihood trees were obtained

by 1000 bootstrap pseudo-replicates. For Bayesian phylogenetic

inference, four Markov chains Monte Carlo runs were performed

for 1 000 000 generations. Trees were sampled every 100

generations, and the initial 25% of trees were discarded as burn-in.

Two statistical analyses were performed to determine the

pattern of genetic variation at mtDNA. First, we examined

mtDNA differentiation among lineages. The toolbox SPADS [9]

was used to estimate global FST [10] between haplotypes of the

two lineages. Second, to examine the phylogeographic pattern

of mtDNA at the individual level, the effect of linear geographi-

cal distance on genetic similarity between individuals Nij (an

analogue of kinship coefficient considering the phylogenetic

distance between haplotypes) was tested using a Mantel test

with 1000 permutations performed in SPAGeDi [11].

3. Results
The analysis of a 520 bp portion of mitochondrial gene cox1
revealed 116 variable sites and 19 different haplotypes

among 23 sequences. The same tree topology was obtained

under maximum-likelihood, neighbour-joining and Bayesian

analyses (see the electronic supplementary material, S1). In

contrast with our expectation, mtDNA did not separate the

two lineages (figure 2b, black and white discs): the mitochon-

drial haplotypes did not cluster according to nuclear lineages

and FST index for differentiation between the two lineages was

not significantly different from zero (p ¼ 0.989). Instead, the

genetic similarity between haplotypes was significantly cor-

related with their geographical distance (slope ¼ 20.32;

Mantel test, R2 ¼ 0.49; p , 0.001). In four populations, the

two lineages even shared the same haplotype (populations

25, 37, 38/39 and 47).

These results are unlikely to be explained by NUMTs

contaminations (non-functional copies of mtDNA inside the

nuclear genome) as NUMTs are expected to evolve in a

nuclear-specific manner and, thus, be lineage-specific [12].

4. Discussion
Our results reveal strong incongruences between mitochon-

drial and nuclear variations in the desert ant C. hispanica.
Whereas the species consists of two highly divergent nuclear

lineages that co-occur as a complementary pair in all popu-

lations [1], there is no clustering of mtDNA variants

into the two lineages. Rather, mitochondrial haplotypes of

reproductive individuals of both sexes cluster according to

their geographical origin, independently of their nuclear

lineage (figure 2b).
Discordances between genetic markers are generally

explained by differential dispersal of males and females,

incomplete lineage sorting or introgression [13]. Differential

dispersal of sexes may lead to discrepancies between mater-

nally (mtDNA) and biparentally (nuclear DNA) inherited

markers:whenmales are the dispersing sex, biparentally inher-

ited markers are expected to show weaker population

subdivision than maternally inherited markers. In the incom-

plete lineage sorting, lineage divergence is too recent to

achieve complete reciprocal monophyly, and some gene trees

reflect unsorted ancestral variation [14]. Neither of these two

explanations may account for the pattern of mtDNA found in

this study, which is characterized by both a strong geographi-

cal structure and unsorted variations among lineages. In the

absence of gene flow, mitochondrial genomes from the two

lineages are expected to accumulate significant genetic differ-

ences, especially since lineages have diverged from each

other a long time ago [1].

Rather, the sharing of mitochondrial haplotypes between

sympatric, but genetically divergent lineages is the signature

of mitochondrial introgression, i.e. the movement of mtDNA

from one lineage into the gene pool of another through

hybridization [15]. Introgressive hybridizations between

different species have been shown to generate similar

biogeographic patterns in the army ant genus Dorylus [16]

as well as several other organisms [13]. In C. hispanica, intro-
gression among lineages is surprising, because reproductive

individuals develop from pure-lineage eggs. Therefore, the

consequences of hybridization are expected to be restricted

to non-reproductive F1 workers. In fact, three alternative

mechanisms may explain introgression in C. hispanica.
(i) Although female caste determination has been shown to

be under genetic control [3], one may not completely exclude

the possibility that hybrid (worker-destined) eggs sometimes

develop into new reproductive queens. Because mitochondria

are usually inherited from the mother, recurrent back-

crossing of hybrid queens with males from their paternal

lineage will ultimately lead to offspring with introgressed

mitochondria (mtDNA from the maternal lineage and nuclear

DNA from the paternal lineage). No hybrid queens have been

new
queens

males workers new
queens

malesworkers

His1 lineage colonies His2 lineage colonies

Figure 1. Reproductive system of C. hispanica. Two genetic lineages, His1
and His2, coexist in each population. Queens mate with males originating
from the alternative lineage to their own and use the sperm to produce ster-
ile F1 workers. By contrast, queens use parthenogenesis for the production of
new queens and males. Black and white colours represent nuclear
genomes from the two lineages. Adapted from Darras et al. [1].
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reported so far in our study species [1–3]. However, previous

studies on Pogonomyrmex harvester ants where caste is also

genetically determined have shown that hybrid queens occur

at low frequency and require large sampling effort to be

detected [17]. (ii) In orphaned colonies, workers of C. hispanica
have the ability to lay arrhenotokous eggs, which develop into

hybrid males (H. Darras and S. Aron 2014, unpublished data).

Such males could father new hybrid queens, a situation that

may lead ultimately to offspring with introgressed mitochon-

dria. Both hybrid queens and hybrid males occur in

Pogonomyrmex ants [18]. Nevertheless, interlineage hybrid

queens of Pogonomyrmex are known to have reduced fitness,

if any [17]. Accordingly, analyses of both nuclear and

mtDNA have failed to provide any evidence of gene flow

among lineages [19]. (iii) Alternatively, the introgression of

mtDNA among lineages may stem from gynogenesis, which

is an incomplete form of parthenogenesis whereby a sperm

cell comes into contact with the egg, but does not transmit

its nucleus to the zygote [20]. This results in the production

of a parthenogenetic progeny containing nuclear material

derived primarily from the mother. However, as the egg is

physically poked by a sperm cell, occasional transmission of

sperm DNA into the egg can happen. In C. hispanica,
gynogenesis can be an accidental phenomenon resulting

in interlineage mitochondrial introgression over time.

Although animals’ mitochondria are generally transmitted

from the mother to the offspring without any contribution

from the father, there is increasing evidence that sperm mito-

chondria may sometimes leak into the zygote [21].

Unfortunately, distinguishing between the occurrence of

hybrid sexuals or gynogenesis is challenging. Colonies of C.
hispanica produce only a few sexuals, and a low frequency of

hybrid reproductives could have remained undetected in our

sampling. On the other hand, parthenogenetic eggs are pro-

duced during a very short period of the year, making their

sampling for cytological studies convoluted.

Figure 2. Mitochondrial DNA variation among reproductive individuals of Cataglyphis hispanica. (a) Sampling locations. Fourteen populations were sampled along a
400 km transect across the species distribution range (grey colour). (b) Maximum-likelihood tree inferred from a portion of cox1 gene. Numbers at nodes indicate
bootstrap values for 1000 replicates. Mitochondrial haplotypes cluster according to their geographical origin (coloured squares) independently of their nuclear lineage
membership (black and white discs). Specimen name gives population, colony number and sex (Q, queen; M, male).
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While previous genetic analyses based on microsatellite

markers indicated that no current gene flow occurs between

the two lineages of C. hispanica [1,2], this study reveals mito-

chondrial introgression among lineages. This shows that the

two lineages are not completely isolated as previously

believed, and that part of their genomes may recombine

from time to time. Rare recombination events could play a

key role in the stability and evolution of social hybridogenesis

in Cataglyphis. First, occasional recombination would prevent

lineages from becoming too divergent from each other, so

that a viable hybrid genome is maintained for the production

of the worker caste. In particular, mitochondrial introgression

would enable the coordinate evolution of nuclear and mito-

chondrial genomes to maintain optimal functions in hybrids

as cytonuclear incompatibilities can result in decreased

hybrid fitness [22]. Second, recombination is the most likely

mechanism to explain the evolution of new lineage pairs and

the occurrence of social hybridogenesis in the two sister

species of C. hispanica, C. velox and C. mauritanica [23].

Data accessibility. DNA sequences: GenBank accessions: KP420153–
KP420175.
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Figure S1: Mitochondrial DNA variation among reproductive individuals of Cataglyphis hispanica 

Maximum Likelihood, Neighbour Joining (B) and Bayesian (C) trees inferred from a portion of cox1 

gene. Numbers at nodes indicate bootstrap values for 1000 replicates (A and B) or Bayesian Inference 

posterior probabilities (C). Specimen name gives population, colony number and sex (Q: queen; M: male) 
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Abstract

Hybridogenesis is a sexual reproductive system, whereby parents from different

genetic origin hybridize. Both the maternal and paternal genomes are expressed in

somatic tissues, but the paternal genome is systematically excluded from the germ line,

which is therefore purely maternal. Recently, a unique case of hybridogenesis at a

social level was reported in the desert ant Cataglyphis hispanica. All workers are

sexually produced hybridogens, whereas sexual forms (new queens and males) are

produced by queens through parthenogenesis. Thus, only maternal genes are perpetu-

ated across generations. Here, we show that such an unusual reproductive strategy also

evolved in two other species of Cataglyphis belonging to the same phylogenetic group,

Cataglyphis velox and Cataglyphis mauritanica. In both species, queens mate exclu-

sively with males originating from a different genetic lineage than their own to pro-

duce hybrid workers, while they use parthenogenesis to produce the male and female

reproductive castes. In contrast to single-queen colonies of C. hispanica, colonies of

C. velox and C. mauritanica are headed by several queens. Most queens within colo-

nies share the same multilocus genotype and never transmit their mates’ alleles to the

reproductive castes. Social hybridogenesis in the desert ants has direct consequences

on the genetic variability of populations and on caste determination. We also discuss

the maintenance of this reproductive strategy within the genus Cataglyphis.

Keywords: ants, genetic caste determination, genetic lineages, parthenogenesis, social hybrido-

genesis
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Introduction

In hybridogenetic species, parents belonging to different

species or genetic lineages hybridize. Their hybrid

daughters will reproduce by backcrossing with a male

of the paternal species/lineage and utilize his sperm to

fertilize their eggs. However, young female experience

abnormal meiosis during oogenesis: the chromosome

sets of the mother and the father fail to recombine

and the paternal chromosomes are selectively discarded

in the germinal cell line. Females therefore only transmit

the genetic material of their mother. As a consequence,

both the maternal and paternal genomes participate in

the formation of the somatic cell line, while the germ

line is purely maternal (Schultz 1969; Avise 2008).

A social version of hybridogenesis was recently

reported in ants. Like other social insects, the major

organizing principle of ant societies is reproductive

division of labour, whereby one or a few individuals

(the queens) specialize in reproduction, whereas the

others (the workers) usually forego their own reproduc-

tion to participate in cooperative tasks such as building

the nest, collecting food, rearing the young and defend-

ing the colony (H€olldobler & Wilson 1990). In hybrido-

genetic ant species, workers arise from systematic

hybridization events between genetically distinct lin-

eages, while pure-lineage transmission is preserved in

the reproductive caste. So far, social hybridogenesis has

been reported in three ant taxa: Pogonomyrmex seed har-

vester ants (Helms Cahan et al. 2002; Helms Cahan &

Keller 2003), Solenopsis fire ants (Helms Cahan & Vinson

2003) and the desert ant Cataglyphis hispanica (Leniaud

et al. 2012). In the Pogonomyrmex barbatus/rugosus species
Correspondence: Pierre-Andr�e Eyer, Fax: + 32 2 650 24 45;

E-mail: piereyer@ulb.ac.be
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complex, at least eight divergent lineages co-occur in

specific lineage pairs (Helms Cahan et al. 2006; Schwan-

der et al. 2006, 2007). Colonies of each lineage are

headed by a single queen mated with several males;

interlineage hybrids develop into workers, whereas

purebred females become new reproductive queens

(Helms Cahan & Keller 2003; Helms Cahan et al. 2006;

Schwander et al. 2007). A similar reproductive system

has evolved in a hybrid zone between two fire ant spe-

cies, Solenopsis geminata and Solenopsis xyloni. Colonies

of S. xyloni contain multiple queens, each mated with a

single male (Helms Cahan & Vinson 2003). Queens

mated with a conspecific S. xyloni male produce only

reproductive females, whereas those mated with a

heterospecific S. geminata male produce only sterile

workers. In both Pogonomyrmex and Solenopsis hybrid

systems, caste determination (i.e. whether a female

larva develops into a reproductive queen or a worker)

is therefore genetically influenced and permits pure-

lineage transmission across generations through intra-

lineage mating. However, hybridogenesis in these

species differs from ‘classical’, nonsocial hybridogene-

sis, because both the maternal and the paternal intra-

lineage genomes are transmitted to the next generation

of reproductive queens.

Recently, a new system of social hybridogenesis was

reported in the ant Cataglyphis hispanica where only

maternal genes are transmitted across generations

(Leniaud et al. 2012). In this species, two genetic lin-

eages co-occur in pairs across all populations studied.

Colonies are headed by a single queen mated with a

single male originating from the alternative lineage than

their own. Remarkably, queens use sexual reproduction

to produce interlineage hybrid workers, but reproduce

asexually through thelytokous parthenogenesis to pro-

duce new queens. Males develop from unfertilized eggs

by arrhenotokous parthenogenesis, as is usually the

case in Hymenoptera. Thus, the sexual forms belong all

to the queen lineage. As a consequence, both the mater-

nal and paternal genomes are expressed in the hybrid

worker force, whereas the germ line is purely maternal

in C. hispanica.

We report two new cases of social hybridogenesis, in

which queens are produced asexually via parthenogene-

sis, whereas workers develop from hybrid crosses

between genetically divergent lineages, in the Catagly-

phis desert ants Cataglyphis velox and Cataglyphis mauri-

tanica. These species belong to the same phylogenetic

group as C. hispanica (group altisquammis; Agosti 1990;

Knaden et al. 2012). In contrast to C. hispanica, genetic

analyses show that colonies of C. velox and C. maurita-

nica are headed by several queens and that the vaste

majority of nestmate queens share the same multilocus

genotype. As is the case in nonsocial hybridogenesis,

only the maternal genome is transmitted from one

generation to another. These results indicate that such

an unorthodox system of reproduction is more common

in ants than has been realized. We discuss the impact

of social hybridogenesis on the genetic variability of

populations and on caste determination, as well as the

conditions for maintenance of this reproductive strategy

within the genus Cataglyphis.

Materials and methods

Field collection and sampling

Sixteen colonies of Cataglyphis velox and 16 colonies of

Cataglyphis mauritanica were excavated, respectively, in

the Sierra Nevada (Spain) in May 2009 and in Azrou

(Morocco) in May 2010. Care was taken not to miss any

room or gallery that might contain individuals. All

adult ants (queens, workers and sexual offspring if any)

as well as brood at various stages (eggs, larvae, and

pupae) were collected. In the Sierra Nevada, Cataglyphis

velox colonies usually produce sexuals later in the sea-

son (July), and no sexual offspring were found across

the 16 colonies sampled. By contrast, new (winged)

queens and males were collected from C. mauritanica

field colonies. A sample of workers from each nest, as

well as all new queens and males, was directly stored

in 98% ethanol for subsequent genetic analyses. Colo-

nies were brought to the laboratory; they were main-

tained under standard conditions (28 °C � 2 °C and

natural photoperiod 12:12-h light/dark) and fed on

cockroaches and sugar water.

Genetic analyses

Genotypes of ants were determined at five statistically

independent microsatellite loci for C. velox (Cc26,

Cc63a, Cc96, Cc99 and Cc100) and seven loci for

C. mauritanica (Cc11, Cc26, Cc60, Cc54, Cc63a, Cc63b

and Cc80) previously developed for the species Catagly-

phis cursor (Pearcy et al. 2004). Individual ant DNA was

isolated by Chelex-extraction (Walsh et al. 1991). Four ant

legs were digested in 100 lL of Chelex 5% for 2 h at

85 °C. After 3-min centrifugation at 20 000 g, 75 lL of

the supernatant was taken and stored at 4 °C. PCR was

performed with a TProfessional thermocycler (Biome-

tra). Annealing temperature and magnesium concentra-

tion were optimized for each locus (available upon

request). The amplified products were separated on

ABI 3730 capillary sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Fos-

ter City, CA, U.S.A.) and sized against Rox 350HD

(C. velox) and MapMarker 400 (C. mauritanica) stan-

dards sizing using the PEAK SCANNER version 1.1 analysis

software (Applied Biosystems). Controls for genotyping

© 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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errors due to null alleles were analysed following the

Expectation Maximization algorithm of Dempster et al.

(1977) implemented in the FREE NA software (Chapuis &

Estoup 2007). Additional tests of heterozygote defi-

ciency and estimation of linkage disequilibrium were

performed in GENEPOP on the Web (Rousset 2008).

Social structure, genetic relatedness and queen-mating
frequency

Sixteen workers were genotyped from each colony

(N = 16). Allele frequencies, measures of observed and

expected heterozygosity and F-statistics were estimated

using FSTAT (Goudet 1995). To determine whether dif-

ferent nests belonged to the same genetic entity, geno-

typic frequencies at all collection points were compared

using a log-likelihood (G)-based test of differentiation,

from GENEPOP on the Web. Overall significance was

determined using a Fisher’s combined probability test;

a Bonferroni correction was applied to account for

multiple comparisons. Nests were considered as belong-

ing to different colonies if genotypic differentiation was

statistically significant (a < 0.0006 and a < 0.0004 after

Bonferroni correction for C. velox and C. mauritanica,

respectively). The minimum number of queens in each

colony was determined from field observations.

Relatedness coefficients (r) were estimated using the

program RELATEDNESS (version 5.0.8), according to the

algorithm described by Queller & Goodnight (1989).

Colonies were weighted equally and standard errors

(SE) were obtained by jackknifing over colonies.

Mating frequency

Queen-mating frequency was estimated from mother-

offspring genetic analyses. In the laboratory, multiple-

queen colonies were split into experimental nests con-

taining one queen and an efficient worker force (50–300

workers); a total of 19 and 21 experimental nests were

set up for C. velox and C. mauritanica, respectively. They

were examined twice a week, and the worker pupae

were removed and stored at �80 °C for microsatellite

analyses. The absolute number of mating per queen (Mp;

minimum number of queens’ mates inferred from

worker genotypes) was estimated from pedigree analy-

ses from mother-offspring genetic combinations. Over-

all, 440 pupae were genotyped for C. velox

(x � SE = 23.2 � 0.54, N = 19 nests) and 505 pupae for

C. mauritanica (x � SE = 24.05 � 0.90, N = 21). Male

genotypes were inferred from the queen and worker’s

genotypes. Each worker was assigned to a given patri-

line with the maximum-likelihood method implemented

in the software COLONY 1.2 (Wang 2004).

Because males may contribute unequally to offspring

production, we also estimated the effective mating

frequency (Me,p) following (Nielsen et al. 2003) (Equ.

16). This estimator has the advantage of being unbiased

by the relative contribution of each male and gives a

lower variance than other estimators. The effective

number of patrilines equals the absolute mating fre-

quency when all males contribute equally. We calcu-

lated the probability of nondetection of additional

patrilines due to two fathers sharing the same alleles at

all loci studied using the equation:

Pnon�detection ¼ Pj

X
i
f 2i;j

where fij is the frequency of the allele i at locus j (Boom-

sma & Ratnieks 1996).

Parthenogenetic production of queens

The mode of production (sexual or asexual) of new

queens was assessed in two ways. First, we examined

the possibility that queens use thelytokous partheno-

genesis for the production of new queens by comparing

the mean observed heterozygosity (Ho) between the

queens and the workers. Previous studies showed that

thelytokous parthenogenesis proceeds by automixis

with central fusion in other Cataglyphis species (Pearcy

et al. 2006). Because this mode of parthenogenesis

decreases heterozygosity at each generation (Pearcy

et al. 2006, 2011a), production of new queens by thely-

toky is expected to result in a significant decline in

heterozygosity in queen lineages. Such a decrease is not

expected for workers, which are produced by sexual

reproduction (Pearcy et al. 2006, 2009). Second, given

that new queens were produced in C. mauritanica, we

were able to compare their genotypes with that of the

mother queens. We tested the hypothesis that new

queens were produced sexually by males sharing one

allele with the mother queens at all loci by comparing

the observed number of transitions to homozygosity to

the expected value under Mendelian segregation. If

new queens were fathered by males sharing one allele

with the mother queens at all loci, they are expected to

inherit the same allele from their father and their

mother (i.e. being homozygous) with a 50% probability

at each heterozygous locus in the mother. Thus, new

queens should display a 50% decrease in heterozygosity

when compared with the colony queens.

Sexual production of hybrid workers from two
separated gene pools

In both C. velox and C. mauritanica, we found an extre-

mely high level of heterozygosity among workers at all

loci studied (see Results), indicating that alleles har-

boured by the queens and their mate(s) were almost

never identical. This may stem from sexual partners

© 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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belonging to different gene pools while workers arise

from the interbreeding between them as reported in the

sister species C. hispanica (Leniaud et al. 2012). We

tested the existence of different genetic groups among

sexual partners (i.e. 24 mother queens and their 47

inferred mates for C. velox; 111 mother queens, 22 new

queens and 24 inferred males for C. mauritanica), using

Bayesian clustering method implemented in the popula-

tion assignment program STRUCTURE V.2.3.3 (Pritchard

et al. 2000). This software estimates the number of

distinct genetic groups (K) structuring the population.

We ran a series of models with K ranging from 1 to 10,

using all loci; we fixed the burn-in period to 25 000

and the running length to 50 000 under an admixture

ancestry model to give consistent results over runs. The

most probable value of K was estimated using the ad

hoc statistic DK (Evanno et al. 2005). For each individual

sampled (mother queens, their inferred mates and

worker offspring), the software assigns a probability of

belonging to each of these groups. The belonging of

queens and their mates to a genetic lineage was then

confirmed by differences in allelic frequencies for each

locus.

Results

Social structure, genetic relatedness and queen-mating
frequency

Field collections showed that nests of Cataglyphis velox

and Cataglyphis mauritanica were headed by several

queens (i.e. polygyny). In C. velox, 10 of 16 nests were

polygynous (queen number per colony: x � SE = 2.85

� 0.56; range: 2–9); a single queen was found in three

nests and no queen was found in the three remaining. In

C. mauritanica, all 16 nests were polygynous with a

number of queens per colony ranging from 2 to 19

(x � SE = 6.94 � 1.03). G-tests indicated that the nests

sampled were genetically differentiated and belonged to

distinct colonies (P < 0.0006 and P < 0.0004 for C. velox

and C. mauritanica, respectively). For both species, FST
estimates were significantly different from zero

(x � SE = 0.106 � 0.019 for C. velox and 0.154 � 0.023

for C. mauritanica; permutation tests, P < 0.001), indicat-

ing genetic differentiation between colonies.

Mother-offspring genetic analyses were consistent

with multi-mated queens in C. velox: 17 of 19 queens

were found mated with two to five males; two queens

mated once. The mean (�SE) absolute number of mating

per queen was Mp = 2.37 � 0.22, and the mean effective

number of mating per queen was Me,p = 1.84 � 0.18. In

C. mauritanica, 18 of 21 queens were singly mated and

three were doubly mated, giving Mp = 1.14 � 0.08 and

Me,p = 1.07 � 0.04. Nondetection error due to two males

sharing the same alleles at all loci was very low for both

species (Pnondetection = 0.00034 for C. velox and <0.0001
for C. mauritanica).

Parthenogenetic production of queens and males

In C. velox, the mean observed heterozygosity (Ho) was

significantly lower among queens than among workers

for all loci surveyed (x � SE = 0.565 � 0.143 and

0.976 � 0.013, respectively; G-total across loci = 702.4; d.

f. = 4, P < 0.0001). The mean number of alleles per

locus was also lower among the queen caste (x � SE =
2.4 � 0.24 and 11.6 � 1.12 alleles per locus in queens

and workers, respectively; t-test, P < 0.001). Within the

10 polygynous colonies, genetic analyses showed that

86% of nestmate mother queens (n = 37) had identical

genotype at all five loci sampled. The 14% remaining

mother queens were homozygous at one or several loci

for which the other queens were heterozygous; in this

case, they were always homozygous for one of the two

alleles found in their nestmates queens. Thus, 14% of the

mother queens experienced an increased in homozygos-

ity supporting that they were produced by automictic

parthenogenesis. In line with this, the mean genetic relat-

edness among nestmate queens was extremely high

(rqq � SEJackknife = 0.92 � 0.13), and significantly supe-

rior to 0.75 expected if they were full sisters produced by

sexual reproduction (t-test, P < 0.004).

Like in C. velox, the mean observed heterozygosity in

C. mauritanica was significantly lower among queens

than among workers (x � SE = 0.544 � 0.144 and

0.903 � 0.056, respectively; G-total = 1314.8; d.f. = 6,

P < 0.0001). The mean number of alleles per locus was

also significantly lower among the queen caste than

among the worker caste (x � SE = 3.0 � 0.75 alleles per

locus in queen of the lineage A and 1.7 � 0.18 in

queens of the lineage B while 6.3 � 1.50 in worker

caste; t-test, All P < 0.001). Genetic analyses indicated

that 95% of nestmate mother queens (n = 111) had iden-

tical multilocus genotype. The 5% remaining queens

were homozygous at at least one locus for which nest-

mate queens were heterozygous. Consistent with these

results, we found a strong average relatedness among

queens within colonies (rqq � SEJackknife = 0.98 � 0.06).

Twenty-two new queens from five colonies

(x � SE = 4.40 � 2.27) were collected in C. mauritanica.

All were strictly genetically identical to the mother

queens of their natal nest; none carried alleles from

their mothers’ mate. Mother queens harboured four or

five heterozygous loci, leading to 104 independent

opportunities to observe potential transitions to homo-

zygosity among new queens. Yet, not a single transition

to homozygosity occurred in the new queens. The com-

plete absence of transition to homozygosity is signifi-

© 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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cantly lower than expected (52 of 104) if new queens

were fathered by males sharing one allele with the

mother queens under Mendelian segregation (Binomial

test, P < 0.001). This gives strong support to the

hypothesis that new queens are produced by thely-

tokous parthenogenesis. The 14 males collected on the

field were haploid; all carried alleles from the colony

queens, indicating that they were produced by arrheno-

tokous parthenogenesis.

Altogether, these results indicate that queens are

produced by thelytokous parthenogenesis in C. velox

and C. mauritanica.

Sexual production of hybrid workers from two
separated gene pools

All workers genotyped for C. velox (n = 696 workers,

N = 16 colonies) and C. mauritanica (n = 761, N = 16)

carried at several loci alleles that were not harboured

by the queens, indicating that they were produced by

classical sexual reproduction. Remarkably, in both spe-

cies observed heterozygosity by loci among workers

was extremely high and significantly different than

expected under random mating at the population scale

(C. velox: x � SE = 0.976 � 0.013, range across loci:

[0.925 � 1]; G-total = 545.5; d.f. = 4, P < 0.0001; C. mau-

ritanica: x � SE = 0.903 � 0.056, range across loci:

[0.689 � 1]; G-total = 932.1; d.f. = 6, P < 0.0001) (Fig. 1).

Population assignment analyses showed that the queens

and their mates clustered into two genetically distinct

groups (Fig. 2). In our sample of C. velox, all queens

belonged to the same genetic group and were mated

with males from the other, co-occurring group (Fig. 2a).

By contrast, in C. mauritanica queens of either gene pool

were sampled (Fig. 2b). However, all were mated with

males originating from the alternative genetic group.

Thus, two distinct gene pools coexist and interbreed to

produce workers in the studied populations of C. velox

and C. mauritanica. Consistent with these results, in

both species we found strong differences in allelic

frequencies between sexual partners, for each locus

surveyed (Fisher’s exact tests, P < 0.001 for all loci; Fig.

S1, Supporting Information). Moreover, sexual partners

shared few alleles; most alleles are diagnostic for each

genetic lineage.

Discussion

Our results reveal two new cases of social hybridogene-

sis in the ant genus Cataglyphis. In both Cataglyphis velox

and Cataglyphis mauritanica, queens are produced asexu-

ally through thelytokous parthenogenesis, whereas

workers develop from hybrid crosses between geneti-

cally different lineages. Males are produced by arrheno-

tokous parthenogenesis, as is typical in Hymenoptera.

Hence, both the maternal and paternal genomes are

expressed in the worker caste, while only maternal gen-

ome spreads across generations through parthenoge-
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100

Cc11 Cc63a Cc80 Cc54 Cc60 Cc26 Cc63b
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Fig. 1 Proportion of heterozygous (black)

and homozygous (grey) in workers (a

and b) and queens (c and d) population

for each locus surveyed, in Cataglyphis

velox (a and c) and Cataglyphis mauritanica

(b and d). The mean expected heterozy-

gosity by locus, assuming that female off-

spring (both workers and queens) are

produced by sexual reproduction with

random mating within each population,

is indicated by arrowheads.
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netic production of pure-lineage reproductives. Social

hybridogenesis in these species appears identical to that

first described in the closely related species Cataglyphis

hispanica (Leniaud et al. 2012). The finding of such a

reproductive system in two additional Cataglyphis spe-

cies suggests that social hybridogenesis is not a local

adaptation of recent origin. Evolution of social hybrido-

genesis in Cataglyphis requires two features: partheno-

genesis for the production of queens and inter-lineage

hybrids developing in the worker caste. Parthenogenetic

production of reproductive females occurs in several

distantly related species of Cataglyphis, supporting that

it could be ancestral in the genus (Schwander & Keller

2012). As for hybridization, it may have evolved in a

common ancestor before the species diverged. C. velox

and C. hispanica are considered to have colonized Spain

from North Africa during desiccation period of the

Mediterranean Sea (Wehner et al. 1994). Therefore, both

these species must have diverged from the African

C. mauritanica at least 5.3 Myr ago when Mediterranean

Sea was refilled. Altogether, these arguments plead in

favour of an ancient origin of social hybridogenesis in

these species. Our results also indicate that this unusual

reproductive system is not linked with the social struc-

ture; it occurs both in monogynous species (C. hispanica)

and polygynous species (C. velox and C. mauritanica). A

direct consequence of social hybridogenesis in polygy-

nous species is that all nestmate queens are highly

closely related.

Parthenogenetic production of male and female sexu-

als by queens in hybridogenetic Cataglyphis desert ants

has two major outcomes: it aborts genetic mixing in

queen populations and negates male fitness. First, asex-

ual production of new reproductives by queens affects

the apportionment of genetic variability within each

lineage. Queen genomes are transmitted through auto-

mictic parthenogenesis, what may result in an increase in

the level of homozygosity at each generation (Pearcy

et al. 2006). Our study shows that 14% of the mother

queens in C. velox and 5% in C. mauritanica experienced

an increase in homozygosity compared with nestmate

queens. Such a transition to homozygosity was not

found in new queens of C. mauritanica; this is probably

due to the reduced frequency of transitions in this

species (5%) and our limited sample size (n = 22 new

queens). Increased homozygosity may affect several

fitness components leading to inbreeding depression

(Keller & Waller 2002), such as reduced defences

against pathogenes (Hamilton 1987; Sherman et al. 1988;

Schmid-Hempel 1998), or increased production of sterile

diploid males instead of diploid females due to homo-

zygosity at the sex-determining locus (or loci) (Cook &

Crozier 1995; Pearcy et al. 2009). The second conse-

quence of parthenogenetic production of male and

female sexuals by queens in hybridogenetic Cataglyphis

desert ants is the apparent absence of male fitness. By

contrast with the Pogonomyrmex and Solenopsis hybrid

complex, where males father new queens via intra-

lineage mating (Helms Cahan & Keller 2003; Helms

Cahan & Vinson 2003), males of hybridogenetic Cataglyphis

species benefit no direct fitness as they sire only nonrepro-

ductive workers. Consistent with this, our genetic analyses

show that not a single queen was produced by sexual

reproduction in C. velox and C. mauritanica; similar results

were found in C. hispanica (Leniaud et al. 2012). Males pre-

sumably are under selection to achieve reproductive suc-

cess. In the ant species Wasmannia auropunctata (Fournier

et al. 2005), Vollenhovia emeryi (Kobayashi et al. 2008) and

Paratrechina longicornis (Pearcy et al. 2011b), males have

evolved a mechanism in response to parthenogenetic pro-

duction of new queens: their sperm most likely eliminates

the maternal chromosomes of the eggs upon fertilization,

resulting in the production of haploid sons that are geneti-

cally identical to their father. Clonal reproduction therefore

occurs for both sexes: new queens are clones of their

mother, while males are clones of their father. This results

Queens Queens’ mates Workers

Queens A Queens A’s
mates

Workers A & B Queens B Queens B’s
mates

1.0

0.5

0.0

1.0

0.5

0.0

(b)

(a) Fig. 2 Graphical representation of

STRUCTURE results for K = 2 genetic

groups for the queens, their inferred

mates and a sample of 50 randomly cho-

sen workers in Cataglyphis velox (a) and

Cataglyphis mauritanica (b). Each group is

characterized by a colour and each indi-

vidual is represented by a vertical bar

representing its probability of being asso-

ciated to each group. Queens belonging

to a single genetic lineage were sampled

for C. velox (Fig. 2a), whereas queens

from both genetic lineages were sampled

for C. mauritanica (Fig. 2b).
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in the formation of two ‘species’, one consisting exclusively

of males and the other of queens. Such a reproductive

strategy has not been observed in Cataglyphis, to date.

Moreover, because males do not contribute genes to the

next generation, their production represents an unnec-

essary cost for colonies. Selection should favour a

strong reduction in male allocation and sex forsaken at

the expense of a completely asexual reproductive sys-

tem where both queens and workers arise from parthe-

nogenesis. To date, the factors maintaining male function

in hybridogenetic Cataglyphis species remain unknown.

Evolution of social hybridogenesis in the desert ants

is rooted in the maintenance of genetically differenti-

ated female lineages, in spite of their systematic hybrid-

ization in the worker force. The lack of gene flow

between female lineages stems from that queens

develop exclusively from pure-lineage eggs produced

by parthenogenesis. In theory, the segregation between

female lineages can be broken down by production of

new queens carrying both paternal and maternal alleles

(Curry et al. 2010; Leniaud et al. 2012). This could be

achieved in two ways: (i) through production of hybrid

queens by workers and/or (ii) through production of

hybrid queens by classical sexual reproduction. (i) In

several species of Cataglyphis, workers have retained

ovaries and can produce males by arrhenotokous par-

thenogenesis but also female offspring by thelytokous

parthenogenesis (reviewed in Lenoir et al. 2009; Leniaud

et al. 2011). Worker reproduction was reported in

queenless colonies only. Orphaned workers of C. velox

and C. mauritanica indeed lay both haploid and diploid

eggs under laboratory conditions (unpublished data).

However, whether such diploid eggs achieve their

development into viable and fertile hybrid new queens

on the field and cause some gene flow between lineages

is unknown. (ii) Concerning reproductive queens, our

data show that none developed from sexual reproduc-

tion in hybridogenetic Cataglyphis ants (this study and

Leniaud et al. 2012). Nevertheless, one may not com-

pletely exclude the possibility that some queens may

develop sporadically from fertilized eggs; interlineage

hybrids indeed occur in other species where genetic

lineages coexist (see above, Foucaud et al. 2010; Helms

Cahan & Keller 2003; Pearcy et al. 2011b). Occasional

development of interlineage hybrids into queens could

potentially lead to the emergence of new lineage-pairs,

as previously reported in New Caledonian populations

of the little fire ant W. auropunctata (Foucaud et al.

2006).

A direct consequence of the interdependent genetic

lineage system found in Cataglyphis is the existence of a

strong caste-genotype association. In C. velox, C. mauri-

tanica and C. hispanica, the queen caste always develop

from pure-lineage eggs while workers arise from

hybridization of two genetically distinct lineages. In

social insects, the system of caste determination varies

along a continuum from strict environmental caste

determination (ECD) to strict genetic caste determina-

tion (GCD) (Anderson et al. 2008; Schwander et al.

2010). Strong genetic caste determination has been

reported in five ants only: Pogonomyrmex (Helms Cahan

& Keller 2003), Solenopsis xyloni (Helms Cahan & Vinson

2003), Wasmania auropunctata (Fournier et al. 2005),

Vollenhovia emeryi (Ohkawara et al. 2006) and Paratrechi-

na longicornis (Pearcy et al. 2011b). In these species, the

phenotype-genotype association appears quasi-perfect,

with all workers being interlineage hybrids and all

queens being pure-lineage individuals. Nevertheless,

rare exceptions still persist. In clonal populations of

W. aruropunctata, about 2% of new queens arise from

sexual reproduction and a similar proportion of work-

ers from parthenogenesis (Foucaud et al. 2010). The

same figure occurs in natural populations of the har-

vester ant, where 0–9% of adult females present a mis-

match between the genotype and expected phenotype

(Schwander et al. 2007; Sirvio et al. 2011). For example,

about 1.9% of interlineage hybrids develop into queens

in populations with very unequal lineage frequencies

(Helms Cahan & Keller 2003; Schwander et al. 2007).

Likewise, a few workers are produced by parthenogen-

esis in P. longicornis and V. emery (0.04% and up to 5%,

respectively; Pearcy et al. 2011b; Ohkawara et al. 2006).

Our results show that in both C. velox and C. maurita-

nica all the workers arise from sexual reproduction

(n = 696 and n = 761, respectively), while all the queens

sampled are produced by parthenogenesis (n = 37 and

n = 133). Identical results were reported in C. hispanica,

where all workers (n = 820) developed from fertilized

eggs and all queens (n = 24) from parthenogenesis

(Leniaud et al. 2012). To our knowledge, hybridogenetic

Cataglyphis species illustrate the most genetically ‘hard-

wired’ caste determination system (sensu Schwander

et al. 2010) ever reported in social insects.

So far, social hybridogenesis in Cataglyphis desert ants

has been found in the three species C. velox, C. maurita-

nica and C. hispanica. These species belong to the same

phylogenetic group altisquammis. A single population of

C. velox and C. mauritanica, and four spatially close pop-

ulations of C. hispanica have been studied. Our results

show that, in each population, all the queens are pro-

duced asexually via parthenogenesis, whereas all the

workers develop from hybrid crosses between geneti-

cally divergent lineages. Furthermore, a single pair of

genetic lineages characterizes each species. Whether

social hybridogenesis occurs in other populations of

these species and whether several genetic lineages

evolved across populations within each species remains

unknown. In addition, whether this unique reproduc-
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tive strategy evolved once or several times in the

altisquammis group and, more generally, within the ant

genus Cataglyphis, clearly merits further investigation.
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Table S1: Sampling locations of Cataglyphis velox and Cataglyphis mauritanica. 

C. velox N = 37.148; E = ‐3.540   

C. mauritanica N = 33. 407; E = -5.189  

Cataglyphis velox 

Cataglyphis mauritanica 

Figure S1: Allele frequencies for the two lineages of Cataglyphis velox (plain black: queens of lineage 1; plain 

white: males of lineage 2) and Cataglyphis mauritanica (plain black: queens of lineages 1; white with black 

stripes: males of lineages 1; plain white: males of lineages 2; white with black stripes: queens of lineages 2).
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Evolution of hybridogenetic lineages in Spanish Cataglyphis ants 
H. Darras, A. Kuhn and S. Aron

ABSTRACT 
In social Hymenoptera, a female egg can generally develop into either a queen or a worker depending on 
environmental conditions. Hybridogenetic Cataglyphis ants display a bizarre genetic system, where 
queen-worker caste determination is primarily determined by genetic factors. In hybridogenetic 
populations, all workers are F1 hybrids of two distinct lineages, whereas new queens are always pure-
lineage individuals produced by asexual reproduction. To gain better understanding on the evolutionary 
history of hybridogenesis in Cataglyphis, we studied its phylogeographic distribution in the two species C. 
velox and C. humeya. Queens and workers from 66 localities sampled across the range of the two species 
were genotyped at 18 microsatellite DNA markers. Populations with hybrid workers were identified using 
'genotype webs' which combine genetic, geographical and mating assortments information in easy-to-
interpret PCoA plots. In most of its distribution range, the species C. velox was found to reproduce by 
hybridogenesis. By contrast, no hybridogenetic lineages were found in two marginal populations of C. 
velox and in the sister species C. humeya. Phylogenetic relationships among hybridogenetic and non-
hybridogenetic populations were inferred using SNP markers to test evolutionary scenarios. 

INTRODUCTION 
In social Hymenoptera (all ants and some bees and wasps), environmental factors typically determine 
whether a female egg develops into a queen or a non-reproductive worker, and an egg’s genotype has only 
a minor influence on its destiny (Schwander et al. 2010). Remarkably, however, eight ant taxa are known 
to have evolved genetic systems wherein queen-worker caste determination is primarily shaped by genetic 
factors (Julian et al. 2002; Cahan et al. 2002; Cahan & Vinson 2003; Fournier et al. 2005; Ohkawara et al. 
2006; Pearcy et al. 2011a; Leniaud et al. 2012; Norman et al. 2016; Okita & Tsuchida 2016; Romiguier et 
al. 2017). In these taxa, two interdependent genetic lineages coexist within populations. Workers develop 
from F1 hybrid crosses between lineages, whereas new reproductives develop from pure lineages. The 
production of pure-lineage eggs differs according to species and sex. Pure-lineage haploid males may arise 
by either arrhenotokous parthenogenesis, as is typical in hymenopterans, or by androgenesis (male 
parthenogenesis) (i.e., they are clones of the queen’s mate). Pure-lineage diploid queens may be produced 
by either thelytokous parthenogenesis (i.e., they are clones of their mother) or sexual reproduction 
between same-lineage partners. The origin and evolution of these unusual reproductive systems have 
remained largely mysterious (Sirvio et al. 2011; Gordon & Friedman 2017). Over short evolutionary time 
scales, these populations might benefit from the fitness advantages associated with workers’ high 
heterozygosity levels. However, over long evolutionary time scales, these same populations are expected 
to collapse due to the negative effects of increasing lineage divergence on the hybrid worker caste 
(Anderson et al. 2008). 

Cataglyphis desert ants arguably display one of the most bizarre systems of genetic caste 
determination: social hybridogenesis (Fig. 1). In species displaying genetic caste determination, workers 
are F1 hybrids of two distinct lineages. Hybridogenetic populations of Cataglyphis respect this pattern. 
However, new reproductives typically only inherit maternal genes because they arise from 
parthenogenesis: new queens are produced by thelytoky, and males are produced by arrhenotoky (Leniaud 
et al. 2012) (Figure 1B). This reproductive strategy means that expected male fitness is zero because male 
sperm is only used to produce sterile workers. This system is not expected to endure because selection 
should act on lineages to stop the production of males having no fitness value (Schwander & Keller 2012). 
If one lineage no longer produces males, workers can no longer be produced either, leading to system 
collapse (Darras et al. 2014a). To date, social hybridogenesis has been reported in three sister species: 
Cataglyphis hispanica (Leniaud et al. 2012), Catagylphis velox, and Cataglyphis mauritanica (Eyer et al. 
2013). In each species, a pair of hybridogenetic lineages has been described. Three alternative 
evolutionary scenarios may account for their existence. These scenarios are described below and 
illustrated in Figure 2. 

First, social hybridogenesis may have evolved several million years ago in a common ancestor of 
the three species (Eyer et al. 2013). Present-day C. hispanica, C. velox, and C. mauritanica lineages would 
all have been derived from a single ancestral lineage pair (Figure 2-B1). The evolution of three 
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reciprocally monophyletic lineage pairs from a single ancestral pair could have resulted from the 
combined effects of drift and occasional gene flow among lineages (Darras et al. 2014b). Recombination 
would have prevented the two members of a given lineage pair from diverging too much from each other, 
thus ultimately preventing their extinction. 

Second, hybridogenetic lineages may have appeared recently and independently in each species 
(Figure 2-B2). Potentially, social hybridogenesis could have evolved several times because of  a genetic 
predisposition to this system in a common ancestor, such as the ability to produce new queens from 
unfertilized eggs (i.e., thelytokous parthenogenesis), a common trait in many Cataglyphis species (Aron et 
al. 2016). In a distant relative, C. piliscapus (previously known as C. cursor), queens facultatively use 
parthenogenesis to produce new queens but always employ sexual reproduction to produce non-hybrid 
workers (Pearcy et al. 2004a; Doums et al. 2013) (Figure 1-A). A similar system may have evolved in a 
common ancestor of C. hispanica, C. velox, and C. mauritanica. If each species independently switched 
from the facultative to the obligate asexual production of queens, clonal lineages could then have arisen, 
as well as a system in which lineage interbreeding produced workers (Schwander & Keller 2012). In 
contrast to the first scenario, the second scenario does not explain how hybridogenesis could be 
maintained over evolutionary time. Rather, it assumes that social hybridogenesis is a dead-end strategy 
that is only found at the tips of the phylogenetic tree (Figure 2-B2). 

The third scenario is similar to the second, but it considers social hybridogenesis to be a short-
lived transitional system rather than an evolutionary dead end (Schwander & Keller 2012). It assumes that 
hybridogenetic populations can revert to a system similar to that of C. piliscapus, where asexual queen 
production is facultative and determined by environmental factors rather than by genetics. In this scenario, 
the current hybridogenetic lineages would have resulted from a succession of hybridogenetic and non-
hybridogenetic ancestors (Figure 2-B3). 

Figure 1: Two unusual reproductive systems are found in Cataglyphis ants. A) Under facultative asexual 
queen succession, queens are produced by either thelytokous parthenogenesis or sexual reproduction, 
males are produced by arrhenotokous parthenogenesis, and workers are produced by sexual reproduction. 
This mode of reproduction was originally described in Cataglyphis piliscapus (previously known as C. 
cursor; Pearcy et al., 2004a). Our results show that Cataglyphis humeya and two populations of 
Cataglyphis velox (velA and velB) have similar reproductive systems. B) Under social hybridogenesis, two 
lineages coexist in a population. Queens mate with males originating from the alternative lineage to their 
own and use the sperm to produce sterile F1 workers. By contrast, queens use parthenogenesis for the 
production of new queens and males. This mode of reproduction has been documented in Cataglyphis 
hispanica (Leniaud et al., 2012) and C. mauritanica (Eyer et al., 2013). Our data demonstrate that it also 
occurs across a large part of Cataglyphis velox’s range (vel1-vel2 population). 
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To gain a better understanding of the evolutionary history of social hybridogenesis and 
hybridogenetic lineages in Cataglyphis, we studied lineage distributions in the Iberian Peninsula. This 
region is home to three endemic species: C. hispanica, C. velox, and C. humeya (Figure 3). For C. 
hispanica, we have previously shown that all populations surveyed reproduce by social hybridogenesis 
and that the two same interdependent lineages coexist across the species’ entire distribution range (Darras 
et al. 2014b). In C. velox, social hybridogenesis has only been documented at a single locality (Eyer et al. 
2013); it is unknown whether this reproductive system occurs elsewhere within the species’ range and 
how widespread it might be (Eyer et al., 2016). For C. humeya, no information is currently available on 
population genetics.  

 
 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Origin and evolution of social hybridogenesis in Cataglyphis. (A) Schematic representation of 
the phylogenetic relationships among the hybridogenetic lineages found in C. hispanica (his1 and his2), C. 
velox (vel1 and vel2) and C. mauritanica (mau1 and mau2) based on (Eyer et al., 2016). (B) Three 
scenarios may account for the observed phylogenetic relationships among the hybridogenetic lineages. (B-
1) Hybridogenesis evolved in a common ancestor and has been maintained over evolutionary time. 
Recombination events regularly reshuffled lineages' genomes (gene flow is shown as plain red colour). 
The combined effects of recombination and drift result in new lineage pairs (new species) that appear 
monophyletic. (B-2) Hybridogenesis evolved repeatedly and independently in different species, but 
hybridogenetic populations are doomed to extinction. Hence, current lineages do not have a common 
hybridogenetic ancestor. (B-3) Hybridogenesis has multiple origins and is a short-lived transitory system. 
The inter-dependent lineages may escape extinction by reverting to environmental caste determination: (a) 
an hybridogenetic lineage may re-evolve phenotypic plasticity and becomes independent from its partner 
lineage, or (b) two hybridogenetic lineages may recombine and give birth to a new population with 
environmental caste determination. 
Red branches represent lineages reproducing by social hybridogenesis. Dashed lines connect lineages that 
interbred for worker production.  
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Here, we studied the phylogeographical distribution of social hybridogenesis in C. velox and C. 
humeya. First, we characterized the reproductive systems used by both species by sampling 66 populations 
across the species’ entire distribution ranges. More specifically, we genotyped queens and workers at 18 
microsatellite DNA markers. Then, using a phylogeographical approach, we identified hybridogenetic 
populations where workers were the result of interlineage crosses as well as non-hybridogenetic 
populations where workers had been produced by random mating. Finally, we inferred phylogenetic 
relationships among these populations using RAD sequencing.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Focal species and sampling method 
Catagylphis velox and Cataglyphis humeya are two allopatric species that are endemic to the southern 
Iberian Peninsula (Tinaut 1990a; b). We sampled 91 colonies at 66 different localities across the species’ 
entire distribution ranges (Figure 3). At 42 localities, whole colonies (i.e., including queens and workers) 
were excavated. At the other 24 localities, only workers were collected (Table 1). It was at one of these 66 
localities (Canales) that C. velox had previously been observed to reproduce by social hybridogenesis 
(Eyer et al., 2013). We obtained more genetic data for four of the previously studied colonies in this 
population. 

Microsatellite genotyping 
DNA was extracted from adult ants and from the sperm content of queens’ spermathecae (see Darras et al., 
2014b for details). For each colony, we genotyped all queens, sperm, and new reproductives (if any were 
present), as well as a few workers (mean ± SD = 4.6 ± 2.0 workers were sampled from the complete 
colonies; 2 workers were taken from the other colonies), at 18 microsatellite loci: Cc11, Cc26, Cc54, Cc61, 
Cc63a, Cc93, Cc99, and Cc100 (Pearcy et al. 2004b); Ch01, Ch05, Ch06, Ch08, Ch11, Ch22, and Ch23 
(Darras et al. 2014b); Ch10 (new, [TCG]n, F: TCGAATCTAGCGGAATGTCA and R: 
TGTCCCGTTACACCACGATA), Ch19 (new, [TC]n, F: CTGCTTTTCTAATCACGCAAAC and R: 
GAAGATGCCTTTCTGAGGGC), and Cn03 (new, [CT]n, F: CAGCCTGCACCAGATGATT and R: 
CAAGGGTAGCGAAAGACGAG). All the loci were highly polymorphic, displaying 16 to 47 alleles 
(mean number of alleles per locus ± SD = 26.7 ± 9.3).  

The genotypes of the queens’ mates were inferred by comparing the genotypes of queens and 
workers; they were confirmed by genotyping the sperm contents of the queens’ spermathecae whenever 
possible. If additional males were genetically represented in the sperm and if their genotypes could be 
resolved, they were included in our analyses. However, we made no assumptions about whether these 
males were the fathers of workers. 

Social hybridogenesis 
To determine whether C. velox and C. humeya populations were employing social hybridogenesis, we 
looked for evidence of two of the system’s key characteristics: (i) parthenogenetic production of new 
queens and (ii) sexual production of workers via interbreeding by reproductives from different genetic 
lineages.  

First, we investigated whether queens used sexual or asexual reproduction to produce new female 
reproductives by comparing the genotypes of mother queens and new virgin queens, when the latter were 
available. We also compared queen genotypes in colonies headed by multiple queens. In Cataglyphis, 
these queens are typically sisters that remained in the natal nest after mating (Eyer et al. 2013). It is 
therefore possible to infer their reproductive origin via genotypic analyses. If mother queens and virgin 
queens from the same colony were genetically identical, it was seen as evidence of parthenogenetic queen 
production.  

In hybridogenetic Cataglyphis, it appears that new queens are only produced by asexual 
reproduction (Leniaud et al. 2012; Eyer et al. 2013). More specifically, thelytokous parthenogenesis is 
carried out via automixis with central fusion, which tends to increase homozygosity over generations in 
the absence of rare sexual events (Pearcy et al. 2006; Rabeling & Kronauer 2012). Hence, we would 
expect queens from hybridogenetic populations to exhibit higher levels of inbreeding (i.e., greater 
homozygosity) than queens from populations where both sexual and asexual reproduction are used to 
produce new queens (Doums et al., 2013). Therefore, to gain additional insight into the relative prevalence 
of sexual versus asexual queen production, we also determined levels of heterozygosity in queens. 
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Figure 3: Distribution areas of Cataglyphis hispanica (grey), Cataglyphis velox (red, blue and green) and 
Cataglyphis humeya (yellow) in the Iberian Peninsula. In C. hispanica, two inter-dependent 
hybridogenetic lineages (his1 and his2) coexist across the whole distribution range of the species (Darras 
et al., 2014b). In C. velox, different reproductive systems occur in three part of the species’ range. Two 
inter-dependent lineages, vel1 and vel2, are found in most of the species’ distribution range (red) (this 
study and Eyer et al., 2013). By contrast, no inter-dependent lineages are found in the two marginal 
populations velA (blue) and velB (green) (this study). In C. humeya, no population appear to have inter-
dependent lineages (this study). The collection sites of C. velox and C. humeya surveyed are shown: 
circles indicate localities where queens and workers from 1-5 colonies were excavated (N = 42); triangles 
indicate localities where only workers were sampled (N = 24); the square indicates the population of C. 
velox from Canales previously studied by Eyer et al. (2013). Colours of symbols distinguish between 
different geographical regions, which were arbitrary defined to ease interpretation in Figure 4. 

 
 

Second, to determine whether workers were hybrids resulting from interbreeding between two 
divergent lineages, we assessed whether workers had high levels of heterozygosity, a pattern that would be 
consistent with disassortative mating. In hybridogenetic populations of Cataglyphis, disassortative mating 
typically leads to extreme levels of microsatellite heterozygosity in workers; mean heterozygosity per 
locus was 93% in C. hispanica workers (Darras et al. 2014b), 98% in C. velox workers from Canales, and 
90% in C. mauritanica workers (Eyer et al. 2013). We also compared observed and expected levels of 
heterozygosity by calculating FIS values using SPAGeDi v. 1.5 (Hardy & Vekemans 2002). This analysis 
could only be performed when enough colonies had been sampled to reliably estimate allele frequencies. 
To determine whether workers were produced by sexual reproduction between partners from the same 
gene pool (i.e., assortative mating) or from different gene pools (i.e., disassortative mating), we also 
identified whether divergent gene pools were present across the distribution ranges of C. velox and C. 
humeya using a phylogeographical approach.  
 
Classical phylogeographical analyses 
In hybridogenetic populations, sterile workers display F1 hybrid genetic combinations that are not passed 
on to subsequent generations. Consequently, using these hybrid genotypes in phylogeographical analyses 
can yield misleading results. Since we started out with no information on the reproductive system present 
at each locality, we made our initial phylogeographical inferences based on queen and male genotypes 
alone. Once the reproductive system had been identified, workers were added to the analyses to further 
refine the results. When a colony contained multiple queens with the same multilocus genotype, this 
genotype was included only once in analyses to avoid allelic frequency biases. For all analyses, haploid 
male genotypes were encoded as diploid (i.e., by doubling their alleles). 
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The Bayesian assignment method implemented in STRUCTURE v. 2.3.4 (Pritchard et al. 2000) 
was used to determine the number of genetic clusters (K) across the distribution ranges of C. velox and C. 
humeya. Although STRUCTURE models assume Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, they are usually robust to 
violations. For each hierarchical level, the program was run with K values ranging from 1 to 10, with 20 
independent runs each; for each run, there were 100,000 MCMC iterations with a burn-in period of 50,000. 
Analyses were performed without introducing any prior knowledge on the spatial origins of samples, and 
different parameter sets were tested (i.e., with or without admixture and with correlated or independent 
allele frequencies). The K best describing the data was identified using the ad hoc d-K method (Evanno et 
al. 2005). In addition, for each K, similarity coefficients between pairs of runs were calculated using the 
R-script structure-sum-2009; the goal was to identify K values that gave consistent results across runs and 
that therefore likely represented the real genetic structure (Ehrich et al. 2007). The final plots were 
constructed by concatenating the different runs using CLUMPP v. 1.1.2 (Jakobsson & Rosenberg 2007). 
To further visualize genetic structure, we performed model-free principal coordinates analyses (PCoA), 
which grouped individuals based on their pairwise genetic distances. PCoAs were performed using 
GENALEX v. 6.5  (Peakall & Smouse 2006, 2012). FST values (Weir & Cockerham 1984) and RST values 
(Slatkin 1995) among groups were calculated using SPAGeDi v. 1.5 (Hardy & Vekemans 2002). 

Table 1: Collection localities, number of colonies sampled, number of queens per colony (all queens 
found in a colony were genotyped), number of workers genotyped per colony, number of male patrilines 
inferred from sperm and workers per colony, and number of new sexuals genotyped (Q: new queens, M: 
new males). Localities where colonies were completely excavated are highlighted in grey. Only workers 
were sampled in other localities. a locality previously studied by Eyer et al. (2013), only one queen per 
colony was genotyped in this locality; b leg PA. Eyer; c leg R. Boulay; d leg A. Tinaut; e workers belong to 
two matrilines; f worker count includes 3 drifters. 

ID Locality Species Colonies Queens Workers Patrilines Sexuals 

s96 Alcaraz velox (vel1-vel2) 1 1 4 4 - 
a04 d Alfacar velox (vel1-vel2) 1 - 2 - - 
s73 Antequera velox (vel1-vel2) 1 1 4 4 - 
a01 d Arjona velox (vel1-vel2) 1 - 2 - - 
s82 Bogarre velox (vel1-vel2) 1 7 4 3 - 
s10 Cabra velox (vel1-vel2) 1 1 4 2 - 
can a Canales velox (vel1-vel2) 4 1, 1, 1, 1 a 1, 1, 1, 1 1, 1, 1, 1 -, - , -, - 
caz b Cazorla velox (vel1-vel2) 5 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 -, - , -, -, - 
s62 Ciudad Real velox (vel1-vel2) 1 1 4 3 - 
s70 Cozvijar velox (vel1-vel2) 1 1 4 1 - 
s98 Cuevas del Campo velox (vel1-vel2) 1 - 2 - - 
s71 Deifontes velox (vel1-vel2) 1 3 4 2 - 
a09 d Espejo velox (vel1-vel2) 1 - 2 - - 
s61 Jaén velox (vel1-vel2) 1 1 4 1 - 
s57 Jerez de la Frontera velox (vel1-vel2) 2 2, 1 4, 5 5, 4 -, - 
s66 La Calahorra velox (vel1-vel2) 1 1 3 1 2Q 
a03 d La Cerradura velox (vel1-vel2) 1 - 2 - - 
s58 La Lantejuela velox (vel1-vel2) 1 3 6 5 - 
s12 b Loja velox (vel1-vel2) 1 - 2 - - 
s74 Montecorto velox (vel1-vel2) 1 2 4 5 - 
s60 Posadas velox (vel1-vel2) 1 3 4 5 - 
s97 Poyotello velox (vel1-vel2) 1 1 3 2 - 
a14 d Poyotello velox (vel1-vel2) 1 - 2 - - 
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ID Locality Species   Colonies Queens Workers Patrilines Sexuals 

s90 Pozo Alcón velox (vel1-vel2) 1 - 1 - - 
rE c Pruna velox (vel1-vel2) 1 - 1 - - 
a07 d Puerto del Zegri velox (vel1-vel2) 1 - 2 - - 
a11 d Puerto Lope velox (vel1-vel2) 1 - 2 - - 
s63 San Carlos del Valle velox (vel1-vel2) 1 1 5 f 1 - 
sev c Sevilla velox (vel1-vel2) 1 1 2 2 - 
s83 Sierra de Tejeda velox (vel1-vel2) 1 1 8 e 1 - 
s81 Sierra Nevada velox (vel1-vel2) 2 3, 1 4, 4 4, 3 -, - 
rD c Villamartín velox (vel1-vel2) 1 - 1 - - 
a15 d Calar de la Santa velox (velA) 1 - 2 - - 
s91 Cortijos Nuevos velox (velA) 1 - 2 - - 
s92 Cortijos Nuevos velox (velA) 1 3 4 3 - 
s64 Santiago de la Espada velox (velA) 2 1, 1 6, 3 4 , 2 -, - 
s93 Santiago de la Espada velox (velA) 2 -,- 2,2 -,- -, - 
s94 Santiago de la Espada velox (velA) 1 1 4 3 - 
s95 Santiago de la Espada velox (velA) 1 1 4 3 - 
s88 Baúl velox (velB) 2 -,- 2,2 -,- -, - 
s89 Baúl velox (velB) 1 1 4 1 - 
s16 b Baza velox (velB) 1 - 2 - - 
s65 Freila velox (velB) 3 1, 1, 1 4, 6, 6 3 , 5 , 3 -, -, - 
s84 Freila velox (velB) 2 1, 1 4, 4 4 , 4 -, - 
s85 Freila velox (velB) 2 1, 1 4, 4 4 , 2 -, - 
s80 Sierra de Baza velox (velB) 2 1, 1 4, 3 4 , 4 -, - 
s87 Sierra de Baza velox (velB) 2 1, 1 4, 4 3 , 4 -, - 
a17/18 d Sierra de Baza velox (velB) 2 -,- 2,2 -,- -, - 
s86 Zújar velox (velB) 2 1, 1 4, 4 2 , 4 -, - 
s75 Capilerilla humeya 1 1 4 3 - 
s77 Castala humeya 1 1 4 4 - 
s67b Laroles humeya 2 1, 1 8, 7 4 , 4 8M, - 
s67c Laroles humeya 2 1, 1 6, 7 4 , 6 -, - 
s67d Laroles humeya 1 1 8 4 - 
s67e Laroles humeya 1 1 6 5 - 
s67f Laroles humeya 1 1 8 4 4Q + 3M 
s68 Los Caballeros humeya 2 1, 1 6, 8 3 , 7 8M, - 
a36 d Lújar humeya 1 - 1 - - 
s78 Puerto De La Ragua humeya 2 2, 1 4, 4 3, 4 -, - 
a19 d Puerto De La Ragua humeya 1 - 2 - - 
a20 d Puerto De La Ragua humeya 1 - 1 - - 
s69 Rubite humeya 1 1 9 8 - 
a16 d Sierra de Gádor humeya 1 - 2 - - 
s79 Sierra de Los Filabres humeya 2 1, 1 4, 12 e 2 , 2 -, - 
s14 b Trevélez humeya 1 - 2 - - 
s76 Válor humeya 1 - 2 - - 
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Genotype web approach 
Remarkably, the STRUCTURE and PCoA analyses did not reveal any clear evidence of large-scale 
lineage pairing in C. humeya or C. velox (see Results), although at least one population of C. velox was 
reported to have two interdependent lineages (Eyer et al. 2013). To increase our power to detect cryptic 
lineages, we took advantage of additional information contained in worker genotypes to refine our 
analyses. Indeed, mating patterns inferred from worker genotypes provided valuable clues as to the 
distributions of hybridogenetic lineages. In a hybridogenetic population, the parents of workers originate 
from two divergent gene pools. In contrast, non-hybridogenetic workers are produced by sexual 
reproduction between partners from the same gene pool. Therefore, we reconstructed ‘genotype webs’ 
based on the PCoA plots of queen genotypes and male genotypes (i.e., inferred from spermatheca contents 
and queen-worker comparisons) that were bolstered using connections between parental genotypes that 
co-occurred in workers. Individuals originating from different geographical regions were depicted in 
different colors on PCoA plots to facilitate interpretation. This approach allowed us to convey genetic 
information (PCoA coordinates), geographical information (colors on PCoA plots), and information on 
mating assortments (connections between the parents of workers on the PCoA plots) using a single figure. 
Two specific emergent patterns were of interest:  

1) In hybridogenetic populations, reproductives belong to two interdependent lineages that are
expected to cluster in two different areas of the PCoA plot. Because workers are all interlineage hybrids, 
connections between workers’ parental genotypes should only occur between these two clusters. 
Geographical structure, if present, should be observable within each lineage (Darras et al. 2014b). 

2) In non-hybridogenetic populations, reproductives are expected to cluster in the PCoA plot
according to geographical origin. Panmixy is reflected by random connections between reproductives (i.e., 
workers are produced via random mating) from the same geographical region. 

RAD sequencing 
To characterize the phylogenetic relationships among the populations identified using microsatellite 
markers, 15 individuals (3 per population; see Results) were used in restriction-site associated DNA 
(RAD) sequencing. DNA samples were sent to BGI (Hong Kong), where they were digested with EcoRI, 
subject to adapter ligation, and RAD sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 platform (144-bp PE; mean 
genome-wide depth of 3x). To root our phylogenetic trees, we used a C. hispanica queen for our outgroup. 
For this sample, we performed low-coverage whole genome sequencing on a HiSeq 2000 apparatus (100-
bp PE). 

The program STACKS v. 1.44 (Catchen et al. 2013) was used to filter out raw RAD sequencing 
reads (process_radtags -q -r -c -e ecoRI) and assign forward reads to loci (denovo_map.pl -m 3 -M 3 -n 1 -
t -b 1). Reverse reads were then extracted for each locus with complete data (i.e., information was present 
for all 15 samples) using the sort_read_pairs.pl script in STACKS, and they were assembled into contigs 
using SPAdes v. 3.6.2 (Bankevich et al. 2012) (spades.py --only-assembler). For all samples (RAD 
sequencing and wholegenome sequencing), paired-end reads were aligned to the assembled loci using the 
BWA-mem algorithm v. 0.7.15 (Li & Durbin 2010). Alignments of low mapping quality (MAPQ < 60) or 
paired-end reads that mapped onto two different loci (TLEN=0) were discarded. For heterozygous loci, 
reads were assigned to the two haplotypes using the phase option in SAMTools v. 1.2 (Li et al. 2009). 
Sequences were then obtained using BCFtools (bcftools view) piped to the vcfutils.pl script. Positions that 
were covered by fewer than four reads in at least one sample were identified using BEDTools v. 2.19.1 
(bedtools genomecov -d –ibam); they were then removed. In total, we obtained 63,319 complete SNPs . 
The glPca function in the R package adegenet v. 1.4-2 (Jombart 2008) was used to carry out a principal 
component analysis (PCA) of the data. We also inferred phylogenetic relationships using maximum 
likelihood utilizing RAxML v. 8.2.10 (Stamatakis 2014). Biallelic SNPs with variants that were only 
observed in the heterozygous state were excluded since RaxML assumes that such sites are invariant. 
Consequently, we were left with 39,334 SNPs. Out of 20 independently generated phylogenies 
(raxmlHPC -m ASC_GTRGAMMA --asc-corr=lewis -# 20), the tree with the largest likelihood was 
selected; bootstrap support was calculated using 100 replicates. We used the R package StAMPP v. 1.4 
(Pembleton et al. 2013) to calculate FST values (Weir & Cockerham 1984) and to perform an analysis of 
molecular variance (AMOVA). 
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RESULTS 
Our study was based on data from 91 colonies found at 66 different localities within the distribution 
ranges of C. velox and C. humeya (Table 1). We collected whole C. velox colonies at 31 localities (N = 48 
colonies) and whole C. humeya colonies at 11 localities (N = 16 colonies). Cataglyphis velox colonies 
were headed by either one queen (N = 36 colonies) or several queens (N = 12 colonies). In contrast, all but 
one C. humeya colony were headed by single queens. Overall, we identified 48 unique queen genotypes 
for C. velox and 17 unique queen genotypes for C. humeya; these were then used in the phylogeographical 
analyses. For all colonies, the results of the genotypic analyses were consistent with workers having been 
sexually produced (N = 253 genotyped workers). Comparisons of queen and worker genotypes revealed 
the presence of multiple worker patrilines in 23 of the 28 single-queen C. velox colonies for which at least 
4 workers had been genotyped and in all 15 single-queen C. humeya colonies. This finding indicates that 
queens in these species typically mate with multiple males. Taken together, the queen-worker genotype 
comparisons and the analyses of spermatheca contents allowed us to infer the genotypes of 129 male 
mates for C. velox queens and of 67 male mates for C. humeya queens. Finally, we obtained samples of 
workers from 18 localities for C. velox (N = 39 workers from 21 colonies) and 6 localities for C. humeya 
(N = 10 workers from 6 colonies). 
 
Genotypic divergence between Cataglyphis velox and Cataglyphis humeya 
First, we explored whether C. velox and C. humeya reproductives belonged to distinct genetic groups. The 
STRUCTURE models consistently divided individuals up in two genetic groups (see SI Figure 1). Higher 
d-K values and greater similarity among runs (71.5–99.2%, depending on the ancestry model) were 
observed for K=2 under both admixture and no admixture conditions and with both correlated and 
uncorrelated allele frequencies. This genetic differentiation was largely consistent with the morphological 
differentiation of C. humeya and C. velox, with one notable exception. Most of the reproductives sampled 
at the eastern edge of C. velox’s range (hereafter referred as the velA population) were assigned to the C. 
humeya group when independent allele frequencies were used. However, these same reproductives were 
considered to be an admixture of C. velox and C. humeya when correlated allele frequencies were used (14 
of 17 reproductives from localities s64, s92, s94, and s95; Figure 3, in blue). The PCoA plot of genetic 
distances among reproductives did not depict two clusters corresponding to C. velox and C. humeya 
(Figure 4-A). That said, the two species were found in different areas of the plot. Consistent with the 
results of the STRUCTURE models, velA occupied a distinct intermediate zone between the two species 
(Figure 4-A, in blue). 
 
Cataglyphis humeya does not reproduce by social hybridogenesis 
Two pieces of evidence support the idea that C. humeya queens can produce new queens via 
parthenogenesis. First, in the only colony headed by two mother queens (s78c1; Table 1), the two queens 
had identical genotypes at all loci. Second, four virgin queens were found in one colony (s67Fc1); they all 
had the same multilocus genotype as their mother. The occurrence of nestmate or virgin queens with 
identical genotypes is best explained by the occurrence of thelytokous parthenogenesis. Twenty male 
reproductives were found in three colonies; all were haploid and they carried the alleles of the mother 
queen, which was consistent with them having been produced by arrhenotokous parthenogenesis, which is 
the most common scenario in Hymenoptera. 

Cataglyphis humeya workers did not appear to be hybrids arising from disassortative mating 
between interdependent lineages. They had only moderate levels of heterozygosity (mean heterozygosity 
per locus ± SD = 0.76 ± 0.12; N = 115 workers from 17 localities). Moreover, in Laroles, where enough 
colonies were sampled to estimate allele frequencies at the population scale (Table 1), workers were only 
marginally more heterozygous than expected under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (FIS = -0.026, P obs < 
exp = 0.048; 1000 permutations of allele sizes). Consistent with the absence of disassortative mating, 
reproductives tended to cluster according to geographical origin and the mating assortments inferred from 
the worker genotypes were fairly random within geographical regions (Figure 4-B).  
 
Cataglyphis velox uses two reproductive systems 
Identifying the reproductive system being used by C. velox was not straightforward as different patterns 
were observed across the species’ distribution range. Initially, we intended to identify divergent 
populations using phylogeographical methods. In our dataset, we included, as reference points, the 
genotypes of four queens and four males belonging to the two interdependent lineages previously 
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observed in Canales (Eyer et al. 2013). We expected the reproductives we collected to group into two 
highly divergent lineages, as was the case in C. hispanica (Darras et al. 2014b). Contrary to our 
expectations, C. velox reproductives formed a homogeneous genetic group: there was no apparent 
structuring by lineage or geography (apart from the cluster corresponding to the C. velox velA population 
mentioned above) (Figure 4-A). The two genetic lineages observed in Canales were located in different 
areas of the PCoA plot but did not form two isolated clusters (see SI Figure 2). Similarly, no consistent 
structural patterns were revealed by the STRUCTURE models (i.e, similarity among runs was less than 
35%; data not shown). 

To check for the presence of potentially cryptic lineages, we used our ‘genotype web’ approach to 
determine whether workers from different localities were produced via random mating or disassortative 
mating (as in Canales). We identified three populations employing different reproductive systems with 
distinct geographical distributions; these populations were named vel1-vel2, velA, and velB (Figure 3). 
Below, we explain how we defined these three populations. 

Vel1-vel2: a large hybridogenetic C. velox population 
The vel1-vel2 population was spread across most of C. velox’s distribution range (32 localities) and 
occurred at Canales, where two hybridogenetic lineages had been identified in a previous study. In 
multiple-queen colonies, all the nestmate queens had the same multilocus genotype (N = 23 queens from 7 
colonies, each at a different locality). In addition, two genetically identical virgin queens were found in 
colony s66c1. These results were indicative of parthenogenetic queen production.  

Workers in the vel1-vel2 population were highly heterozygous, which suggests they were 
interlineage hybrids (mean heterozygosity per locus ± SD = 0.88 ± 0.10; N = 114 workers). Five markers 
had levels of heterozygosity above 95% (Ch11, Ch19, Ch23, Cc26, and Cc54); we could not test for 
departures from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium because of the small sample size. In line with these results, 
the mating assortments revealed by the ‘genotype web’ approach showed that two interdependent lineages 
were present: they were found in distinct areas of the plot (Figures 4-C and 4-D). Indeed, it is possible to 
draw a line that separates all but two worker parental pairs into two distinct lineages (N = 58 pairs; these 
two pairs were likely hybrid reproductives, see below). Within each lineage, reproductives from the same 
geographical area tended to cluster together, indicating an isolation-by-distance pattern (Figures 4-C and 
4-D, in red). The two lineages, hereafter referred to as vel1 and vel2 could mainly be discriminated along 
the first PCoA axis, which explained just 6.23% of the total genetic variance (Figures 4-C and 4-D). The 
between-lineage FST value was relatively low, albeit significantly different from zero (FST = 0.0854, P obs 

> exp < 0.0001; 1000 permutations of allele sizes). The level of genetic differentiation between the lineages 
was also estimated using the RST value (a FST analog based on allele size rather than on allele identity), 
which was larger (RST = 0.1685, P obs > exp < 0.0001; 1000 permutations of allele sizes). The two lineages 
had very similar allele size distributions at most of the markers (SI Figure 4). Nonetheless, the lineages did 
have different allele frequencies at a few markers (e.g., Cn03, Cc26, and Cc54), and two markers showed 
highly lineage-specific patterns (Ch19 and Ch23). At marker Ch19, vel1 individuals were all homozygous: 
allele size was 293 bp. In contrast, vel2 individuals had allele sizes that were greater than or equal to 295 
bp. At marker Ch23, all vel2 individuals had allele sizes that were smaller than or equal to 93 bp, while 
only 5.1% of the alleles found in the vel1 lineage were smaller than or equal to 93 bp.  

Figure 4: Microsatellite analyses of genetic diversity by means of Principal Coordinates Analyses (PCoA) 
enhanced using the “genotype web” approach. Mating assortments are represented with lines connecting 
parental genotypes found co-occurring in workers. Queens and males are represented by disks, while 
workers are depicted by triangles. Colours stand for different geographical regions (see Figure 3). The 
percentage of variation explained by each axis is indicated. 
(A) Genetic variation across the range of Cataglyphis velox (red: vel1-vel2 population, blue: velA 
population, green: velB population) and Cataglyphis humeya (yellow) inferred from 261 queens and males 
(N = 42 sites). To ease interpretation of the information uncovered by this plot, we considered several data 
subsets (B-F). (B) Genetic variation across the range of C. humeya inferred from 84 queens and males (N 
= 11 sites) and 10 workers (N = 6 sites). No hybridogenetic lineages are found in C. humeya. 
Reproductive individuals from the same geographical area tend to cluster on the PCoA plot. (C and D) 
Genetic variation across the hybridogenetic population of C. velox (vel1-vel2) inferred from 96 queens and 
males (N = 20 sites) and 21 workers (N = 12 sites). The two plots are based on the same PCoA, but 
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highlights different genetic lineages (vel1 on plot C and vel2 on plot D). A straight line separates the two 
lineages on each plot. Queens of each lineage produce workers with sperm from the alternative lineage 
than their own (dashed lines). In localities where only workers were sampled (triangles), workers are 
found in between the two lineages consistent with these being inter-lineage hybrids. The three individuals 
depicted as black disks are putative inter-lineage hybrids (plot C: the queen of colony s58c1 and one of its 
mate; plot D: the queen of colony s83c1). (E) Genetic variation across the panmictic velA population of C. 
velox inferred from 20 queens and males (N = 4 sites) and 8 workers (N = 3 sites). (F) Genetic variation 
across the panmictic velB population of C. velox inferred from 61 queens and males (N = 7 sites) and 10 
workers (N = 3 sites).  
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At 12 localities, only workers were sampled and thus inference of parental genotypes was not 
possible. However, the worker genotypes observed were all consistent with those that would be expected 
from crosses between vel1 and vel2 (N = 20 workers). All workers were heterozygous at marker Ch19 
(with an allele 293 bp long and an allele larger than 295 bp) and at marker Ch23 (with an allele smaller 
than 93 bp and an allele larger than 93 bp). They also occurred in an intermediate zone between the areas 
occupied by the vel1 and vel2 lineages on the PCoA plots (Figures 4-C and 4-D, triangles). 

The genotypes of the three reproductives were intermediate between the vel1 and vel2 lineages 
(Figures 4-C and 4-D, black disks). The first two reproductives came from colony s58c1, which was 
headed by a single queen that had mated with at least five males. The queen generally exhibited the vel1 
genotype but displayed genetic ambiguity at marker Ch19 (293–299 bp). Furthermore, one of the queen’s 
mates had alleles that were representative of both lineages (303-bp allele at Ch19 and 95-bp allele at 
Ch23). The queen’s other four mates were genetically similar to vel2 individuals, which was indicative of 
hybridogenesis. The ambiguous genotypes of the queen and one of her mates may have resulted from 
incidental gene flow between lineages at this locality. Alternatively, they may have stemmed from allele 
size homoplasy; the queen could have been pure vel1 with a recent mutation at marker Ch19 (where 293–
293 bp became 293–299 bp), while her male mate could have been pure vel2 with a recent repeat mutation 
at marker Ch23 (where 93 bp became 95 bp). The third anomalous reproductive came from colony 
s83c1—a queen that appeared to be an F1 interlineage hybrid. Eight workers were genotyped in this 
colony. Four were the queen’s offspring. The other four had F1 interlineage genotypes that were nearly 
identical to that of the queen but that could not have resulted from her. This F1 queen may have been 
sexually produced by the same mother who produced the F1 workers. Alternatively, she may have been 
produced by worker parthenogenesis, a phenomenon that has been reported in orphaned C. piliscapus 
colonies (Chéron et al., 2011). 

VelA and velB: two marginal non-hybridogenetic Cataglyphis velox populations  
Two marginal populations situated at the eastern edge of C. velox’s distribution range were identified: 
velA (present at 7 localities) and velB (present at 10 localities) (Figure 3). In both populations, queens 
appeared to produce new queens via thelytokous parthenogenesis, as in the vel1-vel2 population. In the 
velA population, asexual queen production was likely given that we observed three genetically identical 
nestmate queens at locality s92 and two genetically identical neighboring mother queens at locality s64. In 
the velB population, neighboring queens with extremely similar genotypes were found at two localities. At 
locality s65, three queens had nearly identical genotypes at all loci. The sole differences resulted from two 
single-repeat mutations. At locality s80, two queens were identical at 15 markers; two markers differed 
due to one repeat mutation, and one marker was homozygous in one queen but heterozygous in the other. 
Overall, these results are consistent with the idea that queens belonged to asexual lineages; the only 
differences were at loci that had experienced recent mutation events or at loci that had recombined and 
lost heterozygosity (Pearcy et al., 2011). 

In contrast to what was observed in the vel1-vel2 population, no hybridogenetic lineages were 
found in the velA and velB populations. In both populations, individuals from the same geographical area 
tended to group together, and mating assortments appeared to be random within geographical regions 
(Figures 4-E and 4-F). In accordance with these results, worker genotypes did not depart from Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium (velA: FIS = 0.0326, P obs < exp = 0.96; velB: FIS = 0.065, P obs < exp = 1; 
1000 permutations of allele sizes) and were not as heterozygous as those of the hybrid workers of the vel1-
vel2 population (mean heterozygosity per locus ± SD = 0.75 ± 0.15, N = 29 for velA and 0.79 ± 0.12, N = 
69 for velB; significance relative to vel1-vel2: p < 0.0001 for both populations, X²=52.34 and 42.12 for 
velA and velB respectively). Only two markers in velA workers and three markers in velB workers had 
mean heterozygosity levels above 90%. This result contrasts with what was observed in vel1-vel2 workers, 
where heterozygosity levels exceeded 90% at 9 of 18 markers. Furthermore, workers did not display 
hybrid allele combinations at the diagnostic markers Ch19 and Ch23. 

Queen heterozygosity in Cataglyphis humeya and in the Cataglyphis velox vel1-vel2, velA, and velB 
populations 
The above results provide evidence of asexual queen production in C. humeya and C. velox. However, 
sexual queen production could be rare and might only be detectable using a much broader sampling 
scheme. In Cataglyphis, thelytokous parthenogenesis is expected to increase homozygosity over 
evolutionary time in the absence of occasional sexual events (Pearcy et al. 2006, 2011b; Doums et al. 
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2013). We compared the heterozygosity levels of queens among populations (SI Figure 5). Vel1 and vel2 
queens had heterozygosity levels of about 35% at the 18 markers (N = 28 queens); heterozygosity levels 
did not differ between lineages (mean heterozygosity per locus ± SD = 0.33 ± 0.27, N = 14 for vel1 and 
0.37 ± 0.24, N = 14 for vel2; X² = 0.76, p = 0.38). The non-hybridogenetic queens of C. humeya and velB 
exhibited moderate levels of heterozygosity that were significantly higher than those observed in the 
hybridogenetic vel1 and vel2 queens (velB: mean heterozygosity per locus ± SD = 0.69 ± 0.25, N = 14, X² 
= 78.97, p < 0.0001; C. humeya: mean heterozygosity per locus ± SD = 0.66 ± 0.19, N = 17, X² = 73.10, p 
< 0.0001). The heterozygosity levels of velA queens also appeared to be higher than those of vel1 and vel2 
queens, but the difference was only marginally significant (mean heterozygosity per locus ± SD = 0.46 ± 
0.31, N = 5, X² = 3.63, p = 0.057) and the small sample size for this population means that these results 
should be interpreted with caution. These findings suggest that sexual events may be rarer in 
hybridogenetic populations than in non-hybridogenetic populations. 
 
Phylogenetic relationships among Cataglyphis humeya and the Cataglyphis velox vel1-vel2, velA, and 
velB populations 
We sequenced fifteen representative samples from the different populations, which had been distinguished 
using microsatellite markers (Figure 5-A). In all but one case, the samples were reproductives; one sample 
was a worker from the non-hybridogenetic velA population. We obtained 63,319 complete SNPs from the 
fifteen samples. SNP-based analyses showed that the five groups (C. humeya, C. velox vel1, C. velox vel2, 
C. velox velA, and C. velox velB) were very well differentiated. Between-group FST values ranged from 
0.24 to 0.49 (see SI Table 1), and the groups were very distinct in the principal component 
analysis (Figure 5-B and SI Table 2). In line with these results, the AMOVA indicated that 70% of the 
total genetic variance was explained by differences among groups. 

The maximum likelihood analyses used 39,334 SNPs, including those found in C. hispanica, 
which was used as an outgroup. The morphospecies C. velox appeared to be paraphyletic as the 
descendants of its last common ancestor include C. humeya (Figure 5-C). However, all the genetic groups 
we identified here were reciprocally monophyletic. Surprisingly enough, the interdependent lineages vel1 
and vel2 were not sister lineages. Instead, C. humeya and C. velox vel2 were sister taxa and their most 
recent common ancestor was not the one shared by C. velox vel1, C. velox velA, and C. velox velB, which 
formed another phylogenetic group. The paraphyly of the hybridogenetic lineages vel1 and vel2 could be 
explained by different scenarios, which are summarized in Figure 5-D and discussed below.  
 
 
DISCUSSION 
We found that two different reproductive strategies were present across the distribution ranges 
of Cataglyphis velox and Catalyphis humeya. In the C. velox vel1-vel2 population, which covers most of 
the species’ range, reproduction occurs via social hybridogenesis. Reproductives from two sympatric 
lineages, vel1 and vel2, coexist and interbreed at each locality. Workers are interlineage hybrids resulting 
from disassortative sexual production, whereas queens come from pure lineages and appear to result 
exclusively from asexual reproduction. In contrast, in the two marginal C. velox populations (velA and 
velB) and in all the C. humeya populations, no genetic lineages were found and workers were produced via 
random mating. However, several cases of asexual queen production were detected in these populations, 
indicating that queens could exploit the same reproductive processes as hybridogenetic populations. 
Remarkably, our phylogenetic analyses show that hybridogenetic and non-hybridogenetic populations, as 
defined here, were not reciprocally monophyletic. Below, we discuss how these results can improve our 
understanding of the evolution of social hybridogenesis in Cataglyphis ants. 
 
Four divergent populations 
Cataglyphis velox and C. humeya are two closely related sister species with adjacent distribution ranges. 
Tinaut (1990a) hypothesized that C. humeya may have evolved from an ancestral population of C. velox 
that became adapted to mountainous habitat and has recognized it as a separate species based on its 
morphological characters. Consistent with Tinaut’s hypothesis, our analyses, which were based on a larger 
number of markers, suggest that C. humeya forms a monophyletic group that is nested within the C. velox 
clade (Figure 5-C). 

In a recent study, Eyer et al. (2016) found no evidence that hybridogenetic lineages were 
widespread in C. velox or C. humeya. They based their results on sequences of slowly evolving genes 
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(four nuclear genes with low polymorphism) obtained from workers. However, it is easier to find evidence 
of hybridogenetic lineages by using sequences obtained from reproductives and by using either a large 
number of markers (e.g., SNPs; Romiguier et al., 2017) or rapidly evolving markers (e.g., microsatellite 
sequences; Darras et al., 2014b). Here, we genotyped 18 highly polymorphic microsatellite markers to 
obtain queen and male genotypes, which allowed us to identify any cryptic interdependent lineages 
present within each species. It is important to note that the STRUCTURE and PCoA analyses failed to 
uncover consistent patterns of genetic structure within species, even though two distinct lineages (vel1 and 
vel2) were present across most of the area sampled (Figure 3). To overcome the potential limitations of 
these classical phylogeographical methods, we developed a new technique for detecting hybridogenetic 
lineages: the ‘gentoype web’ approach combined information on microsatellite genotypes, geographical 
distributions, and mating assortments in easy-to-interpret plots. In C. humeya, this approach indicated that 
all the reproductives belonged to a single panmictic group. In contrast, in C. velox, it revealed the 
existence of three populations. In the velA and velB populations, mating appeared to be random and no 
hybridogenetic lineages were observed. Conversely, workers were the product of disassortative mating 
between two sympatric genetic lineages, vel1 and vel2, which pointed to the existence of a third 
population that we named vel1-vel2 (Figure 3). The legitimacy of these four genetic groups (velA, velB, 
vel1, and vel2) was supported by the phylogenetic analyses using the RAD sequencing data - the groups 
were monophyletic and highly divergent (Figure 5-C). 

The Cataglyphis velox hybridogenetic lineage pair was broadly distributed 
The range of the interdependent lineage pair vel1-vel2 was around 48,000 km2 (which represents about 
95% of C. velox’s distribution range). All the C. velox colonies sampled across this area (N = 32 localities) 
were found to reproduce by social hybridogenesis. Similarly broad distributions for interdependent lineage 
pairs have been observed in C. hispanica (Darras et al. 2014b), Pogonomyrmex barbatus x 
rugosus (Anderson et al. 2006; Schwander et al. 2007a; Mott et al. 2015), and Messor ssp. (Norman et al. 
2016; Romiguier et al. 2017). Taken together, these findings suggest that social hybridogenesis is an 
ecologically successful system that can be maintained over relatively long periods of evolutionary time. In 
Pogonomyrmex barbatus × rugosus and Messor barbarus, analyses of mitochondrial DNA have suggested 
that interdependent lineages diverged about 1 or 2 million years ago (Schwander et al. 2008; Sirvio et al. 
2011; Norman et al. 2016). In hybridogenetic Cataglyphis, mitochondrial DNA cannot be used to date 
lineage divergence as there has been introgression among lineages (Darras & Aron 2015).  

The SNP-based analyses revealed that the two C. velox lineages were highly differentiated. 
Indeed, the degree of differentiation in the SNP-based analyses was much greater than that in the 
microsatellite-based analyses. This discrepancy could have arisen because of the dramatic difference in 
microsatellite marker number and SNP number (18 microsatellite markers vs. 39,334 SNPs). Furthermore, 
the sample sizes associated with the microsatellite genotypes were potentially too small to accurately 
estimate allele frequencies and thus detect significant differences. Sample size is much less critical when 
SNPs are used (Willing et al. 2012). It is not unusual for differentiation to appear less dramatic when 
microsatellite markers versus SNPs are used. Indeed, this trend may result because microsatellite markers 
are highly polymorphic, which limits maximum FST values (Jakobsson et al., 2013) and can result in size 
homoplasy (i.e., convergence in allele sizes; Estoup et al., 2002), which deteriorates signals of population 
structure (e.g., Vendrami et al., 2017).  

Notably, in C. velox, previous analyses of the cox1 gene have shown that mitochondrial variation 
primarily reflects geography rather than nuclear lineages (Eyer et al. 2016). A similar cytonuclear 
incongruence was observed in C. hispanica, where it was interpreted as an evidence for mitochondrial 
introgression among lineages, because of either the occasional production of a hybrid queen or the 
production of queens by gynogenesis, a incomplete form of parthenogenesis (Darras & Aron 2015). In C. 
velox, we found a F1 hybrid queen at one locality and a putative hybrid queen at a second locality. Yet, the 
tight lineage-specific clustering of individuals when SNP data were used (Figure 5-B) suggests an absence 
of gene flow between the two lineages. Nuclear introgression between lineages would be restricted if 
hybrid C. velox queens display impaired reproductive success, as has been reported in hybridogenetic 
Pogonomyrmex queens (Schwander et al. 2007b). 

Parthenogenetic production of queens in both hybridogenetic and non-hybridogenetic populations 
Two unusual modes of reproduction have previously been observed in Cataglyphis ants: social 
hybridogenesis and facultative asexual queen succession (Figure 1). In social hybridogenesis, queens 
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appear to be exclusively produced via asexual reproduction. Indeed, previous studies failed to find any 
sexually produced queens in natural hybridogenetic populations of C. hispanica (Leniaud et al. 2012; 
Darras et al. 2014b), C. velox (Eyer et al. 2013), and C. mauritanica (Eyer et al. 2013). Consistent with 
these findings, in the vel1-vel2 population, all nestmate queens had the same multilocus genotype, 
indicating that they were parthenogenetically produced.  

In facultative asexual queen succession, queens can be produced by either asexual or sexual 
reproduction (Pearcy et al. 2004a; Doums et al. 2013) (Figure 1-A). In ants, this system has only been 
reported in C. piliscapus so far (Rabeling & Kronauer 2012). Our study indicates that C. humeya 
populations and the C. velox velA and velB populations may utilize such a breeding system. Although we 
found evidence suggesting that queens were produced exclusively by asexual reproduction, the 
significantly higher level of queen heterozygosity in these non-hybridogenetic populations suggests they 
may experience sexual events frequently enough to counteract the continuous loss of heterozygosity 
associated with clonal reproduction (Doums et al. 2013). The production of new queens via sexual 
reproduction could prevent the formation of hybridogenetic female lineages in these populations by 
maintaining gene flow among queen lineages (Schwander & Keller 2012). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Genetic variation across the range of Cataglyphis velox and Cataglyphis humeya based on SNP 
markers.  
(A) Location of the 15 representative samples used for sequencing. Three samples were used for C. 
humeya (yellow). Twelve samples were used for C. velox: 3 samples from the velA population (blue), 3 
from the velB population (green) and 6 from the vel1-vel2 population (3 for each of the two inter-
dependent lineages found; light red and dark red). (B) Principal component analysis based on 63,319 
SNPs. The two first PC axes are shown and the percentage of variation explained by each axis is 
indicated. (C) Maximum likelihood tree based on 39,334 SNPs. To root our phylogenetic analyses, we 
used a queen of Cataglyphis hispanica as an outgroup. Bootstrap values are indicated. (D) Three putative 
evolutionary scenarios explaining the origin of the vel1 / vel2 hybridogenetic pair and the three non-
hybridogenetic populations (C. humeya, and C. velox velA and velB). Red branches represent lineages that 
reproduce by social hybridogenesis. 1) Hybridogenesis evolved in a common ancestor of C. velox and C. 
hispanica. Recent reversions led to three non-hybridogenetic populations. 2) Hybridogenesis evolved 
independently in C. velox and C. hispanica. Recent reversions led to three non-hybridogenetic 
populations. 3) Hybridogenesis evolved independently in C. velox and C. hispanica. In contrast with the 
scenario 2, the hybridogenetic lineages vel1 and vel2 emerged from two non-hybridogenetic populations. 
The three current non-hybridogenetic populations do not have any recent hybridogenetic ancestor.  
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Evolution of hybridogenetic lineages in Cataglyphis 
There could be three different evolutionary scenarios accounting for social hybridogenesis patterns in C. 
hispanica, C. velox, and C. mauritanica. First, the system could have a single ancient origin (1). Second, it 
could have multiple origins and be either a dead-end system (2) or a transitional system (3) (see 
Introduction and Figure 2-B). Based on our phylogenetic results, none of these scenarios can be 
completely rejected, and we found no evidence favoring one scenario over the others. 

The first scenario assumes that the interdependent lineages of C. hispanica, C. velox, and C. 
mauritanica were all derived from a common ancestral pair of interdependent lineages (Figure 2-B1). 
However, our results show that the hybridogenetic populations (C. hispanica and C. velox vel1-vel2) and 
the non-hybridogenetic populations (C. velox velA, C. velox velB, and C. humeya) did not form two 
repriprocally monophyletic groups (Figure 5-C). If the first scenario were true, the phylogenetic pattern 
we observed would be the result of hybridogenetic populations reverting back to a system with 
environmental caste determination and worker production via random mating (Figure 5-D1). Interestingly, 
while the two interdependent lineage pairs of C. hispanica and C. velox have been found at low elevations 
in two large geographical regions in southern Spain, the non-hybridogenetic C. humeya occurs within a 
rather small mountainous region. Similarly, the two marginal, non-hybridogenetic C. velox populations - 
velA and velB - occur in mountains located at the extreme eastern edge of the species’ range. A tentative 
explanation could be that hybridogenetic populations outcompete non-hybridogenetic populations in 
favourable, low-elevation regions due to, for example, worker heterosis. However, populations in 
suboptimal habitats may have reverted to using panmixy because nest site limitations, low colony 
densities, and fragmented habitat mean that finding a mate from a different lineage could be challenging. 

In the second and third scenarios, social hybridogenesis evolved independently in C. hispanica, C. 
velox, and C. mauritanica. They assume that the system appeared in populations that were predisposed to 
its evolution - these populations were already facultatively producing queens asexually (Schwander & 
Keller 2012). Our data do show that new queens are produced by asexual reproduction in all the C. velox 
and C. humeya populations studied, which suggests that asexual queen production is an ancestral trait in C. 
velox and that, in this species, hybridogenesis could have evolved from populations with asexual queen 
production. However, the two scenarios differ in how they view the system’s ultimate fate. In one case, it 
is a dead end (Figure 2-B2) and, in the other, it serves as a transition (Figure 2-B3). Assuming that C. 
humeya evolved from a C. velox vel2 population that reverted back to environmental caste determination 
and, similarly, that the C. velox velA and C. velox velB populations were derived from a vel1-lineage 
population (Figure 5-D2), our data could support the transition scenario. Alternatively, the hybridogenetic 
C. velox lineages vel1 and vel2 may have evolved recently from two divergent non-hybridogenetic 
populations (Figure 5-D3). In that case, both scenarios are equally plausible.  

Our study yields new insight into the phylogeographical distribution of social hybridogenesis in 
Cataglyphis ants. However, it does not provide a clear answer to the highly debated question of how social 
hybridogenesis evolved in ants. A lack of information on the breeding systems used by common ancestors 
prevents us from supporting or refuting hypothetical scenarios for the origin and evolution of social 
hybridogenesis (Figure 5-D). Similar difficulties have been encountered in Pogonomyrmex 
barbatus x rugosus and Messor ssp., limiting the interpretation of phylogenetic patterns (Sirvio et al., 
2011; Romiguier et al., 2017). Although phylogeographical and phylogenetics studies are struggling to 
clarify the origin and evolution of social hybridogenesis in ants, we expect them to be more useful in the 
near future, once the genetic mechanisms underlying this unusual reproductive system have been 
identified. For example, if social hybridogenesis evolved once in Cataglyphis, the genomic particularities 
associated with hybridogenesis in different species would be expected to share a common history (Darras 
et al. 2014b). In contrast, if social hybridogenesis evolved multiple times, its genetic mechanisms would 
likely have different evolutionary origins in different species. 
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SI_Figure 1: Bayesian clustering analyses (STRUCTURE) of 261 genotypes of reproductive individuals sampled 

across the range of C. velox and C. humeya and genotyped at 18 microsatellite markers. The population velA was 

identified as belonging to C. velox based on morphology and geography, but appeared genetically intermediate 

between C. velox and C. humeya (see main text). The best number of groups inferred using the delta-K method 

was K=2 for the model with admixture and correlated allele frequencies and for the two models with no 

admixture. Both K=2 and K=3 had high delta-K values for the model with admixture and independent allele 

frequencies, but runs with K=2 had higher similarity levels than runs with K=3. The figure shows the 

concatenated runs for K=2 under the different parameter sets. Similarity among runs was as follows: no 

admixture with independent frequencies: 99.2 % (K=2); admixture with independent frequencies: 81.6 % (K=2); 

no admixture with correlated frequencies: 71.5 % (K=2); admixture with correlated frequencies: 72.1% (K=2). 
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SI_Figure 2: Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA) based on genetic distances between 177 reproductive 

individuals sampled across the whole distribution range of C. velox (N=31 sites), including 8 references samples 

from the hybridogenetic population previously described in Canales (Eyer et al. 2013). The two genetic lineages 

from Canales were found in different parts of the PCoA plot, but were not part of two isolated clusters. The 

percentage of variation explained by each axis is indicated. 
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SI_Table 1: Fixation indexes (Fst) between the C. humeya, vel1, vel2, velA and velB populations based on 63,319 

SNPs. 

vel1 velA vel2 C. humeya 

velA 0.413 - - - 

vel2 0.322 0.476 - - 

C. humeya 0.390 0.492 0.404 - 

velB 0.242 0.445 0.396 0.414 
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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Sex-biased dispersal creates spatial genetic structure
in a parthenogenetic ant with a dependent-lineage
reproductive system

A Kuhn1, D Bauman2, H Darras1 and S Aron1

Reproduction and dispersal are key aspects of species life history that influence spatial genetic structure in populations. Several
ant species in the genus Cataglyphis have evolved a unique breeding system in which new reproductives (that is, queens and
males) are produced asexually by parthenogenesis; in contrast, non-reproductives (that is, workers) are produced via sexual
reproduction by mates from distinct genetic lineages. We investigated how these two coexisting reproductive methods affect
population-level spatial genetic structure using the ant Cataglyphis mauritanica as a model. We obtained genotypes for queens
and their male mates from 338 colonies, and we found that the two lineages present in the study population occurred with
equal frequency. Furthermore, analysis of spatial genetic structure revealed strong sex-biased dispersal. Because queens were
produced by parthenogenesis and because they dispersed over short distances, there was an extreme level of spatial structuring:
a mosaic of patches composed of clonal queens was formed. Males, on the other hand, dispersed over several hundred metres
and, thus, across patches, ensuring successful interlineage mating.
Heredity advance online publication, 21 June 2017; doi:10.1038/hdy.2017.34

INTRODUCTION

Reproduction and dispersal have long been recognised as key
components of species life history that influence genetic variability
and structure in populations (Chesser, 1991; Ross, 2001; Clobert et al.,
2012). Dispersal mediates gene flow both within and among popula-
tions and affects the spatial distribution of genotypes. For example,
limited dispersal can cause relatedness among individuals to decrease
with increasing geographical distance (that is, an isolation-by-distance
(IBD) pattern; Vekemans and Hardy, 2004). Furthermore, breeding
systems also directly affect genetic diversity and structure (Ross, 2001;
Charlesworth et al., 2009; Pearse and Anderson, 2009). In general,
multiple mating increases genetic variability among offspring. More-
over, mating between relatives tends to decrease heterozygosity over
generations. Another critical factor shaping population genetic struc-
ture is the mode of reproduction, namely sexual or asexual (Halkett
et al., 2005; Vallejo-Marín et al., 2010). In diploid organisms, strict
asexuality is assumed to impact population genetic structure in two
ways (Balloux et al., 2003; Halkett et al., 2005; Hartfield et al., 2016).
First, it increases heterozygosity over generations due to the accumu-
lation of mutations and the lack of genetic recombination (that is,
Meselson effect). Second, beneficial mutations are expected to decrease
genetic diversity within populations, as lineages with a new beneficial
mutation will displace other lineages. However, asexual reproduction
does not necessarily mean strict clonality. In most asexually reprodu-
cing organisms, it has been shown that occasional events of gene
conversion and recombination during parthenogenesis may occur,
thus reducing heterozygosity over time (Schurko et al., 2009;

Schwander, 2016). All in all, the vast diversity of reproductive
strategies, from obligate sexuality to strict asexuality, should translate
into a variety of patterns of population genetic structure.
Ants display a vast array of reproductive systems, including sexual

reproduction, parthenogenesis (that is, arrhenotoky and thelytoky),
androgenesis and hybridogenesis (Helms Cahan and Keller, 2003;
Rabeling and Kronauer, 2013; Schwander and Oldroyd, 2016; Trible
and Kronauer, 2017). In hybridogenetic species, two divergent genetic
lineages coexist within populations. Males and females from different
lineages interbreed to produce the sterile worker caste. As a
consequence, each colony consists of individuals with strikingly
different genetic backgrounds: female and male reproductives repre-
sent alternative lineages, whereas workers are hybrids of these lineages.
Thus, the two lineages must coexist in each population for the system
to be maintained (Leniaud et al., 2012; Norman et al., 2016; Romiguier
et al., 2016). Whereas the phylogeographic origin and consequences of
social hybridogenesis have been widely studied (Sirviö et al., 2011;
Darras et al., 2014a), the impact of dependent-lineage reproductive
systems on local spatial genetic structure remains largely unknown.
Recent genetic studies have revealed a unique form of social

hybridogenesis in Cataglyphis desert ants (Leniaud et al., 2012; Eyer
et al., 2013; Darras et al., 2014a,b). Two genetically distinct lineages
coexist and interbreed (Figure 1). Workers are produced by sexual
reproduction between mates originating from different genetic back-
grounds and are thus all interlineage hybrids. In contrast, female
reproductives are produced by asexual reproduction, namely thelyto-
kous parthenogenesis. Males are produced by arrhenotokous
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parthenogenesis and are haploid, as is usually the case in Hymenop-
tera. As a consequence of worker sterility, only maternal genes are
perpetuated across generations in each lineage.
In this study, we investigated how population-level spatial genetic

structure was influenced by dependent-lineage reproduction, parthe-
nogenetic production of new queens and sex-biased dispersal using the
polygynous (multiple-queen colonies) ant species Cataglyphis maur-
itanica as a model (Eyer et al., 2013). In this species, queens mate with
males that fly in from other colonies; the queens then disperse on foot
with nestmate workers to found a new colony nearby (that is, colony
budding; Knaden and Wehner, 2006; Peeters and Aron, in press).
Hybridogenesis and limited dispersal of queens is expected to impact
population genetic structure in three ways: (i) both lineages must
coexist in populations for worker production; at equilibrium, a one-
to-one ratio of the two lineages should be maintained by negative
frequency-dependent selection (Yamauchi and Yamamura, 2006), (ii)
reduced dispersal of parthenogenetically produced queens should
generate strong micro-geographical genetic structure (that is, patches
of colonies headed by same-lineage queens) and (iii) males being the
dispersing sex, they must disperse far enough to ensure interlineage
mating. To test these assumptions, we extensively sampled
C. mauritanica colonies in a large population in Morocco. First, we
confirmed the existence of two interbreeding lineages within the
population and assessed lineage frequency by analysing the genotypes
of females and their mates. Second, using spatial principal component
analyses (sPCAs), we characterised spatial patterns of genetic variation
in female and male reproductives, both within and among lineages.
Third, we estimated male dispersal distances by assigning males to
their putative natal colonies via genotype comparisons.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sampling
Cataglyphis mauritanica is found in semiarid habitats in northern Africa. We
characterised the genetic structure of a population spread across 65 ha in Ifrane
National Park (33°33′22′′ North; 5°14′15′′ West), which is located in the Atlas
Mountains of Morocco. Previous studies in the same population showed that
colonies typically contained hundreds to a few thousands workers (range: 200–
3000), multiple queens (range: 2–50) that were most often singly mated, and
that reproduction proceeded via social hybridogenesis (Eyer et al., 2013; Eyer
2014). In May 2015, we sampled 338 colonies just prior to the emergence of
new reproductives. One hundred twenty-four colonies were completely
excavated: all queens and workers were collected. For the remaining 214
colonies, 10 workers were sampled at nest entrances. All individuals were stored
in 98% ethanol until genetic analyses could be carried out.

From the 124 excavated colonies, a total of 836 queens were collected (mean
queen number per colony± s.d.: 12.4± 11.8). To determine the genotypes of
their mates (hereafter called the males), the queens were dissected to obtain the
contents of their spermathecae. Each spermatheca was removed and placed
in 5 μl of Ringer’s solution. The spermathecal wall was ruptured using
forceps, and any seminal fluid was collected using a micropipette, taking extra
care to avoid contamination with female tissue. The samples were then stored
at − 20 °C until genetic analyses could be carried out. We found that 744 of the
836 queens had sperm in their spermathecae; the others were unmated.

Genetic analyses
DNA was extracted from adult ants using the Chelex 100 method (see Darras
et al., 2014a for details). To isolate sperm DNA, each sample of seminal fluid
was first mixed into a solution containing 20 μl of 5% Chelex 100 (Bio-Rad,
Hercules, CA, USA) and 3 μl of proteinase K (16 μg μl− 1). Second, it was
incubated, first for 30 min at 56 °C and then for 1.5 h at 85 °C. After a 3 min
centrifugation at 12 000 r.p.m., 20 μl of the supernatant was transferred into a
1.5 ml tube.
Workers, queens and sperm were genotyped at nine microsatellite loci

initially developed for use in C. cursor (Cc11 and Cc54; Pearcy et al., 2004) and
C. hispanica (Ch01, Ch06, Ch08, Ch11, Ch12, Ch19 and Ch22; Darras et al.,
2014a). All the markers were amplified in nine-plex PCR reactions carried out
using a QIAGEN Type-it Microsatellite PCR Kit (10- μl reactions as per the
manufacturer’s instructions; annealing temperature of 59 °C). The PCR
products were genotyped using an automated Applied Biosystems ABI 3730
Sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). None of the haploid
males were missing alleles at the chosen microsatellite markers (n= sperm from
602 males), which meant we detected no null alleles in our data set. The total
and effective numbers of alleles per locus, as well as observed and expected
heterozygosity are given in Supplementary Table S1.
In our study population, nestmate queens typically have been found to have

identical multilocus genotypes because they are produced via parthenogenesis
(Eyer et al., 2013). We confirmed this pattern by genotyping all the queens
from two large colonies (n= 47 and 48). Subsequently, we assessed the queen
genotype for a given colony by sampling a single queen (n= 124). Male
genotypes were determined using the contents of the queens’ spermathecae.
When an identical male genotype was found in the spermathecae of several
nestmate queens, presumably because a single male had multiple mates, the
genotype was included only once in the analyses to avoid statistical bias arising
from non-independence of genotypes.
For the 214 colonies from which only workers were sampled, queen and

male genotypes were inferred based on the workers’ genotypes (mean number
of workers genotyped per colony± s.d.: 6± 1.7; n= 1167). Matrilines and
patrilines were easily reconstructed because (a) the nestmate queens shared the
same diploid genotype (no more than two different maternal alleles were found
in workers irrespective of queen number); (b) males are haploid (that is, two
workers with different paternal alleles at one locus belong to different
patrilines); and (c) all the workers were hybrids of two highly divergent
lineages (in most cases, assigning a worker’s alleles to two specific parents was
straightforward).

Statistical analysis
Genetic lineages. We first confirmed the existence of two genetic lineages in
our study population. We assigned all the queens and males to given lineages
using a genetic-distance-based principal coordinate analysis, which was
implemented in GenAlEx v. 6.502 (Peakall and Smouse, 2012). This method
can correctly differentiate genetic lineages in Cataglyphis species that employ
dependent-lineage reproductive systems (Leniaud et al., 2012; Darras et al.,
2014a).

Analysis of spatial genetic structure. To determine how queens and males from
each lineage were spatially distributed within the population, sPCAs (Jombart
et al., 2008) were performed using the genotype data and the adegenet package
(Jombart, 2008) in R v. 3.2.5 (R Development Core Team, 2016). This
multivariate method has been found to perform better than conventional PCAs
when dealing with spatial patterns (Jombart et al., 2008). In addition to its
ability to detect multiscale spatial genetic patterns, sPCA has the advantage of

Lineage 1 Lineage 2

MaleWorkerQueen

Figure 1 Social hybridogenesis in Cataglyphis. Two genetic lineages coexist
in all populations (lineages 1 and 2 are represented in black and white,
respectively). Queens from one lineage typically mate with males from the
other lineage. Workers are produced by sexual reproduction and are all
interlineage hybrids, whereas male and female reproductives are produced
via arrhenotokous and thelytokous parthenogenesis, respectively. Lineage
labels indicate the queens’ lineage of origin.
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being able to exploit data that do not meet Hardy–Weinberg expectations or
that exhibit linkage disequilibrium among loci, which is not the case for most
other spatially explicit approaches for examining genetic variability (Jombart
et al., 2008). In our study, the analysis was aimed at detecting significant spatial
genetic structure in the queens and males. The sPCA approach explicitly takes
into account the spatial information associated with genetic data to search for
spatial patterns based on allele frequencies within populations. It successfully
distinguishes between positive and negative spatial autocorrelation patterns,
which indicate global and local structure, respectively (Jombart et al., 2008).
A global pattern corresponds to geographically distinct groups of individuals
within which individuals have more similar genotypes than expected by chance.
A local structure pinpoints stronger genetic differences among neighbours than
among random pairs of entities.

A first sPCA was run using the full queen data set to search for spatial
segregation among colonies headed by queens from different lineages. Then,
two sPCAs were performed separately—for queens of each lineage—to test
whether significant global and/or local structure was present. Finally, two
sPCAs were carried out using data on males of each lineage to test for spatial
patterns. For each sPCA, 9999 permutations were performed. When an sPCA
revealed the presence of significant spatial structure, a Ward cluster analysis was
carried out to detect the groups of queens/males that displayed high within-
group similarity; the R packages cluster (Maechler et al., 2005) and gclust
(Hurley, 2012) were used. Three independent criteria proposed by Borcard
et al. (2011) were employed to create optimal clusters based on the resulting
dendrograms. Genetic differentiation among clusters was then estimated by
calculating FST values using SPAGeDi software v. 1.5 (Hardy and Vekemans,
2002).

To further investigate the strength of spatial genetic structuring for each sex
within and among lineages, we determined relatedness by calculating the mean
kinship coefficient, Fij (Loiselle et al., 1995), using SPAGeDi software. Fij
expresses the level of kinship between individuals i and j relative to the mean
kinship between randomly sampled individuals from the study population,
which is assumed to be zero (Hardy, 2003). First, mean Fij values were
determined for a set of distance intervals (maximum distance in each interval in
metres: 30, 60, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500, 700 and 900). Second, the
relationship between these values and the natural logarithm of the geographical
distance between i and j, ln(dij), was determined using linear regression; indeed,
Fij is expected to decrease in a largely linear manner with ln(dij) when genetic
structure is the result of limited gene dispersal (Vekemans and Hardy, 2004),
which is what is expected for C. mauritanica queens. The degree of spatial
genetic structuring in each sex and lineage was compared using the Sp statistic,
where Sp= –b/(1− F(N)); b is the slope of the regression of Fij on ln(dij), and
F(N) is the mean Fij between individuals from neighbouring colonies (Vekemans
and Hardy, 2004). F(N) is estimated by calculating the mean Fij between
individuals belonging to colonies separated byo30 m (that is, the first distance
interval). Approximate standard errors (SE) were obtained by applying a
jackknife procedure across loci. To test whether a non-random spatial genetic
structure was present within each sex and lineage, colony locations were
randomised 9999 times to obtain the distribution of b under the null hypothesis
that there was no spatial structure.

Estimation of male dispersal distances. As C. mauritanica queens are produced
by parthenogenesis, they are highly genetically similar and it is impractical to
estimate their dispersal distances. As for C. mauritanica males, their dispersal
distances cannot be determined from classical IBD models and genetic
neighbourhood sizes (Rousset, 2000) because they do not contribute to the
next generation of dispersers. Therefore, we took an alternative approach. First,
we inferred the males’ potential natal colonies by comparing the genotype of
each male with those of all the queens. Only multilocus genotypes that matched
up perfectly at all loci were kept in the analyses. Second, we calculated the
Euclidian distance between each male’s putative natal colony and the colony
headed by the female with whom he mated (that is, as ascertained via sperm or
worker genotypes). When males had several possible mothers, we calculated the
mean Euclidian dispersal distance. Our estimates were exclusively based on
effective dispersal events since they relied on a male having successfully bred.
Because many queens had the same multilocus genotype, each male had
multiple potential mothers (Results section), which meant that dispersal range

may have been overestimated. However, as genetically similar queens were
spatially aggregated and formed highly differentiated clusters within genetic
lineages, we consider that our estimates of male dispersal distance were reliable.

RESULTS

Genetic analyses indicated that 602 of the 744 mated queens were
singly mated. In 48 colonies, we found nestmate queens carrying
genetically similar sperm, suggesting they had mated with the same
male or brother males (n= 290 across all colonies). In these cases, we
only counted the male genotype once. Ultimately, we observed a total
of 407 male genotypes in the spermathecae. For the 214 colonies from
which only workers were sampled, we were able to unambiguously
reconstruct the queen’s genotype for 203 colonies; we reconstructed
628 male genotypes. Consequently, overall, we genotyped 1167 work-
ers, 327 queens (124 queens: directly genotyped; 203 queens: genotype
inferred from workers), and 1035 males (407 males: genotype
ascertained from spermathecal contents; 628 males: genotype inferred
from workers).

Genetic lineages
As expected, the principal coordinate analysis showed that queen and
male genotypes formed two clusters that could be distinguished along
the first coordinate, which accounted for 23% of the total genetic
variance (see Supplementary Figure S1). Both sexes were found in
each cluster. The two genetic lineages formed highly divergent gene
pools, with all nine markers showing different allele distributions. On
average, per locus, 77% of alleles (range: 50–100%) were representa-
tive of the lineage. Not a single queen or male displayed an
intermediate genotype, suggesting none was the product of interline-
age hybridisation or introgression. Queens from lineage 1 were found
in 168 colonies (51.4%), whereas queens from lineage 2 were found in
159 colonies (48.6%). The two lineages were equally common (χ2 test:
Χ2

1= 0.25; P= 0.62). The spatial distribution of the two lineages is
illustrated in Figure 2.
Among the 602 singly mated queens, 80% had mated with a partner

from the other lineage. However, a remarkable percentage of queens
had mated with males of their own lineage (19 and 21% for lineages 1
and 2, respectively). All the workers (n= 1167) were hybrids of the
two lineages, indicating that they arose from interlineage mating.

Analysis of spatial genetic structure
Spatial genetic structure of the queens. Table 1 gives the main results
of the sPCA performed on the genotypes of the queens and the males.
The analysis found that the queens were clearly spatially aggregated
based on lineage (PGlobalo0.001). This spatial pattern described 38%
of the total genetic variance (first axis (Table 1)); the remaining 62%
represented within-lineage variance, which led us to analyse each
lineage separately.
For each lineage, three sPCA axes that corresponded to positively

correlated allele distributions were selected based on their eigenvalues
(PGlobalo0.001 for both lineages). Together, these three axes described
60 and 58% of the total genetic variance among lineage-1 and lineage-
2 queens, respectively. No negative autocorrelations were found
among neighbouring queens (lineage 1: PLocal= 0.93; lineage 2:
PLocal= 0.73). The spatial pattern that emerged from the overlap of
the three axes revealed the presence of five groups within lineage 1 and
of four to five groups within lineage 2 (Figure 3). Ward clustering
analyses, based on the three axes with the greatest explanatory
power for each lineage, indicated that the optimal trees had
five branches, confirming the existence of five distinct genetic
groups of queens within each lineage (Figure 3). These groups
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corresponded to spatially distinct patches of genetically similar queens;
within these patches, colonies were generally o300 m apart. The
mean between-group FST value was high and significantly different
from zero (FST± SE= 0.40± 0.06 and 0.36± 0.08 for lineages 1 and 2,
respectively; permutation tests: Po0.001 for both), indicating a high
degree of genetic differentiation among clusters of the same lineage.
Consistent with the sPCA results, the relatedness among queens

from the same lineage decreased with geographical distance. The Sp
statistics were significantly positive for both lineages
(Sp± SE= 0.22± 0.025 and 0.15± 0.015 for lineages 1 and 2, respec-
tively; Po0.001 for both; Figure 4).
Thus, the strongly spatially structured genetics of queens in the

population shows that queens dispersed over short distances, which is
consistent with colony foundation by budding.

Spatial genetic structure of the males. The allele frequencies of the
males were analysed using sPCA; the tests were lineage specific
(Figure 3). Neither global nor local structure was found in either

lineage (Table 1). However, within each lineage, the relatedness among
males decreased with geographical distance, although to a lesser extent
than in queens (Figure 4). Indeed, spatial structuring was 6 and 12
times less pronounced in males than in queens for lineages 1 and 2,
respectively (lineage 1: Sp± SE= 0.035± 0.005 and lineage 2:
0.012± 0.003). That said, the randomisation test revealed significant
spatial genetic structure in males (Po0.001 for both lineages),
indicating that male dispersal was somewhat limited.

Male dispersal distances
For each lineage, 73% of males (n= 425 for lineage 1 and 329 for
lineage 2; Supplementary Table S2) had a genotype that fully matched
that of at least one queen. For these males, the mean number of
potential natal colonies± s.d. was 12.3± 8.8 and 13.3± 8.3 for lineages
1 and 2, respectively. Based on the sPCA and clustering results, the
putative mothers of each male belonged to 1.0± 0.0 and 1.4± 0.6
clusters for lineages 1 and 2, respectively. This finding indicates that a
unique natal cluster could be identified for most males. The median
dispersal distance was 344 m for lineage-1 males (first–third quartile
range: 228–472 m) and 274 m for lineage-2 males (first–third quartile
range: 162–406 m; Figure 5).

DISCUSSION

Our results confirm the existence of a dependent-lineage reproductive
system in our C. mauritanica study population. All the workers were
hybrids of the two genetic lineages. Not a single worker had been
produced by parthenogenesis or by sexual reproduction between
partners of the same lineage. Therefore, sustained interactions between
the two lineages, as well as their coevolution, appear to be necessary to
maintain worker production. If one lineage were to become more
common than the other, queens could end up mating primarily with
males of the same lineage and then fail to acquire compatible sperm
for worker production. As a consequence, negative frequency-
dependent selection should maintain a one-to-one ratio of the two
lineages at equilibrium (Yamauchi and Yamamura, 2006). Consistent
with this prediction, we found that the two lineages occurred at nearly
the same frequency in the population (51.4 and 48.6% of colonies
belonged to lineages 1 and 2, respectively).
Our study underscores how both the production of new queens by

thelytokous parthenogenesis and colony budding can strongly limit
gene flow and result in an extremely high level of spatial genetic
structuring within populations. Indeed, the sPCA results showed that
colonies headed by queens belonging to the same lineage formed well-
differentiated clusters. Within each lineage, there was additional spatial

Table 1 Main results of the spatial principal component analysis

Sample Spatial genetic structure Proportion of total genetic variance explained Moran’s I

Data n PGlobal PLocal Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 I0 Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3

Queens from lineages 1 and 2 327 o0.001 0.96 0.38 – – 0 0.64 – –

Queens from lineage 1 168 o0.001 0.93 0.29 0.17 0.14 −0.01 0.88 0.74 0.77

Queens from lineage 2 159 o0.001 0.73 0.32 0.15 0.11 −0.01 0.76 0.36 0.55

Males from lineage 1 584 0.13 0.9 – – – – – – –

Males from lineage 2 451 0.83 0.81 – – – – – – –

Abbreviation: sPCA, spatial principal component analysis. In sPCA, global and local structure are reflected by positive and negative autocorrelation values, respectively. PGlobal and PLocal correspond
to the P-values of the permutation tests (9999 permutations) run as part of each sPCA. The proportion of the total genetic variance explained by each sPCA axis is indicated. Moran’s I expresses
the spatial autocorrelation in the genetic variance described by each retained axis, where I0 is the expected null value of Moran’s I, which corresponds to an absence of spatial autocorrelation (I4I0:
positive spatial autocorrelation; IoI0: negative spatial autocorrelation). No local structure was detected. Only the significant global-level axes are presented (axis 1–3). The following symbols were
used: –, axes not considered in the analyses; n, number of queens and males.
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Figure 2 Spatial distribution of C. mauritanica genetic lineages across a
65 ha area in the Ifrane National Park (Morocco). Each dot represents a
colony. Queens from lineages 1 and 2 are represented by black and white
dots, respectively. Grey, wooded areas; white, grasslands.
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Figure 3 Spatial genetic structure of C. mauritanica queens and males from each lineage. Each dot represents a colony. Graphical results of the spatial
principal component analysis (sPCA) are shown for queens (a and b) and males (e and f). The first three components of the sPCA are summarised by
translating scores of queens’ or males’ genotypes on each sPCA axis into a channel of colour (red, green and blue). Dots with similar colours represent
genetically related males or genetically related queens within each lineage. For the sake of clarity, a single male genotype per colony has been chosen at
random. In both lineages 1 and 2, spatially distinct groups of queens sharing a similar genetic profile are visible (a and b). In contrast, males display no
clear genetic spatial pattern (e and f). Results of the Ward clustering analyses performed on the three sPCA axes explaining the most variance are also shown
for queens (c and d). Genetically distinct clusters of queens belonging to (c) lineage 1 and (d) lineage 2 are depicted with different colours and shapes.
All three branching criteria supported the existence of five clusters within each lineage. Grey, wooded areas; white, grasslands.
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genetic structure: colonies headed by genetically similar queens were
aggregated in spatially distinct groups. Accordingly, we found a
significant decrease in relatedness among queens as geographical
distance increased, which was indicative of a lineage-specific IBD
pattern. To the best of our knowledge, only a single study to date has
explored the spatial distribution of genetic variability in a hybridoge-
netic ant species. Using an IBD model, Suni and Gordon (2010) found
that the limited dispersal of Pogonomyrmex queens resulted in lineages
displaying moderate levels of genetic structure. However, unlike
Cataglyphis queens, Pogonomyrmex queens only reproduce sexually
and disperse by flight. Queens mate with males of their own lineage as
well as with males of the alternative lineage; purebred females develop
into queens, and interlineage hybrids become workers (Helms Cahan
and Keller, 2003). These breeding and dispersal strategies likely
account for the relatively weaker spatial structure observed in
Pogonomyrmex than in Cataglyphis.
Consistent with the greater dispersal abilities of males compared to

queens, males displayed a lower level of spatial genetic structure. While
the sPCA results provided no evidence of genetic structure in males
within each lineage, there was a slight but significant IBD pattern:
relatedness among males decreased as geographical distance increased.
This discrepancy might stem from differences in detection power
between the two statistical approaches. The significant IBD pattern
indicates that male dispersal is somewhat limited at the scale of the
population (which extends over 1000 m). In line with this, 73% of
males had a genotype that matched that of at least one queen within
the population. Since the queens formed highly differentiated genetic
clusters, we were able to identify the natal cluster of these males,
confirming that they came from the study population.
We also found that male dispersal distances ranged from 0 to 930 m

(maximum observable distance between same-lineage colonies:
1031 m); on average, lineage 1 and lineage 2 males dispersed over
354.2 m and 299 m, respectively (Supplementary Table S2). These
distances appear to be great enough to ensure interlineage mating
since the mean distance between nearest-neighbour colonies of
different lineages was 95.8± 83 m (range: 2.8–318.3 m). Although
males are the dispersing sex and can fly relatively long distances, we
found that ~ 20% of mating events were intralineage for both lineages.
Two complementary explanations may account for this result. First,
our estimates indicate that 10% of males travelled o100 m from their
natal nests, which increased the probability that they would encounter
queens of the same lineage (Figure 5). Second, dispersal over longer

distances does not guarantee interlineage mating because males can
still land in a patch of queens of the same lineage. Taking into account
mean male dispersal distances in this study population, a lineage-1
male had a 48% probability of ending up in a colony of his own
lineage; this figure was 54% for a lineage-2 male. Thus, if mating
events were governed by chance, one would expect that ~ 50% of
encounters would be intralineage. The difference between this latter
estimate and the observed percentage (that is, 20%) could be
explained by two non-exclusive hypotheses. First, intralineage mating
could be limited by prezygotic reproductive constraints, such as
semiochemical-based recognition and discrimination (Oppelt et al.,
2008). However, the fact that 20% of mating events still occurred
between partners of the same lineage would indicate that barriers to
assortative mating are only partially efficient. Second, it could be that
intralineage mating does occur at a higher rate but is associated with
lower fitness; for instance, queens may die prematurely because they
cannot produce workers (that is, postzygotic isolation). However, if
such were the case, postzygotic isolation could be somewhat relaxed in
multiple-queen colonies of C. mauritanica because queens that engage
in intralineage mating could nonetheless benefit from the workers
produced by sister queens that engage in interlineage mating. Indeed, a
previous study in the hybridogenetic species C. hispanica showed that
intralineage mating occurred in populations with multiple-queen
colonies, while interlineage mating was the rule in populations with
single-queen colonies (Darras et al., 2014a). Interestingly, intralineage
matings raise the potential for sexual conflicts. On the one hand,
mating between same-lineage partners could enhance male fitness
because it results in the production of purebred diploid offspring
(likewise thelytokous parthenogenesis) that develop into new queens
(Darras et al., 2014b). On the other hand, queens mated with males
from the same lineage cannot produce worker offspring meaning they
are unable of founding new colonies on their own. In addition, sexual
reproduction has a fitness cost for queens because it dilutes by half the
genes transferred to their reproductive daughters. Altogether, this
should select mechanisms promoting intralineage mating in males,
while impeding it in females.
Sex-biased dispersal is assumed to be widespread in social Hyme-

noptera (Johnstone et al., 2012). In species where individuals cannot
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be directly tracked (for example, because they engage in nuptial
flights), estimates of sex-biased dispersal mostly rely on comparisons
of maternally inherited mtDNA and biparentally inherited nuclear
microsatellites. However, these two markers differ in their mutation
rates, which results in variation in heterozygosity that can potentially
bias estimates of dispersal differences between the sexes (Jost, 2008).
Here, we used assignment analyses, and the results provide indepen-
dent evidence that supports sex-biased dispersal. They showed that
C. mauritanica males dispersed over 300 m, on average, which is 10
times further than queens, who tend to found new colonies ~ 30 m
away from their natal nests (Knaden and Wehner, 2006). Thus far,
only one study has directly quantified male dispersal distances in a
natural population of ants. In an elegant examination of dispersal and
inbreeding in the wood ant (Formica exsecta), Vitikainen et al. (2015)
found clear evidence of sex-biased dispersal: the median dispersal
distance of males (140 m) was twice that of queens (60 m).
In conclusion, we have confirmed that two equally common genetic

lineages exist in our study population of Cataglyphis mauritanica and
that queens and males belonging to these lineages interbreed. The
parthenogenetic production and short-distance dispersal of queens
resulted in strong spatial genetic structure both within and among
lineages. In contrast, males dispersed over several hundred metres and
thus travelled to non-natal patches, which helped contribute to
interlineage mating. Thanks to their diverse breeding strategies, social
insects can potentially provide novel insights into how singular
reproductive systems shape the spatial genetic structure of
populations.
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Table S1. Descriptive statistics from 9 microsatellite marker loci in C. mauritanica. 
The total and effective numbers of alleles per locus, as well as observed and expected heterozygosity are 
given for queens of both lineages and for workers. Na: number of alleles; Nae: effective number of alleles; 
Ho: observed heterozygosity; He: expected heterozygosity.  

Data Locus Na Nae Ho He 
Queens from 
lineage 1 

Multilocus 
average 8.44 3.62 0.601 0.6863 

Ch12 9 5.27 0.113 0.8103 
Ch08 8 4.17 0.94 0.7603 
Ch01 6 2.97 0.417 0.6634 
Ch06 9 3.28 0.857 0.6953 
Cc54 14 3.93 0.637 0.7457 
Ch11 5 2.42 0.411 0.5861 
Cc11 14 6.06 0.969 0.8351 
Ch22 5 1.83 0.423 0.4537 
Ch19 6 2.68 0.643 0.627 

Queens from 
lineage 2 

Multilocus 
average 5.22 2.68 0.424 0.4683 

Ch12 5 2.79 0.132 0.6415 
Ch08 5 1.84 0.447 0.4578 
Ch01 5 2.06 0.428 0.514 
Ch06 1 1 0 0 
Cc54 11 5.74 0.874 0.8258 
Ch11 6 4.29 0.937 0.767 
Cc11 7 4.07 0.872 0.7541 
Ch22 3 1.29 0.101 0.223 
Ch19 4 1.03 0.025 0.0312 

Workers Multilocus 
average 13.67 5.37 0.961 0.7768 

Ch12 18 7.26 0.991 0.8622 
Ch08 13 4.94 0.968 0.7977 
Ch01 12 5.09 1 0.8035 
Ch06 10 3.06 1 0.6733 
Cc54 21 9.64 0.981 0.8963 
Ch11 11 6.03 0.985 0.8341 
Cc11 21 6.66 0.918 0.8499 
Ch22 11 3.19 0.997 0.6866 
Ch19 6 2.42 0.812 0.5876 
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Table S2. Dispersal distances of males in C. mauritanica. 
Estimations of the males’ dispersal distances were obtained by comparing the genotype of each male 
with those of all the queens (see Methods). The number of males corresponds to the number of queens’ 
mates with at least one potential mother, i.e. whose genotype matched with the genotype of at least one 
queen in the population. The number of putative natal colonies corresponds to the number of colonies 
whose queens may have produced each male, i.e. whose genotypes matched with the genotype of a given 
male. The number of putative native clusters (based on the results of the sPCA plus Ward clustering) 
from which males may originate is also given. 

Male 
lineage 

No. 
males 

Mean dispersal 
distance ± SD 

(m) 

Median 
dispersal 

distance (m) 

First–third 
quartile 

range (m) 

Total 
range (m) 

No. putative 
natal colonies 

± SD 

No. of putative 
native clusters 
per male ± SD 

Lineage 1 425 
(73%) 354.2 ± 165.7 344 228 – 472 0 – 881.5 12.3 ± 8.8 1.0 ± 0.0 

Lineage 2 329 
(73%) 299.0 ± 174 274 162 – 406 0 – 929.4 13.3 ± 8.3 1.4 ± 0.6 

Figure S1. Principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) based on the genotypes of queens and their mates 
in C. mauritanica. 
The percentage of variance explained by each axis is indicated. Individuals of both sexes were found in 
each cluster; 80% of matings occurred between partners from different genetic lineages. 
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Abstract

In most social insects, the brood is totipotent and environmental factors

determine whether a female egg will develop into a reproductive queen or a

functionally sterile worker. However, genetic factors have been shown to

affect the female’s caste fate in a few ant species. The desert ant Cataglyphis

hispanica reproduces by social hybridogenesis. All populations are character-

ized by the coexistence of two distinct genetic lineages. Queens are almost

always found mated with a male of the alternate lineage than their own.

Workers develop from hybrid crosses between the genetic lineages, whereas

daughter queens are produced asexually via parthenogenesis. Here, we

show that the association between genotype and caste in this species is

maintained by a ‘hard-wired’ genetic caste determination system, whereby

nonhybrid genomes have lost the ability to develop as workers. Genetic

analyses reveal that, in a rare population with multiple-queen colonies, a

significant proportion of nestmate queens are mated with males of their

own lineage. These queens fail to produce worker offspring; they produce

only purebred daughter queens by sexual reproduction. We discuss how the

production of reproductive queens through sexual, intralineage crosses may

favour the stability of social hybridogenesis in this species.

Introduction

Reproductive systems relying on the pairing between

partners from different lineages or species have evolved

multiple times in the animal kingdom and are far from

being rare curiosity (Beukeboom & Vrijenhoek, 1998;

Schlupp, 2005; Avise, 2008). Obligate hybridization is

characteristic of hybridogenetic species, in which

females of hybrid origin discard their paternal genome

prior to meiosis and produce gametes carrying no pater-

nally derived genes (Avise, 2008). The eggs are then fer-

tilized with sperm of the paternal species resulting in a

hybrid, which consists of a clonally inherited maternal

part and a sexually inherited paternal part. As a conse-

quence, in hybridogenetic species, both the maternal

and paternal genomes are expressed in somatic tissues,

whereas only the maternal genome constitutes the germ

line and is perpetuated across generations.

Over the last decade, hybridogenesis has been

reported at the social scale in several ant species:

Pogonomyrmex barbatus/rugosus species complex (Helms

Cahan et al., 2002; Julian et al., 2002), Solenopsis xylo-

ni 9 Solenopsis geminata (Helms Cahan & Vinson,

2003), Wasmania auropunctata (Fournier et al., 2005),

Vollenhovia emeryi (Ohkawara et al., 2006; Kobayashi

et al., 2008), Paratrechina longicornis (Pearcy et al.,

2011) and Cataglyphis spp. (Leniaud et al., 2012; Eyer

et al., 2013). Hybridogenetic ant populations are char-

acterized by the co-occurrence of two interbreeding

but distinct genetic lineages. The offspring of a male

and a queen of different lineages develop into sterile

workers, whereas pure-lineage offspring develop into

new reproductive offspring (new queens and males).

Social hybridogenesis therefore results in a situation in

which the ‘soma’ of the colony is hybrid, whereas the

reproductive lines carry pure-lineage genomes.

Hybridogenesis has direct consequences on caste deter-

mination in ants, that is whether a female egg will
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develop into a reproductive queen or a sterile worker.

In eusocial Hymenoptera, the female brood is usually

totipotent and caste determination is generally under

environmental control (Wheeler, 1986). In contrast,

social hybridogenesis leads to a strong caste–genotype
association among females. For example, in Pogonomyr-

mex hybrids and W. auropunctata, the association

between genotype and caste has been shown to be

maintained by a genetic caste determination (GCD)

system, whereby nonhybrid genomes have lost the

ability to develop as workers (Helms Cahan et al.,

2004; Clark et al., 2006; Schwander et al., 2006; Volny

et al., 2006; Foucaud et al., 2010). GCD is assumed in

other hybridogenetic ants as well (Smith et al., 2008;

Schwander et al., 2010), but still remains to be demon-

strated by breeding evidence.

Here, we provide direct evidence of genetic determi-

nation of female castes in the hybridogenetic ant Cata-

glyphis hispanica. In this species, two bisexual lineages

(H1 and H2) co-occur as a complementary pair across

the whole distribution range of the species (Leniaud

et al., 2012; Darras et al., 2014). In most populations,

colonies are headed by a single queen mated once with

a male originating from the alternate genetic lineage

than their own. They produce sterile hybrid workers by

sexual reproduction, but they use parthenogenesis for

the production of reproductive offspring. As a conse-

quence, the genetic lineages form two separate gene

pools that do not exchange any genetic material. How-

ever, a recent genetic survey of colony structure across

the distribution range of C. hispanica revealed rare pop-

ulations with multiple-queen colonies (Darras et al.,

2014). Although all queens carried alternate lineage

sperm in populations with single-queen colonies,

queens carrying same-lineage sperm were found occa-

sionally in populations with multiple-queen colonies.

We first investigated the significance of intralineage

mating in a population with multiple-queen colonies.

We found that a significant proportion (15%) of mated

queens store same-lineage sperm. Second, we com-

pared the reproductive output between inter- and in-

tralineage mated queens. Our results show that the

queens mated with males from the same lineage fail to

produce worker offspring. Nevertheless, intralineage

mated queens can produce purebred queens by sexual

reproduction. This caste system differs from the one

known thus far for other C. hispanica populations,

where only parthenogenesis has been reported for

queen production.

Materials and methods

Collection of colonies

The ant Cataglyphis hispanica is found in the most arid

habitats of the south-west of the Iberian Peninsula. In

Cataglyphis, there is no overwintering brood. Male and

female sexuals develop from eggs laid during the first

days after queens resume egg laying in early spring,

whereas all eggs laid later in the season are reared

into workers (Cagniant, 1979; Aron et al., 2011).

Eighteen colonies were completely excavated in

C�aceres (Spain), in a population with both single-

queen and multiple-queen colonies (mean number of

queens � SD per colony with multiple queens:

9 � SD = 6.4 � 4.1; Table 1). Collection was per-

formed in April 2013, before queens resumed egg

laying.

Genetic caste determination

Production of queens maintained in experimental
single-queen colonies
To investigate the reproductive output of interlineage

and intralineage mated queens, we conduced blind

experiments. We settled 62 experimental colonies,

each containing a single queen of unknown mating

status (mated with a male of the same genetic lineage,

mated with a male of the alternate lineage, or

unmated) and 200 workers from the field. Colonies

were maintained under laboratory conditions and fed

on maggots and sugar water. They were surveyed

twice a week for 2 months. The caste of offspring

(daughter queen, male, or worker) was determined

upon emergence from pupae and then preserved in

pure ethanol.

Egg mortality
After producing a first batch of reproductive individu-

als, 12 of 62 colonies stopped to rear any offspring,

while others were readily producing worker offspring

(see Results). We tested whether the lack of larvae in

some colonies, but not in others, was related to differ-

ential egg mortality among queens. To this aim, we

first removed all brood from 8 experimental colonies

producing workers and eight colonies with no worker

larvae. The following week, all newly laid eggs were

frozen at �20 °C for subsequent genetic analyses. The

proportion of dead eggs was estimated following the

method of Schwander et al. (2006), which is based on

the percentage of PCR-amplifiable eggs. DNA was

extracted from eggs using a modified Chelex extraction

protocol (Clark et al., 2006) and amplified at eleven mi-

crosatellite loci with fluorescent primers and Qiagen

Type-it kit for multiplex PCR of microsatellite loci

[Cc11, Cc54, Cc93, Ch01, Ch05, Ch06, Ch08, Ch11, Ch12,

Ch22 and Ch23 (Pearcy et al., 2004; Darras et al.,

2014)]. PCR products were run on an ABI 3730

sequencer. Fluorescent signals were visualized using

GENEMAPPER v. 3.5 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA,

USA). Dead eggs have degraded DNA and cannot be

successfully amplified (Schwander et al., 2006). Eggs

with allele peak heights over 400 relative fluorescence

units (RFUs) were considered alive.
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Significance of intralineage mating

Frequency of intralineage mated queens
At the end of the experiments, we determined the

mating status of queens (mated or unmated) and the

proportion of queens mated with males of their own or

the alternate lineage. The queens were killed, their

abdomen was dissected in a Ringer’s solution, and the

content of their spermathecae was examined. A queen

was considered virgin when its spermatheca was empty.

If she was mated, we determined the origin of her male

partner by comparing the genotype of the queen with

the genotype of the sperm stored in the spermathecae.

DNA was extracted from the queens by adding 100 lL
5% Chelex to a leg sample and incubating at 85 °C for

2 h. Sperm DNA was extracted following a similar pro-

cedure with 20 lL 5% Chelex. Eleven microsatellite

loci were amplified as previously described for eggs (see

above). Allele scoring was carried out using GENEMAPPER

v. 3.5. The lineage memberships of the queens and

their partners were determined based on their position

on a principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) built on

genetic distances and including published genotypes of

known lineages as a reference (Darras et al., 2014).

Table 1 Colonies excavated, queens found in each colony, mating

status of queens given as ‘queen lineage/sperm lineage’

(‘?’indicates no data; ‘–’indicates a virgin queen), number of

offspring of each caste and sex produced, and proportion of eggs

that could be successfully amplified.

Colony Queen

Mating

status

Number of offspring

produced

PCR-amplifiable

eggsWorkers

New

queens

New

males

A01 1* H2/H1 > 12 – –

2* H2/H1 > 12 – –

3 H2/ ?

4* H2/H2 – 15 3 3/15

5* H2/H1 > 12 – –

6 H2/H1

7 H2/H1

8 H2/H1

A02 1* H1/H2 > 12 – –

A04 1* H2/H1 > 12 – –

A05 1* H2/H1 > 12 – –

2* H2/H1 > 12 – –

3* H2/H1 > 12 – –

A06 1* H2/H1 > 12 – –

2* H2/H1 > 12 – 1 10/15

3* H2/H1 > 12 – –

4* H2/H1 > 12 – –

A07 1* H2/H1 > 12 – –

A08 1* H1/H2 > 12 – –

A09 1* H2/H2 – 5 – 3/15

2* H2/H1 > 12 – –

3* H2/H1 > 12 – –

A10 1* H2/H1 > 12 – 1

A11 1* H2/H1 > 12 – –

2* H2/H1 > 12 – – 15/15

A12 1* H1/H2 – – –

A13 1* H2/H1 > 12 – –

2* H2/H1 > 12 – –

3* H2/H1 > 12 – –

4* H2/H1 > 12 – –

A14 1* H2/H1 > 12 – – 15/15

A15 1* H2/H1 > 12 – – 15/15

2* H2/H1 > 12 – –

3* H2/H1 > 12 – –

4* H2/H2 – – - 4/15

5* H2/H1 > 12 – –

6* H2/H2 – 2 – 1/15

7* H2/H2 – – 1 4/15

8* H2/H1 > 12 – –

9* H2/H2 – 15 6 5/15

10* H2/H2 – 2 – 0/15

11 H2/H1

12 H2/H2

Table 1 (Continued)

Colony Queen

Mating

status

Number of offspring

produced

PCR-amplifiable

eggsWorkers

New

queens

New

males

C1 1* H2/H1 > 12 – –

2* H2/H1 > 12 – –

3* H2/H2 – 1 – 1/15

4* H2/H1 > 12 – –

5* H2/ – – – 2

6* H2/H1 – – –

7* H2/H1 > 12 – –

8* H2/H1 > 12 – –

9* H2/H1 > 12 – –

10* H2/H1 > 12 – –

11* H2/ – – – –

12* H2/H1 > 12 – –

13* H2/H1 > 12 – –

14* H2/H1 > 12 – –

C2 1* H2/H1 > 12 – – 11/15

2* H2/H1 > 12 – – 9/15

3* H2/H1 > 12 – –

4* H2/H1 > 12 – – 13/15

5 H2/H1

6 H2/H1

7 H2/H2

8 H2/ –

C3 1* H2/H1 > 12 – –

2* H2/H1 > 12 – –

3* H2/H1 > 12 – –

4* H2/H1 > 12 – –

5* H2/H1 > 12 – –

6* H2/H1 > 12 – –

C4 1* H1/H2 > 12 – – 13/15

*Queens reared in experimental colonies for investigation of repro-

ductive output.
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Mode of production of new queens by intralineage
mated queens
In all populations of C. hispanica with single-queen col-

onies sampled to date, queens were always found

mated with a male of the alternate lineage than their

own (Leniaud et al., 2012; Darras et al., 2014). Workers

are hybrids of the two lineages, whereas new queens

are pure-lineage individuals produced by thelytokous

parthenogenesis. We examined whether new queens

can also develop from intralineage crossing in popula-

tions with multiple-queen colonies. Females produced

by intralineage sexual reproduction would indeed bear

pure-lineage genomes and are predicted to develop

into queens if the female caste is genetically deter-

mined. To this aim, we determined the proportion of

new daughter queens arising from parthenogenesis or

from intralineage mating in the experimental colonies.

DNA of new queens was extracted and amplified at

the 11 microsatellites loci. New queens were consid-

ered parthenogenetically produced if they harboured

alleles that can all be attributed to their mother. They

were considered sexually produced if they bore one

allele of their mother’s mate (whose genotype was

determined from sperm sampling, see above) at all

loci. Relatedness coefficient among nestmate queens

was estimated using the program RELATEDNESS 5.0.8

(Queller et al., 1989).

Results

From the 18 colonies sampled, eight contained a single

queen and 10 hosted multiple queens (Table 1). In

multiple-queen colonies, queen number per colony var-

ied from 2 to 14; the mean relatedness among nestmate

queens was 0.90 (SD = 0.14). In total, we collected 72

queens. As expected from previous studies (Darras

et al., 2014), the genotypes of the queens and their

mates formed two clusters on the PCoA (Fig. 1) consis-

tent with the co-existence of two genetic lineages in

the population. Four queens belonged to the H1 lineage

(n = 4 colonies), whereas the other 68 queens belonged

to the H2 lineage (n = 14 colonies). All queens from

lineage H1 originated from single-queen colonies,

whereas queens from lineage H2 were found in both

single-queen and multiple-queen colonies (n = 4 and

10 colonies, respectively). We were able to dissect all

but one queen. Sperm was found in 68 spermathecae;

the remaining three spermathecae were empty, indicat-

ing that the queens were unmated. All mated queens

had sperm from a single male: 58 queens (85%) were

mated with a male from the alternate lineage than their

own, and 10 queens (15%) had sperm from a male of

their own lineage. The intralineage mated queens and

unmated queens belonged to the H2 lineage only.

From the 62 experimental colonies set-up for the

monitoring of queen reproductive output, a posteriori

genetic analyses revealed that 52 were headed by a

queen mated with a male of the alternate lineage

(interlineage mated queen), eight colonies were headed

by a queen mated with a male of the same lineage

(intralineage mated queen), and two colonies contained

virgin queens. All 62 queens laid eggs during the

2 months of the experiment. However, there were dra-

matic differences in brood development among the

three types of queens (Table 1). Fifty of the 52 experi-

mental colonies headed by an interlineage mated queen

produced worker offspring. By contrast, none of the

colonies headed by an intralineage mated queen

(n = 8) or a virgin queen (n = 2) produced any workers

(Fisher’s exact test on the proportion of colonies

producing workers, intra- vs. interlineage mating:

P < 0.001). An opposite trend was found regarding sex-

ual production. Colonies headed by interlineage mated

queens reared only two males (not a single new queen

was found), whereas colonies with intralineage mated

queens produced a total of 10 males and 40 new

queens. All the new queens produced arose from sex-

ual (intralineage) reproduction, not parthenogenesis.

One experimental colony headed by a virgin queen

(colony C1 – queen 5) produced two males (Table 1).

All the males reared harboured alleles that belong to

the queen lineage, indicating that they were queen’s

sons. Overall, sexual productivity was significantly

higher in colonies with intralineage mated queens than

in colonies with interlineage mated queens (Fisher’s

PC1 (59.86 %)
PC

2 
(1

6.
63

 %
)

H2 lineage

Fig. 1 Plot of the first two axes from the PCoA based on genetic

distances between reproductive individuals of Cataglyphis hispanica.

Filled diamonds: genotypes of the queens and their mating

partners (i.e. inferred from the content of the spermatheca) in

Cac�eres (Spain); open diamonds: reference data for the same

population are taken from Darras et al. (2014).
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exact test on male production: P = 0.014; on queen

production: P < 0.001).

We compared the mortality of eggs laid by eight in-

terlineage mated queens and eight intralineage mated

queens at the period of worker production, through

PCR amplification trials. The percentage of eggs success-

fully amplified (i.e. alive) was significantly higher for

interlineage mated queens (0.84; range: 0.67–1) than

for intralineage mated queens (0.17; range: 0.0–0.33)
(Student’s t-test, t14 = 9.52, P < 0.001). All the eggs

genotyped arose from sexual reproduction.

Discussion

Our data provide three novel insights into our under-

standing of social hybridogenesis in Cataglyphis desert

ants. First, they show that 15% of mated queens store

same-lineage sperm, indicating that no strong barriers

to assortative mating exist in the population of Cac�eres
where half the colonies are headed by multiple queens.

Our estimate of the frequency of intralineage mating

may even be underestimated because it is based on

mother queens mated during past reproductive seasons.

As intralineage mated queens do not produce workers

and cannot found new colonies by their own, they

might experience higher mortality than interlineage

mated queens during their early life. Thus, the ratio of

intra- vs. interlineage mated queens reported here pro-

vides a biased estimate of the strength of putative pre-

zygotic barriers to assortative mating. Likewise, in

hybridogenetic populations of Pogonomyrmex, colonies

are headed by a single-queen mated multiple times

with males of their own as well as with males of the

alternate lineage. The initial colony foundation success

of queens is dependent on their stock of interlineage

sperm (for worker production) relative to intralineage

sperm (for queen production) (Helms Cahan et al.,

2004; Anderson et al., 2006; Schwander et al., 2006).

Second, our study provides direct evidence for a

genetic caste determination (GCD) system in the desert

ant C. hispanica. They show that nonhybrid eggs have

lost the ability to develop as workers. In contrast with

interlineage mated queens whose fertilized eggs (H1/

H2) always developed into workers, eggs of H2 queens

fertilized by same-lineage sperm only developed into

new queens; not a single H2/H2 egg laid at the period

of worker production reached the larval stage. Selective

elimination of pure-lineage brood after the period of

sexual production seems highly unlikely. Intralineage

mated queens laid approximately the same amount of

eggs as interlineage mated queens, and their eggs were

kept in normal piles without visible signs of destruc-

tion. Moreover, previous studies have shown that ant

workers do not recognize the sex/caste of the eggs, but

of the larvae (Aron, 2012). Rather, our genetic analyses

strongly support the view that intralineage H2/H2 eggs

laid after the period of sexual production suffered

intense mortality compared to hybrid eggs. One expla-

nation could be that intralineage eggs develop into

queens only when triggered by maternal clues, at the

beginning of the reproductive season. Maternal effects

were indeed reported in various ant species, where

queens were shown to exert substantial proximate con-

trol over the caste fate of their eggs by nutritionally or

hormonally biasing their development into a queen or

a worker form (Passera & Suzzoni, 1979; Helms Cahan

et al., 2004; De Menten et al., 2005; Schwander et al.,

2008; Libbrecht et al., 2013). Unfortunately, our data

do not allow testing for the plasticity of H1/H1 pure-

lineage offspring. Although, consistent with GCD in

both H1 and H2 lineages, the association between caste

and genotype is perfect in all populations; all 1228

workers genotyped so far were hybrids, whereas all 304

queens had pure-lineage genotypes (Leniaud et al.,

2012; Darras et al., 2014; our study). Genetic caste

determination was also demonstrated in hybridogenetic

Pogonomyrmex and in Wasmannia auropunctata (Helms

Cahan et al., 2004; Clark et al., 2006; Schwander et al.,

2006; Volny et al., 2006; Foucaud et al., 2010). How-

ever, the genetic bases of caste determination remain

unknown in these ants; several genetic models have

been proposed, but none has received experimental

support so far (Sirvi€o et al., 2011).

In Cataglyphis hispanica, post-mating selection may

explain (i) the complete absence of intralineage mated

queens in single-queen populations, but (ii) its pres-

ence in multiple-queen populations (Leniaud et al.,

2012; Darras et al., 2014). (i) In single-queen popula-

tions, queens establish a new colony at a walking dis-

tance of their natal nest with the help of a worker

force (Leniaud et al., 2012). The helping workers may

kill or abandon an intralineage mated queen that is

unable to produce her own worker offspring and regain

their natal nest. In the conspecific species Cataglyphis

cursor, where single queens also found new colonies by

budding, it has been shown that a new nest can be

reabsorbed by the parent colony if it proves to be

unviable (Cheron et al., 2011; Cronin et al., 2012). If

assortative mating was frequent in populations with

single-queen colonies, this process could explain why

no intralineage mated queens are found in their

mature nests. (ii) In multiple-queen populations,

queens can either establish a new colony by budding

or be readopted by their natal colony, where they may

cooperate with their mother and sisters. In line with

this, our genetic analyses show that the relatedness

among nestmate queens is very high (0.90). In contrast

with what likely happens in single-queen colonies,

workers of multiple-queen colonies may not reject

promptly low-quality queens as other queens can

ensure colony survival. Hence, an intralineage mated

queen may persist in a multiple-queen colony, where

she can produce female and male sexuals without con-

tributing to the worker force. Such brood parasitism
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may either be a best of a bad situation strategy or a

‘cheater’ strategy. In the first scenario (best of a bad sit-

uation), a female mated with a ‘wrong’ male gains

nonnull fitness by joining a multiple-queen colony

instead of founding alone. In the second scenario,

brood parasitism is considered as a form of cheating

expressed by males. Cheater males would directly ben-

efit from mating with a female of the same lineage as

they can enhance their fitness by fathering reproduc-

tive daughters (new queens) through intralineage sex-

ual production of queens, whereas noncheating males

only sire workers and have null fitness.

Third, this study shows that queens of C. hispanica

can produce new daughter queens by classical sexual

reproduction between partners from the same lineage.

In all populations sampled so far, new reproductive

queens were found produced by thelytokous partheno-

genesis (Leniaud et al., 2012; Darras et al., 2014). Quite

surprisingly, none of our experimental colonies pro-

duced new queens by parthenogenesis. Whether

queens did not lay parthenogenetic eggs or whether

thelytokous eggs did not reach the adult stage remains

uncertain. Previous study showed that only few queens

lay thelytokous eggs and that the proportion of these

eggs laid is usually very small (Aron et al., 2011). In

colonies headed by intralineage mated queens, the high

production of female sexuals was likely an experimen-

tal artefact due to pure-lineage brood being ‘hard-

wired’ to develop into reproductive individuals rather

than workers. The frequency of queens arising from

intralineage sexual reproduction under natural condi-

tions remains to be examined.

Importantly, the production of queens through sex-

ual, intralineage reproduction may play a key role in

the stability of social hybridogenesis in C. hispanica.

First, the development of new reproductive individuals

by parthenogenesis keeps males with null fitness expec-

tancies. The production of males fathering worker off-

spring only has been suggested to be a threat for the

stability of social hybridogenesis in Cataglyphis, because

queens would be expected to stop the production of a

sex with null fitness (Schwander & Keller, 2012). The

present work shows that males occasionally father

reproductive daughters and, hence, that they are not

evolutionary dead ends. Second, and in a more general

context, asexual lineages are predicted to be evolution-

ary short lived because asexual reproduction is associ-

ated with long-term fitness disadvantages (Williams,

1975; Smith, 1978; Bell, 1982). The occasional produc-

tion of new reproductive queens by sexual reproduc-

tion therefore provides an escape from the dead end of

pure asexuality.
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Genetic and developmental conditions mediate a caste-genotype association in 

Cataglyphis ants 
A. Kuhn, H. Darras and S. Aron 

ABSTRACT 
Caste determination in social Hymenoptera (i.e. whether a female egg develops into a reproductive queen 

or a sterile worker) is typically influenced by the developmental environment. However, recent studies 

have revealed a strong caste-genotype association in hybridogenetic ants: workers are all interlineage 

hybrids while queens are all purebred, suggesting that female caste fate is genetically determined. Using 

the hybridogenetic ant Cataglyphis mauritanica as a biological model, we show that both genetic and 

developmental factors can mediate strong caste-genotype associations. Purebred larvae are genetically 

constrained to develop into reproductive queens, while hybrid larvae are bipotent. The absence of hybrid 

queens in nature could stem from developmental rather than genetic conditions. 

INTRODUCTION 
Three species of Cataglyphis ants have evolved a hybridogenetic reproductive system: C. hispanica, C. 

mauritanica, and C. velox [1,2]. In each, two interdependent genetic lineages coexist. Sterile workers are 

all hybrids resulting from sexual reproduction between representatives of the two lineages, whereas 

reproductive queens are purebreds produced asexually by parthenogenesis. Not a single caste-genotype 

mismatch has been observed thus far [1-4]. This unerring association may be underlain by a genetic caste 

determination system, in which hybrid eggs and purebred eggs are fated to develop into workers and 

queens, respectively [5]. However, the brood’s developmental environment - including nutritional, 

thermal, and hormonal conditions [6] - could also play a role. For example, juvenile hormone (JH) is a 

key regulator of female caste determination in social insects and can drive female eggs to develop into 

queens [7]. Therefore, caste-genotype associations may also stem from the combined effects of brood 

genotype and developmental conditions. 

We investigated the relative contribution of genotype and developmental conditions to caste 

determination in C. mauritanica, a hybridogenetic ant that displays a strong caste-genotype association. 

We took advantage of the fact that queens of this species occasionally mate with males from their own 

lineage to compare the development of sexually produced purebred eggs with that of hybrid eggs under 

controlled laboratory conditions. To disentangle how genotype and developmental conditions affect caste 

fate, we monitored the development of female eggs under two sets of experimental conditions. First, we 

examined whether purebred eggs could develop into workers outside the period of reproduction. Second, 

we tested whether an artificial increase in a JH analogue could cause hybrid eggs to develop into new 

queens, as would be expected if hormonal effects were responsible for the caste-genotype association. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Colonies of C. mauritanica were excavated in Morocco and kept under standard laboratory conditions. In 

C. mauritanica, as in other parthenogenetic species of Cataglyphis [8], queens and males develop from 

parthenogenetically produced eggs laid during a short period of time in early spring, whereas workers 

develop from sexually produced eggs laid later in the season. All our experiments were performed outside 

the period of sexual reproduction, when colonies raise only workers. We used queens that had mated with 

males from the same lineage (hereafter, intralineage queens) and queens that had mated with males from 

the alternative lineage (hereafter, interlineage queens). 

To distinguish between interlineage and intralineage queens, individuals were isolated and their 

eggs were collected. The eggs’ DNA was extracted and amplified at nine microsatellite loci that are 

diagnostic for the two lineages [3,4]. Interlineage queens lay hybrid eggs (i.e. with diagnostic alleles from 

both lineages), while intralineage queens lay purebred eggs (i.e. with diagnostic alleles from a single 

lineage). Queens laying eggs that belonged to more than one patriline were discarded. 

To determine whether purebred eggs could develop into workers, we set up 14 colonies, each 

headed by a single intralineage queen. In addition, we set up a separate group of 20 colonies, each headed 

by an interlineage queen. Each colony contained 150 workers but no brood. Larva number and 
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morphology were assessed once a week over an eight-week period. Larva length and width were 

measured using a stereomicroscope. Offspring caste and genotype were established post emergence. 

To determine whether hormonal conditions could cause worker-destined hybrid eggs to develop into 

queens, we exposed brood to increased levels of a JH analogue (methoprene). We set up 13 treatment 

colonies and 7 control colonies. Each colony contained a single interlineage queen, 500 workers and no 

brood. After two weeks, all larvae were removed, leaving only eggs, which were then treated topically 

with 2.5 µg/µl methoprene dissolved in acetone in the treatment group or with acetone only in the control 

group. Over the next five weeks, larva number and morphology as well as the caste of emerging adults 

were assessed weekly. 

At the end of study, all queens were genotyped; their spermathecal contents were also genotyped 

to confirm patriline inferences.  

RESULTS 
Intralineage and interlineage queens laid the same amount of eggs. These eggs developed into larvae. 

However, purebred and hybrid larvae differed in their morphology: purebred larvae had a distinctive 

spheroidal shape, while hybrid larvae were more elongated (Figure S1). Purebred larvae also had 

significantly higher width-to-length ratios than did hybrid larvae (ANCOVA, F1=47.839, p<0.0001; 

Figure 1a). 
Colonies headed by intralineage queens reared significantly fewer larvae than those headed by 

interlineage queens (repeated-measures ANOVA: F1=16.45, p<0.001). In several instances, purebred 

larvae suddenly disappeared, suggesting that their development had been aborted or that they had been 

culled by workers. The colonies headed by interlineage queens all produced hybrid workers over an eight-

week period (mean workers produced per colony ± SD=22.2 ± 18.5). Across all the colonies headed by 

intralineage queens, only a single purebred larva developed into a worker during the same period (Figure 

2a). The opposite trend was observed in queen production: nine new queens were produced across four of 

the colonies headed by intralineage queens, but no queens emerged in colonies headed by interlineage 

queens (Figure 2b). All the new queens had purebred genotypes, which was consistent with their sexual 

origin. Therefore, purebred larvae are targeted to the queen caste even outside the period of sexual 

production. 

When hybrid eggs were exposed to increased levels of a JH analogue, their developmental 

patterns shifted towards those observed for purebred eggs. Larvae from treatment colonies had 

significantly higher width-to-length ratios than did larvae from control colonies (ANCOVA, F1=47.97, 

p<0.001; Figure 1b). Treatment-colony larvae were spheroidal, while control-colony larvae were 

elongated. In three of the treatment colonies, 11 larvae developed into queens (Figure 2b). All had hybrid 

genotypes, consistent with their production by interlineage sex. In contrast, only workers were produced 

in control colonies. There were no apparent morphological differences between hybrid and purebred 

queens. Consequently, JH may cause hybrid eggs, fated to become workers, to develop into queens 

instead. 

DISCUSSION 

Strong caste-genotype associations are commonly interpreted as evidence for genetic caste determination 

in social Hymenoptera [9]. Our results show that in the hybridogenetic ant C. mauritanica, in which 

queens and workers differ genotypically, both genetic and developmental conditions mediate a strong 

caste-genotype association. Purebred eggs have almost completely lost the ability to develop into 

workers, which is consistent with the existence of a hardwired caste determination mechanism. In 

contrast, hybrid eggs appear to be bipotent and can develop into either sterile workers or reproductive 

queens depending on the developmental environment, which suggests developmental rather than genetic 

conditions are primarily responsible for the absence of hybrid queens in the wild. 

To date, no purebred workers have been found in natural colonies of C. mauritanica [2,4]. Our 

results suggest that purebred larvae solely develop into queens because of genetic predetermination. In C. 

mauritanica, reproductive queens do readily develop from parthenogenetic eggs under natural conditions 

[2]. That queens also develop from purebred fertilised eggs should not be surprising since the former 

contain virtually the same genetic material as parthenogenetic eggs. However, whether queens that had 

mated with males from the same lineage occasionally produce new queens via sexual reproduction in 
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nature remains uncertain. Here, only a few purebred larvae developed into queens; most may have been 

culled by workers. It is likely queen larvae were eliminated because their development was seasonal out 

of sync, a phenomenon documented in other ant species [9,10]. Our discovery that some purebred eggs 

developed into queens outside the period of sexual production contrasts with previous results obtained 

under similar conditions in a sister species, C. hispanica, where purebred eggs failed to hatch into larvae 

[3]. Taken together, these findings suggest that the association between genotype and caste destiny is 

underlain by different mechanisms in the two species. Similar results were reported in hybridogenetic 

Pogonomyrmex seed harvester ants: individuals with purebred genotypes were genetically constrained to 

develop into queens and either their development was aborted at the egg stage when they were seasonally 

out of sync (as in C. hispanica) or they were culled by workers at the larval stage because of arrested 

development/seasonal asynchrony (as in C. mauritanica) [9]. 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Ratio between larva body length and width throughout the developmental period in Cataglyphis 

mauritanica. (a) Comparison of purebred larvae produced by intralineage queens (n=105) and hybrid 

larvae produced by interlineage queens (n=476). (b) Comparison of purebred larvae from treatment 

colonies (treated with JH analogue methoprene; n=144) and purebred larvae from control colonies 

(treated with acetone; n=65). 
 

 
Figure 2. Mean number (±SE) of (a) workers and (b) queens emerging from sexually produced purebred 

eggs and hybrid eggs in C. mauritanica colonies. On the right in (b) are the numbers of queens produced 

from treatment-colony hybrid eggs (i.e. treated with JH analogue methoprene) and control-colony hybrid 

eggs (i.e. treated with acetone). 
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As expected, hybrid eggs laid by interlineage queens developed into workers. However, treatment with a 

JH analogue dramatically shifted the fate of hybrid eggs, causing them to develop into spheroidal larvae 

and, ultimately, queens. This result suggests that phenotypic plasticity is largely retained in hybrids in C. 

mauritanica. Interestingly, none of the 460 queen genotypes obtained thus far in nature have displayed 

apparent hybrid ancestry [this study; 2,4]. Three complementary explanations may account for this 

absence of hybrid queens; all are rooted in the relationship between genotype and developmental 

conditions. First, the explanation may lie in precise timing of egg laying by queens and caste rearing by 

workers. In the related non-hybridogenetic species C. cursor, queens lay parthenogenetic eggs in the early 

spring, and workers raise the brood into sexuals. Later in the season, only fertilised eggs are laid and they 

develop into workers [8]. Similarly, in C. mauritanica, it may be that only parthenogenetic, purebred eggs 

are produced in spring, which workers subsequently raise into queens. Second, parthenogenetic and 

fertilised eggs may be laid and raised simultaneously and then compete with each other to develop into 

queens. Assuming that the genomes of purebred larvae contain co-adapted gene complexes that drive 

queen development, these adaptations may be broken up in hybrids, resulting in individuals that are less 

well equipped to developmentally compete and that thus develop into workers when purebreds are present 

[11]. Because no purebred larvae were present in the JH-treatment colonies, it would appear that no such 

competition constrains the development of hybrid larvae. Third, queens may manipulate the fate of their 

eggs and thus promote queen development in parthenogenetic eggs or inhibit queen development in 

fertilised eggs. In Cataglyphis, queens can maximize their fitness by increasing the transmission rate of 

their genes to reproductive offspring via parthenogenesis, while simultaneously benefitting from the 

genetic diversity in their worker force obtained via sexual reproduction [12]. Mechanisms that bias the 

development of parthenogenetic and fertilised eggs toward one caste or another could have been selected 

for in queens. However, the nature of such a mechanism, if it even exists, remains unknown.  

Our study shows that, in C. mauritanica, phenotypic plasticity has been lost in purebred 

genotypes but retained in hybrid genotypes. The failure of purebred eggs to develop into workers forces 

queens to exploit sperm from an alternative lineage to successfully produce workers. The production of 

rare hybrid queens through sexual reproduction could lead to gene flow between lineages and, potentially, 

the formation of new derived lineages [13,14]. 
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Figure S1: Morphologies of Cataglyphis mauritanica larvae at different time points of development 

in laboratory conditions favourable for worker rearing. A) Most purebred larvae had spheroidal shape 

with high width-to-length ratios and grow up to 1 cm in length. These larvae were targeted to queen 

development. B) All hybrid larvae had elongated shape and developed into workers. 
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Cryptic lineages hybridize for worker 
production in the harvester ant 
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The reproductive division of labour between queen and worker castes in

social insects is a defining characteristic of eusociality and a classic example

of phenotypic plasticity. Whether social insect larvae develop into queens or

workers has long been thought to be determined by environmental cues,

i.e. larvae are developmentally totipotent. Contrary to this paradigm, several

recent studies have revealed that caste is determined by genotype in some

ant species, but whether this is restricted to just a few exceptional species

is still unclear. Here, we show that the Mediterranean harvester ant Messor
barbarus possesses an unusual reproductive system, in which the female

castes are genetically determined. Using both nuclear and mitochondrial

data, we show that Iberian populations have two distinct, cryptic lineages.

Workers are always inter-lineage hybrids whereas queens are always pro-

duced from pure-lineage matings. The results suggest that genetic caste

determination may be more widespread in ants than previously thought,

and that further investigation in other species is needed to understand the

frequency and evolution of this remarkable reproductive system.

1. Introduction
Phenotypic plasticity is a widespread and fundamental trait that enables organ-

isms to adapt their phenotype during development to prevailing environmental

conditions [1]. One of the classic examples of phenotypic plasticity is the mor-

phological castes exhibited by social insects. The reproductive division of

labour between reproductive queens and non-reproductive workers is arguably

the defining trait of the major evolutionary transition to eusociality [2], and

the caste destiny of a developing individual determines whether it will achieve

fitness directly through its own reproduction or indirectly by enhancing the

reproduction of its relatives.

The development of a diploid egg into a reproductive queen or non-reproduc-

tive worker in social Hymenoptera (ants, some bees and some wasps) is generally

thought to be determined by environmental cues, with larvae being developmen-

tally totipotent with respect to their caste fate. However, a number of cases of

genotypic influences on caste determination have now been reported [3], the

most extreme of which are a small number of ant species that exhibit social hybri-

dogenesis [4–10]. This remarkable reproductive system involves workers being

produced sexually from matings between two lineages or even species, and

queens being produced exclusively either from within-lineage matings or in some

species by parthenogenesis. Social hybridogenesis is generally detected bymicrosa-

tellite genotyping of the worker and new queen (gyne) offspring in colonies, with

& 2016 The Authors. Published by the Royal Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/, which permits unrestricted use, provided the original
author and source are credited.
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the genotypes of workers indicating that their parents were from

two distinct lineages whereas the genotypes of gynes indicate

both their parents were from the same lineage [4–9].

Social hybridogenesis has fundamental implications for

caste determination because hybrid females are constrained

to become workers. This leads to a very strong association

between genetic material and reproductive potential, and

therefore subsequent genetic caste determination. Social hybri-

dogenesis in social insects is consequently thought to be a rare

and exceptional phenomenon [4–9]. Here, we describe a new

case of social hybridogenesis, the Mediterranean harvester

ant Messor barbarus.

2. Material and methods
The harvester antM. barbarus is a common species in the dry habitat

of the IberianPeninsula. Colonies contain a single queen and several

thousand workers. We collected workers, and gynes (new queens)

and males when present, from 27 colonies in Sorbas (Spain) and

nine additional colonies in Baul, Pozo Alcón, El Mojonar, Alcaraz,

Cáceres (Spain) and Aljezur (Portugal), and queens and males

during nuptial flights in Baul and Alcaraz (figure 1). We used mito-

chondrial DNA and nuclear microsatellites to infer population and

colony structure. We sequenced a portion of the COI mtDNA gene

for 37 individuals from the seven sampling sites (one individual

from each of 28 colonies covering all sites apart from Baul, plus 1

queen from the Alcaraz nuptial flight and 8 queens from the Baul

nuptial flight), and constructed maximum-likelihood trees. We gen-

otyped a selection of workers, gynes andmales from the 36 colonies

(590 ants in total), using four polymorphic microsatellite markers

(Ms1a, Ms2a, Ms2c and Ms2d; [11]) and inferred the genotypes of

the mother queen and her mates for each colony from the multi-

locus microsatellite genotypes (non-detection error of PMbar1 ¼
0.0086 and PMbar2 ¼ 0.0030; see the electronic supplementary

material). We calculated the effective mating frequencies of

mother queens using an estimator that takes into account sample

size (we did this separately for worker and gyne offspring because

they were produced by different types of mating; see Results and

electronic supplementary material). We determined population

structure using the 158 reproductive individuals in our sample for

whichwe hadmicrosatellite genotypes (inferred parental genotypes

of 30 colonies, and 26 queens and 18 males from the two nuptial

flights) with structure and genetic-distance-based PCoA. To explore

mating patterns, we augmented the PCoA with connections

between parental genotypes found co-occurring in the offspring.

See the electronic supplementary material for full methods.

3. Results
Mitochondrial haplotypes clustered into two groups (Mbar1
and Mbar 2; figure 2d ). Both were found in Sorbas, Baul and

Aljezur, suggesting that the two groups were sympatric

across the studied area. In the Baul nuptial flight, 20 sexuals

Alcaraz
1 colony (4 W)
1 nuptial flight (2 Q)

Caceres
1 colony (3 G, 3 M, 6 W)

Aljezur
2 colonies 
(181 W)

Pozo Alcon
1 colony (4 W)

Baul
3 colonies (9 M, 12 W)
1 nuptial flight (24 Q, 18 M)

El Mojonar
1 colony (4 W)

Sorbas
27 colonies (43 G, 40 M, 276 W)

200 km

Figure 1. Sampling locations of Messor barbarus harvester ants in the southern Iberian Peninsula (number of colonies excavated and number of individuals
genotyped; Q, mated queens; G, virgin queens; M, males; W, workers). (Online version in colour.)
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were Mbar1 and 22 were Mbar2, while in Sorbas the mother

queens of nine colonies were Mbar1 and of seven colonies

Mbar2, so in both cases an approximately equal ratio. Offspring

microsatellite genotypes enabled us to infer the genotype of the

mother queen for 30/36 colonies, and paternal genotypes for

29 of these (electronic supplementary material, table S1; [12]).

The genotype data for each colony were consistent with indi-

viduals being the offspring of a single queen that had been

inseminated by one or multiple males (gynes and workers

were produced by different types of mating and gynes were

Figure 2. Social hybridogenesis in Messor barbarus harvester ants in which two genetic lineages (Mbar1 and Mbar2) coexist within the population. (a) Pure-lineage
matings produce queens whereas inter-lineage matings always produce sterile workers. (b,c) PCoA plot based on genotypes of 129 reproductive individuals (nuclear
DNA) augmented with connections between parental genotypes found co-occurring in (b) workers and (c) gynes (new queens). The percentage of variation
explained by each PCoA axis is indicated. (d ) Maximum-likelihood tree inferred from a portion of COI gene (mitochondrial DNA). Numbers at nodes indicate
bootstrap values. Specimen name gives population (SOR: Sorbas, BAU: Baul, POZ: Pozo Alcón, MOJ: El Mojonar, ALC: Alcaraz, CAC: Cáceres, ALJ: Aljezur),
colony number and caste. The two individuals with a star symbol are cyto-nuclear mismatches. (Online version in colour.)
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only available for a subset of colonies, so values here are based

on worker genotypes only: mean+ s.e. observed mating fre-

quency Mobs ¼ 2.41+0.16; effective mating frequency Meff ¼
2.24+0.16 using all 27 colonies or Meff ¼ 2.36+0.22 using

only the 18 colonies for which at least eight workers were gen-

otyped). Based on worker genotypes, Mbar1 queens had

slightly lower effective mating frequencies than Mbar2
queens (see the electronic supplementary material). All

workers (N ¼ 491) and new queens (N ¼ 47) were found to

be produced by sexual reproduction, whereas all males were

haploid (N ¼ 52).

Bayesian clustering of the microsatellite genotypes of

reproductive individuals suggested the presence of two

groups, one that always had allele 166 at Ms2c, and a

second that never had allele 166 (see the electronic sup-

plementary material; N ¼ 158 reproductive individuals, for

N ¼ 129 of which Ms2c genotypes were successfully deter-

mined). These two groups were congruent with the

mtDNA Mbar1 and Mbar2 lineages, with the exception of

two individuals (the ALC_Q1 queen and the inferred

mother queen of worker SOR_c145_WA) that had the

Mbar2 mitochondrial haplotype but Mbar1 microsatellite gen-

otypes (figure 2d ). The Mbar1 and Mbar2 lineages were

highly differentiated (FST¼ 0.28) at three microsatellite loci

(Ms2c, Ms2a and Ms2d; p , 0.001 in each case), and also sig-

nificantly differentiated at the fourth (Ms1a; p ¼ 0.029). Each

lineage occupied a distinct area of the PCoA plot

(figure 2b,c). Remarkably, all gynes (new queens) were

found to arise from within-lineage matings (N ¼ 47,

figure 2c), while all workers were found to arise from inter-

lineage matings (N ¼ 491; figure 2b). In line with this, the

276 workers genotyped from 22 colonies from Sorbas were

more heterozygous than expected under Hardy–Weinberg

equilibrium (FIS¼ 20.18, p , 0.0001). In all populations,

workers were heterozygous at Ms2c with allele 166 and a

different allele.

4. Discussion
Our genetic analyses based on mitochondrial DNA and

nuclear DNA revealed the existence of an unusual population

structure in the harvester antM. barbarus. Two cryptic lineages

(Mbar1 orMbar2) coexist in Iberian populations. These lineages

appear to be inter-dependent because all workers were found

to be produced from inter-lineage mating. Despite constant

hybridization for hybrid worker production, the lineages are

consistently genetically divergent across generations: haploid

males are produced asexually and diploid queens are pro-

duced by same-lineage mating (figure 2a). Two queens had

cyto-nuclear mismatches (mtDNA from one lineage and

nDNA from the other one), suggesting that rare introgression

events may exist (see [13] for potential mechanisms). Applying

molecular clocks of 2.3–4% per million years (standard clock

and upper bound estimate for insect COI; [14]), the divergence

of Mbar1 and Mbar2 mtDNA was estimated to be 1.4–2.5

million years. The system itself may, however, be much

more recent as the two lineages could have arisen from

secondary contact between previously geographically isolated

populations or from two different species.

In most ant species, the development of a diploid egg into a

reproductive queen or a non-reproductive worker is thought

to be determined by environmental cues, although genotypic

influences on caste determination have been reported [3]. InM.
barbarus, the caste-genotype association suggests the existence

of strong genotypic effects. Such reduced totipotency of hybrid

(worker) and non-hybrid (sexual) brood requires queens to

mate multiply with males of both lineages to produce a viable

colony and achieve reproductive fitness [15]. Remarkably, how-

ever, observed mating frequencies inM. barbaruswere found to

be low enough that a large proportion of queens (approx.

13.4%; see the electronic supplementary material) would fail to

mate with both males of their own lineage and those of the

other lineage, and therefore be either unable to produce the

workers necessary for a viable colony or unable to produce

gyne offspring, if mating is random. Inter-lineage mating pairs

(based on offspring genotypes) were more numerous than

same-lineage pairs (see the electronic supplementary material),

suggesting that mating may be non-random and that there is

some pre-zygotic sexual selection, something that is relatively

unknown in social insects. Nevertheless, there seems likely to

be a significant fitness cost associated with the system, implying

that there must also be a significant fitness advantage associated

with social hybridogenesis for the phenomenon to have evolved.

Hybrid vigour of workers is one possibility [7].

The reproductive systemofM. barbarus is strikingly similar to

that of Pogonomyrmex harvester ants, in which inter-dependent

lineage pairs also occur [16]. These lineages have been shown

to harbour chimaeric genomes of two parental species, but the

causal link between this hybrid origin and the actual system

remains controversial [17]. Lineages of M. barbarus may also be

of interspecific hybrid origin as unusual colony mixing and

hybridization has been previously reported in the genus [18].

Remarkably, social hybridogenesis with a variety of

mechanisms has now been reported in seven phylogenetically

widespread ant genera: fivemyrmicines (Messor,Pogonomyrmex,
Solenopsis, Vollenhovia and Wasmania), and two formicines

(Cataglyphis andParatrechina) [10]. Themultiple independent ori-

gins of these systems suggest a general predisposition for the

evolution of hybrid workers in ants, but the exact mechanism(s)

have remained difficult to untangle. It is notable that three of

the cases of social hybridogenesis involve species in arid

environments (Messor, Pogonomyrmex and Cataglyphis), and

two involve invasive ants (Wasmania andParatrechina;Volenhovia
emeryi is also an invasive species, though not, it is thought, in the

area in which genetic caste determination has been described),

suggesting that life-history characteristicsmayselect for the evol-

ution of this remarkable reproductive strategy. Hopefully, the

accumulation of genomic data for more ant species will provide

some clues to how these unorthodox reproductive systems

originate.
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Materials and methods 

The harvester ant Messor barbarus is a common species in the dry habitat of the Iberian Peninsula. 

Colonies contain a single queen and several thousand workers. We excavated 27 partial colonies in Sorbas 

(Spain) and nine additional colonies in Baul, Pozo Alcón, El Mojonar, Alcaraz, Cáceres (Spain) and 

Aljezur (Portugal). Samples of workers and, when present, gynes (new queens) and males, were collected 

for subsequent genetic analyses. We also sampled reproductives (queens and males) during nuptial flights 

in Baul and Alcaraz (figure 1). We used mitochondrial DNA sequence data and microsatellite markers to 

infer both population and colony structure across our sampling. DNA was extracted from adult ants with 

Chelex-100. 

For the analysis of mtDNA, a portion of COI was amplified for 37 individuals from the seven 

sampling sites: one individual from each of 28 colonies covering all sites apart from Baul, plus 1 gyne 

from the Alcaraz nuptial flight and 8 gynes from the Baul nuptial flight. We amplified COI using the 

universal primers HCO2198 and LCO1490 [1], and an annealing temperature of 50°C. PCR products were 

sequenced from both ends. Sequences were checked for quality, aligned and trimmed using CodonCode 

Aligner 4.1. Maximum likelihood trees were constructed with MEGA7 [2]. JModelTest 2 [3]  suggested 

GTR + I + G as the best substitution model based on AIC criterion. Branch support values were obtained 

by 1000 bootstrap pseudo-replicates. A published sequence of Messor denticornis was used as an 

outgroup (GenBank: JQ742637). 

Nuclear DNA variation and pedigree were studied using 4 microsatellite markers (Ms1a, Ms2a, 

Ms2c and Ms2d; [4]). All gynes and males as well as selection of workers were genotyped. For each 

colony, the genotypes of the mother queen and her mates were inferred from workers whenever possible. 

The effective mating frequencies of queens were estimated from worker genotypes using the bias-

corrected estimator of effective number of mates (Mep) proposed by Nielsen et al. [5]. Although this 

estimator takes into account sample size, we also estimated effective mating frequencies both including all 

colonies and using only colonies for which at least 8 workers were genotyped. Because gynes and workers 

were found to be produced by different types of mating (see results), we estimated the effective mating 

frequency of queens both based on worker offspring (MepW) and based on gyne offspring (MepG) for those 

colonies for which both were available. To verify the reliability of our four microsatellite markers to 

detect different patrilines, we first calculated the probability that two random fathers shared the same 

alleles at all loci [9]. In Sorbas, where we had good estimates of allele size frequencies, the non-detection 

error due to two males sharing the same alleles was very low for both lineages (PMbar1=0.0086 and 

PMbar2=0.0030). F-statistics were estimated using SPAGeDi [6]. Observed values were compared with the 

corresponding frequency distributions when random permutations of the data were performed. To 

determine the population structure, we excluded all worker genotypes and used inferred parents only. 

Haploid male genotypes were encoded as diploid by doubling their alleles. The number of groups (K) 

among reproductives was determined using STRUCTURE [7]. The program was run 10 times for each 

value of K = 1–10 under an admixture model with correlated allele frequencies, with 100,000 Markov 

chain Monte Carlo iterations and a burn-in period of 20,000. The number of group was investigated using 

the ad hoc d-K method [8]. For cross-validation of STRUCTURE results, a genetic-distance-based PCoA 

was performed with GENALEX v6.5. To explore mating patterns, we augmented the PCoA with 

connections between parental genotypes found co-occurring in the offspring. 

Results 

Mitochondrial COI sequences were trimmed to 669 base pairs, among which 45 (6.73 %) were variable. 

Haplotypes clustered in two groups (figure 2d) separated by an average of 38.2 base pairs (5.71%). The 

two groups will be hereafter referred as Mbar1 and Mbar2. Pairwise sequence divergences within each 

group were comparatively low: 0.48% and 0.12%, respectively. Both Mbar1 and Mbar2 genotypes were 

found in Sorbas, Baul and Aljezur, suggesting that the two groups were sympatric across the studied area.  

We genotyped 634 ants at four microsatellite loci (590 ants from the 36 colonies, plus 44 sexuals 

from the two nuptial flights; 2.9% missing data). We were able to infer the genotype of the mother queen 

for 30/36 colonies, and paternal genotypes for 29/36 colonies. All colonies were consistent with there 

being a single mother who has been inseminated by one or multiple mates (see later). There was a 

significant genetic differentiation between colonies, confirming that all colonies were genuine and that 

there were no cases of polydomy in the data (global-FST = 0.2386, test by random permutations of 

individual among pairs of colonies: P < 0.05 for all colony pairs). As is usually the case in Hymenoptera, 
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all workers and new queens had genotypes at one or more loci that were non-identical to their mother and 

therefore had been produced by sexual reproduction (N = 491 and N = 47, respectively), whereas males 

were haploid individuals produced by arrhenotokous parthenogenesis (N = 52, figure 1).  

Bayesian clustering analysis using STRUCTURE of reproductive individuals (inferred parental 

genotypes of colonies, and queens and males from the two nuptial flights; N = 158) suggested the 

presence of two groups. The two groups could be diagnosed based on their genotype at Ms2c. The first 

group consists of reproductive individuals with allele 166 (or rare allele 168) at Ms2c, whereas the second 

group had alleles bigger than 166 only. For 29 individuals, we had ambiguous genotype information at 

Ms2c. Yet, these were consistent with having either allele 166 or alleles bigger than 166 only. We did not 

find any heterozygous queens with both the allele 166 (or 168) plus a bigger allele. We used the 129 

individuals with unambiguous genotype information at Ms2c for the following analyses. The two groups 

were congruent with the Mbar1 and Mbar2 lineages observed based on mitochondrial DNA with the 

exception of two individuals (figure 2d). One of the two exceptions was a queen (ALC_Q1) with the 

Mbar2 mitochondrial haplotype but Mbar1 microsatellite genotype. This may be a hybrid queen, but 

additional markers would be required to confirm this. The other exception was a worker (SOR_c145_WA) 

with the Mbar2 mitochondrial haplotype but an inferred mother with Mbar1 microsatellite genotype (the 

worker herself was, as with all workers, a hybrid). This could be explained by the mother queen being a 

hybrid or by paternal leakage of mitochondrial DNA.  

The two lineages were highly differentiated (FST = 0.28) at three microsatellite markers (Ms2c, 

Ms2a and Ms2d; test by random permutations of individual among lineages: P < 0.001 for each marker), 

and marginally differentiated at the fourth (Ms1a; P = 0.029). Each lineage occupied a distinct area of the 

PCoA plot. Remarkably, all gynes were found to arise from within-group mating (N = 47, figure 2c), 

while all workers were found to be inter-lineages individuals (figure 2b). In line with this, the 276 workers 

sampled in the 27 colonies from Sorbas were more heterozygous than expected under Hardy–Weinberg 

equilibrium (FIS = -0.18, test by random permutations of allele sizes among among individuals: P < 0.001). 

In all populations, workers were heterozygous at Ms2c with allele 166 (or 168) plus an allele bigger than 

166. 

The overall mean effective mating frequency of M. barbarus based on worker genotypes (MepW) 

was 2.24 ± 0.16 using all colonies (N = 27 colonies), or 2.36 ± 0.22 using only colonies for which at least 

8 workers were genotyped (N = 18 colonies). The effective mating frequencies based on worker genotypes 

of Mbar1 queens were slightly smaller than for Mbar2 queens (all colonies: Mbar1 MepW = 1.91± 0.2, N = 

15 colonies and Mbar2 MepW = 2.71 ± 0.22, N = 11 colonies, t = 2.62, df = 24, P = 0.015; colonies for 

which at least 8 workers genotyped: Mbar1 MepW = 2.03 ± 0.25, N = 11 colonies and Mbar2 MepW = 3.01 ± 

0.36, N = 6 colonies, t = 2.3, df = 15, P = 0.036). Intriguingly, the effective mating frequencies of mother 

queens estimated from their gyne offspring (MepG) appeared significantly smaller than when estimated 

from their worker offspring (based on colonies for which we had both MepW and MepG; overall: MepG = 1.3 

vs. MepW = 2.3, N = 6 colonies of the two lineages, t = 2.61, df = 5, P = 0.048; for Mbar2 lineage only: 

MepG = 1.36 vs. MepW = 2.56, N = 5 colonies, t = 2.99, df = 4, P = 0.04). However, as this is based on only 

six colonies, five of which were Mbar2, and for five of which the numbers of workers or gynes genotyped 

were small (< 8), it will need further research to determine if this is a genuine difference.  

Assuming an equal frequency of Mbar1 and Mbar2 in a population (as was found at Sorbas and 

Baul) and a total effective queen mating frequency (MobW + MobG) of 2.41 + 1.5 = 3.91, the likelihood of a 

queen of one lineage failing to mate with at least one male of the other lineage (and therefore being unable 

to produce the workers necessary for a viable colony) can be estimated as 0.53.91 = 6.7%. The probability 

of a queen failing to mate with at least one male of her own lineage (and therefore being unable to produce 

gyne offspring) is similarly 6.7%. The combined probability of a queen failing to obtain the necessary 

matings to both produce the workers necessary for a viable colony and produce gynes is then 13.4%. 
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Figure S1. PCoA plot based on the genotypes of 158 reproductive individuals (inferred parents of 

colonies, and queens and males collected during nuptial flights). The percentage of variation explained by 

each PCoA axis is indicated. Mbar1: red, Mbar2: blue, unknown: grey (missing information for Ms2c). 

Figure S2. Structure bar plot showing the assignment probabilities for K = 2 of: a) the 158 reproductive 

individuals genotyped, including 29 individuals that could not be assigned to a lineage due to ambiguous 

information at Ms2c; b) the 129 reproductive individuals assigned to a lineage, c) the 129 reproductive 

individuals assigned to a lineage and also genotypes for 36 workers (one from each colony sampled). For 

each plot, the highest probability run is shown. 
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Figure S3. Allele frequencies for Mbar1 (red bars) and Mbar2 (blue bars) at the four microsatellite loci 

surveyed based on the genotypes of 129 reproductive individuals (inferred parents of colonies, and queens 

and males collected during nuptial flights) with known genotype information at Ms2c. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Table S1. Lineage, numbers of worker and gyne (new queens) offspring genotyped, and mating frequency 

estimates based on offspring genotypes, for 29 Iberian Messor barbarus colonies studied. Mating 

frequency estimates are observed (Mobs) and effective (Mep) mating frequencies based on worker (W) or 

gyne (G) offspring. Colonies for which offspring genotypes did not allow parental genotypes to be 

determined are indicated by nd. The lineage of colonies SOR_c118 and SOR_c141 are unknown. 

Colony Lineage of 

mother 

queen 

Number of offspring 

genotyped 

# 

queens 

Mating frequency estimates of 

mother queens 

workers gynes males MobsW MobsG MepW MepG 

ALJ_cA Mbar1 89 1 3 2.22 

ALJ_cB Mbar2 92 1 2 1.89 

ALC_c1 Mbar2 4 nd nd nd 

BAU_c1 Mbar1 4 4 1 1 1.00 

BAU_cA Mbar2 4 4 1 2 2.25 

BAU_cB Mbar1 4 1 1 nd nd 

CAC_c1 Mbar2 6 3 3 1 nd 2 nd 1.80 

MOJ_c1 Mbar2 4 nd nd nd 

POZ_c1 Mbar1 8 1 3 3.61 

SOR_c1 Mbar1 6 8 1 1 nd 2 nd 1.32 

SOR_c2 Mbar2 5 2 4 1 2 1 2.25 1.00 

SOR_c3 Mbar2 5 6 4 1 2 2 2.17 1.99 

SOR_c4 Mbar1 5 10 1 1 1 1.00 1.00 

SOR_c5 Mbar2 6 3 3 1 3 2 2.27 1.80 

SOR_c6 Mbar1 5 6 1 2 2.17 

SOR_c7 Mbar1 5 6 1 2 2.17 

SOR_c8 Mbar2 9 1 5 1 4 nd 3.69 nd 

SOR_c9 Mbar1 9 2 1 1 nd 1.00 nd 

SOR_c10 Mbar2 9 9 4 1 3 1 3.36 1.00 

SOR_c11 Mbar2 7 3 7 1 3 1 2.74 1.00 

SOR_c104 Mbar2 13 1 4 2.82 

SOR_c117 Mbar2 13 nd nd nd 

SOR_c118 nd 14 1 2 2.09 

SOR_c121 Mbar1 15 1 2 1.89 

SOR_c126 Mbar1 14 1 3 3.17 

SOR_c129 Mbar1 11 nd nd nd 

SOR_c131 Mbar2 13 1 4 4.16 

SOR_c132 Mbar1 13 1 2 1.61 

SOR_c137 Mbar1 12 1 3 2.58 

SOR_c140 Mbar2 11 1 2 2.15 

SOR_c141 nd 13 nd nd nd 

SOR_c145 Mbar1 16 1 2 1.14 

SOR_c147 Mbar1 9 1 2 1.95 

SOR_c148 Mbar1 10 nd nd nd 

SOR_c151 Mbar1 15 1 3 1.56 

SOR_c155 Mbar1 13 1 2 1.61 
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Conclusions 
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